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Abstract
This thesis is a contribution to the algebra and model theory of certain valued differential fields
and ordered valued differential fields. We focus on those with small derivation, which is a strong
form of continuity of the derivation with respect to the valuation topology, and especially on those
that are also asymptotic, which is a weak valuation-theoretic analogue of l’Hôpital’s Rule.
The first component of this thesis concerns three conjectures for valued differential fields K
with small derivation and linearly surjective differential residue field: the uniqueness of maximal
immediate extensions of K, the equivalence of differential-algebraic maximality and differential-
henselianity for asymptotic K, and the existence and uniqueness of differential-henselizations of
asymptotic K. First, we show that any two maximal immediate extensions of K are isomorphic
over K whenever the value group of K has only finitely many convex subgroups. More significantly,
we also establish this conjecture when K is asymptotic. Next, we show that if K is asymptotic and
differential-henselian, then it is differential-algebraically maximal; this is optimal, as Aschenbrenner,
van den Dries, and van der Hoeven have shown that the asymptoticity assumption is necessary.
They have also shown that if K is differential-algebraically maximal, then it is differential-henselian,
so this establishes the equivalence of differential-algebraic maximality and differential-henselianity
for asymptotic K. Finally, we use this equivalence to show that if K is asymptotic, then it has a
differential-henselization, and that differential-henselizations are unique.
The second component of this thesis builds on the first to study the model theory of pre-H-fields
with gap 0, which are certain asymptotic ordered valued differential fields with small derivation that
are transexponential in some sense. We show that the theory T ∗ of differential-henselian, real closed
pre-H-fields that have exponential integration and closed ordered differential residue field (such
pre-H-fields necessarily have gap 0) has quantifier elimination in the language {+,−, ·, 0, 1,6,4, ∂}.
From quantifier elimination, we deduce that this theory is complete and is the model completion of
the theory of pre-H-fields with gap 0 (equivalently, it axiomatizes the class of existentially closed
pre-H-fields with gap 0). Moreover, we show that it is combinatorially tame in the sense that it is
distal, and hence has NIP. Finally, we consider a two-sorted structure with one sort for a model of
T ∗ and one sort for its residue field in a language Lres expanding the language {+,−, ·, 0, 1,6, ∂} of
ordered differential rings, and show that the theory of this two-sorted structure is model complete
when the theory of the residue field is model complete in Lres.
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1.1. Some history and motivation
In the early 20th century, Hardy studied “logarithmico-exponential” functions, which are germs
at infinity of certain real-valued functions obtained from exponentials and logarithms [Har12]. This
led Bourbaki to introduce the notion of a Hardy field: a field of germs at infinity of real-valued
functions that is closed under differentiation. Thus such structures provide a framework for studying
rates of growth of solutions to differential equations as time goes to infinity. Hardy’s field of
logarithmico-exponential functions seems to cover all the rates of growth occurring naturally in
mathematics but lacks certain closure properties, and Hardy therefore sought a “universal domain”
that would be as large as possible for studying the asymptotics of such functions.
In the 1980s, Dahn–Göring and Écalle independently introduced transseries for different purposes:
Dahn and Göring constructed them as a possible non-standard model of the theory of the real field
with exponentiation [DG87], while Écalle used them to solve Dulac’s conjecture about plane analytic
vector fields, connected with Hilbert’s 16th Problem [Éca90; Éca92]. In [DMM97], van den Dries,
Macintyre, and Marker showed that T, the field of logarithmic-exponential transseries, is indeed a
model of the theory of the real exponential field (construing T as an exponential field). Moreover, in
[DMM01], the same authors conjectured that T is the kind of universal domain that Hardy sought.
This was substantiated by Aschenbrenner, van den Dries, and van der Hoeven over a decade later in
their book [ADH17a]. As context for the work in this thesis, especially that of Chapter 6, we briefly
discuss their results here; interested readers are encouraged to consult [ADH17a] and its extensive
introduction for more details.
Making this conjecture precise involves model theory, a branch of mathematical logic. One
task is to identify the right language, or essential functions and relations, in which to study Hardy
fields and transseries. Hardy fields are naturally ordered differential fields, but they also can be
equipped with a canonical valuation induced by the ordering, which measures the rate of growth at
infinity. Although essentially going back to du Bois-Reymond, this canonical valuation is explicated
in Rosenlicht’s paper [Ros83]. For a valuation we use the symbol 4, where f 4 g is viewed as “f
grows at most as fast as g.” Below, we use the more suggestive terms “bounded,” “infinite,” and
“infinitesimal,” to indicate that f 4 1, f  1 (that is, f 64 1), and f ≺ 1, respectively. The set of
bounded elements forms a subring called the valuation ring. Thus the natural language in which to
study these structures is that of ordered valued differential fields, {+,−, ·, 0, 1,6,4, ∂}, where ∂ is
interpreted as differentiation, 4 is as above, and the other symbols have their usual interpretation
in ordered rings.
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Aschenbrenner and van den Dries introduced certain ordered valued differential fields, H-fields
and pre-H-fields, as a framework for studying Hardy fields from an algebraic and model-theoretic
perspective [AD02]. A pre-H-field is a field equipped with an ordering, valuation, and derivation
that interact in four ways, capturing some relations from Hardy fields. First, constants (elements
with derivative zero) are bounded; second, infinite positive elements have positive derivative; third,
the valuation ring is convex; and fourth, an analogue of l’Hôpital’s Rule holds. An H-field is a
pre-H-field such that every bounded element is infinitely close to a constant, and in fact, pre-H-fields
are exactly the ordered valued differential subfields of H-fields. All Hardy fields, construed as
ordered valued differential fields, are pre-H-fields, while those that contain R are H-fields. The
ordered valued differential field T is an H-field with small derivation, where we say that a valued
differential field has small derivation if derivatives of infinitesimals are infinitesimal.
To be a universal domain for asymptotic differential algebra, T should contain as many solutions
to asymptotic differential equations as possible; we make this precise via the model-theoretic
term “existentially closed.” Let K be an H-field with small derivation. We use the notation
K{Y } := K[Y, Y ′, Y ′′, . . . ] for the ring of differential polynomials overK, with the obvious evaluation
map. Then K is existentially closed if, for any H-field extension L of K with small derivation,
whenever y = (y1, . . . , yn) ∈ Ln satisfies a boolean combination R of relations of the form
P (y) = 0, P (y) > 0, and P (y) 4 Q(y),
where P and Q range over K{Y1, . . . , Yn}, there is z = (z1, . . . , zn) ∈ Kn satisfying R. In [ADH13],
Aschenbrenner, van den Dries, and van der Hoeven conjecture that T is existentially closed, and
moreover that the models of the theory of T (that is, the ordered valued differential fields that
have the same first-order properties as T) are exactly the existentially closed H-fields with small
derivation. An equivalent formulation is that the theory of T is the model companion of the theory
of H-fields with small derivation.
They prove this conjecture in [ADH17a], substantiating the notion that T is a universal domain
for asymptotic differential algebra. To do this, they introduce a certain theory T nl and show that
T nl is the model companion of the theory of pre-H-fields; the details of this theory are not germane
here, although the results of Chapter 6 are modelled on those for T nl. What is important is that
T nl + “small derivation” axiomatizes the theory of T. The conjecture from [ADH13] then follows
from these two results.
Much of [ADH17a] is developed in greater generality than the setting of pre-H-fields. For
example, some of a Hardy field’s structure is captured just by the valuation and derivation, for
which Rosenlicht [Ros80] developed a theory of differentially valued (or differential-valued) fields.
Generalizing this, [ADH17a] introduces asymptotic valued differential fields, in which the asymptotic
relation f 4 g is preserved under differentiation and integration (when this is possible); all pre-H-
fields are asymptotic. Second, [ADH17a] studies valued differential fields with small derivation. A
key property of some such fields is differential-henselianity, which generalizes the well-studied notion
of henselianity for valued fields. The first part of this thesis, Chapters 3 and 4, deals with three
conjectures from [ADH17a; ADH18] in the general theory of valued differential fields with small
derivation, especially asymptotic valued differential fields with small derivation.
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The results of [ADH17a] describe the model companions of the theories of pre-H-fields and of
H-fields with small derivation, but what about other pre-H-fields with small derivation? There
are two subclasses of pre-H-fields with small derivation not covered by the results above, and we
focus on the model theory of one of these, the class of pre-H-fields with gap 0, in Chapter 6. In
contrast to T, pre-H-fields with gap 0 contain transexponential elements, and their valuations only
distinguish infinite elements that differ transexponentially. This penultimate chapter isolates a
model companion for the theory of pre-H-fields with gap 0, making use of the results of Chapter 4.
Thus this thesis is a contribution to the study of valued differential fields with small derivation
and of asymptotic valued differential fields, and to the model theory of pre-H-fields with small
derivation.
1.2. Summary of results
Here we give a relatively self-contained overview of the results in this thesis. For the sake of
readability, some definitions are given only informally here, but keen readers can consult the precise
definitions in Chapter 2. Some explanation of model-theoretic terms is given, although knowledge
of the rudiments of logic would be helpful (such as language, sentence, formula/definable set).
The first component of the thesis, comprising Chapters 3 and 4, is an attempt to generalize
fundamental results from the theory of valued fields of equicharacteristic 0 to the setting of
valued differential fields with small derivation. We are concerned with the following three results:
the uniqueness of maximal immediate extensions, the equivalence of henselianity with algebraic
maximality, and the existence of henselizations. We achieve appropriate analogues of these results
in Theorems 3.1, 4.18, 4.19, and 4.20, primarily under the assumption that the valued differential
fields with small derivation are asymptotic.
The second component of this thesis concerns the model theory of certain transexponential
pre-H-fields, called pre-H-fields with gap 0. We obtain a model companion for this theory in
Corollary 6.55, using Theorems 4.19 and 4.20 and new results on differential-Hensel-Liouville
closures. In fact, this model companion result follows from quantifier elimination, Theorem 6.53,
which we also use to study the combinatorial complexity of these structures in Theorem 6.57.
Let K be a valued field, that is, a field equipped with a subring O containing f or f−1 for
all f ∈ K×, called a valuation ring. When K is additionally a differential field, that is, equipped
with an additive map ∂ : K → K satisfying the product rule, we always assume that O contains (an
isomorphic copy of) the field Q as a subring. When this holds, we say that K has equicharacteristic 0.
Motivated by Hardy fields, we think of O as comprising the bounded elements of K. One goal of
valuation theory is to try to understand K in terms of two simpler associated objects, its value
group and residue field. The value group of K is K×/O×, an ordered abelian group; in a Hardy
field, this encodes the possible rates of growth. The ring O has a unique maximal ideal O = O \O×,
and O/O is the residue field of K. We refer to elements of O as “infinitesimals” and to elements of
K \O as “infinite;” in Hardy fields, these are exactly the elements with limit 0 and ±∞ respectively.
1.2.1. Maximal immediate extensions. We say that a valued field extension of K is immediate
if it has the same value group and residue field as K. By Zorn, any valued field has an immediate
valued field extension that is maximal in the sense that it has no proper immediate valued field
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extension. Kaplansky [Kap42] shows that when K has equicharacteristic 0, all maximal immediate
valued field extensions of K are isomorphic over K.
Now let K be a valued differential field with small derivation. Recall that “small derivation”
means that the derivatives of infinitesimals are infinitesimal; if K has small derivation, then its
derivation induces a derivation on the residue field of K, and the differential field structure of the
residue field plays an important role in studying K. Again by Zorn, K has an immediate valued
differential field extension with small derivation that is maximal in the sense that it has no proper
valued differential field extension with small derivation. By [ADH18], such extensions are maximal
as valued fields, and hence any two such extensions of K are isomorphic as valued fields over K.
Can this isomorphism be strengthened to an isomorphism of valued differential fields? The answer
in general is “no,” as [ADH18, Corollary 8.12] shows, but those authors conjecture that the answer
is “yes” in the case that the residue field of K is linearly surjective (that is, all linear differential
equations have solutions).
This conjecture is established for monotone fields in [ADH17a, Theorem 7.4.3], with an earlier
case due to Scanlon [Sca00]. The next theorem is the first step towards this conjecture outside of
the monotone setting, where we instead assume that the value group is small in the following sense.
If an ordered abelian group has only finitely many nontrivial convex subgroups, then we call the
number of such subgroups its (archimedean) rank. For brevity, in this theorem and the rest of the
introduction, we use “extension” to mean “valued differential field extension with small derivation”
and “maximal” to mean having no proper immediate extension of this kind.
Theorem 3.1. If K has linearly surjective residue field and its value group is the union of its
convex subgroups of finite rank, then any two maximal immediate extensions of K are isomorphic as
valued differential fields over K.
This and other results from Chapter 3 are joint work with van den Dries and appeared earlier in
[DP19]. Our proof involves reducing to the monotone case, using that if K has small derivation and
its value group has rank 1, then K is monotone [ADH17a, Corollary 6.1.2]. Thus new techniques
are needed to remove the rank assumption on the value group. By adapting the differential Newton
diagram method of [ADH17a, Chapters 13 and 14] to the setting of asymptotic valued differential
fields with small derivation, we prove the following. This and other results from Chapter 4 appear
in [Pyn20b], to be published in the Pacific Journal of Mathematics.
Theorem 4.18. If K is asymptotic and has linearly surjective residue field, then any two maximal
immediate extensions of K are isomorphic as valued differential fields over K.
1.2.2. Differential-henselianity and maximality. The uniquess in the above results also holds
for differentially algebraic extensions of K that are differential-algebraically maximal, that is, have
no proper differentially algebraic immediate extension. If K is differential-algebraically maximal
and has linearly surjective residue field, then it is differential-henselian [ADH17a, Theorem 7.0.1].
Henselianity is a central notion in the study of valued fields and their model theory. For instance, it
appears in the theorem of Ax–Kochen and Ershov that the theory of a henselian valued field of
equicharacteristic 0 is determined by the theories of its ordered value group and its residue field
[AK66; Ers65].
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Differential-henselianity, which generalizes henselianity to the setting of valued differential fields
with small derivation, was introduced by Scanlon in [Sca00; Sca03] for monotone fields and studied
more systematically in [ADH17a]. We say that K is differential-henselian if every quasilinear
differential polynomial over O has a zero in O, where a differential polynomial P ∈ O{Y } with
not all coefficients infinitesimal is quasilinear if its image under the natural map to (O/O){Y },
effectively neglecting infinitesimals, has degree 1. Note that if K is differential-henselian, then its
residue field is clearly linearly surjective.
An analogue of [ADH17a, Theorem 7.0.1] holds for valued fields: algebraic maximality implies
henselianity, and its converse holds for valued fields of equicharacteristic 0. Does the converse
of [ADH17a, Theorem 7.0.1] hold? In [ADH17a, Theorem 7.0.3], a positive answer is obtained
for K that are asymptotic and monotone, and the authors suggest that monotonicity should be
unnecessary. They also show that it fails outside of the asymptotic setting (see [ADH17a, example
after Corollary 7.4.5]). Using the same techniques as in the proof of Theorem 4.18, we remove the
monotonicity assumption altogether. In the next result, and throughout the thesis, we use “d” to
abbreviate “differential” or “differentially” as appropriate.
Theorem 4.19. If K is asymptotic and d-henselian, then it is d-algebraically maximal.
In joint work with van den Dries, we first established this under the same assumption on the
value group as in Theorem 3.1; see Theorem 3.2. Theorem 4.19 is perhaps the central result of this
thesis. It underlies the next theorem about differential-henselizations, and these two results are used
in essential ways in the model-theoretic study of pre-H-fields with gap 0 carried out in Chapter 6.
1.2.3. Differential-henselizations. If the residue field of K is linearly surjective, then by taking
any d-algebraically maximal immediate extension ofK, we obtain an immediate d-henselian extension
of K. When does K have a smallest such extension? If K is asymptotic with linearly surjective
residue field, then it has an immediate d-henselian extension that is d-algebraic over K, asymptotic,
and minimal in the sense that it has no proper differential subfield containing K that is d-henselian
[ADH17a, Corollary 9.4.11]. The authors conjecture that such minimal d-henselian extensions of K
are unique up to isomorphism over K. Each valued field has a henselization, which is a henselian
extension with a universal property. For asymptotic K with linearly surjective residue field, we
defined with van den Dries the notion of a differential-henselization: a d-henselian extension of K
that is asymptotic and embeds over K into every asymptotic d-henselian extension of K. Thus we
establish a strong form of the uniqueness conjecture for minimal d-henselian extensions.
Theorem 4.20. If K is asymptotic with linearly surjective residue field, then K has a d-henselization,
and any two d-henselizations of K are isomorphic over K.
As before, this was first established in joint work with van den Dries under the same assumption
on the value group as in Theorem 3.1; see Theorem 3.4.
1.2.4. Removing divisibility. To prove Theorems 4.18, 4.19, and 4.20, we essentially first estab-
lish them under the assumption that the value group is divisible and then reduce to that case. In
doing this reduction, we noticed that a similar lemma could be applied to remove the assumption
that the value group is divisible from three results of [ADH17a, §14.5] paralleling those above. These
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results, which first appeared in [Pyn19], make up Chapter 5, and are something of a digression from
the main thrust of this thesis.
1.2.5. Pre-H-fields with gap 0. Returning to that story, Chapter 6 studies pre-H-fields with
gap 0. Introduced in the previous section, recall that a pre-H-field is an ordered valued differential
field in which constants (elements with derivative zero) are bounded, infinite positive elements
have positive derivative, the valuation ring is convex, and an analogue of l’Hôpital’s Rule holds.
A pre-H-field K has gap 0 if it has small derivation and for every infinite f ∈ K the logarithmic
derivative ∂(f)/f of f is infinite. Thus in such structures, infinite elements are transexponential in
a certain sense, and the valuation gives us a coarser notion of rate of growth than in Hardy fields.
To obtain an example of a pre-H-field with gap 0, start by taking an ℵ0-saturated elementary
extension T∗ of T. Here, saturation is a model-theoretic notion of largeness; in particular, T∗
contains a transexponential element. Then enlarging the valuation ring of T∗ so that it is the set of
elements bounded in absolute value by some finite iterate of the exponential yields a pre-H-field
with gap 0 (see [ADH17a, Example 10.1.7]); the transexponential element ensures that the enlarged
valuation ring is a proper subring. Another, more concrete, example is given by considering the
functional equation f(x + 1) = ef(x). It has a solution lying in a Hardy field [Bos86], and any
solution is clearly transexponential, so performing the same enlargement of the valuation ring of
this Hardy field also yields a pre-H-field with gap 0.
We aim to achieve similar model-theoretic results for the theory of pre-H-fields with gap 0 to
those obtained for the theory of pre-H-fields or H-fields with small derivation in [ADH17a]. Namely,
does the theory of pre-H-fields with gap 0 have a model companion? Recall that finding a model
companion of the theory of pre-H-fields with gap 0 is equivalent to determining which first-order
conditions need to be imposed on a pre-H-field with gap 0 to ensure that it is existentially closed.
In this way, a model companion for this theory is a universal domain for studying transexponential
growth rates in pre-H-fields with small derivation.
In fact, whenever a pre-H-field K has small derivation and the induced derivation on its residue
field is nontrivial, K must have gap 0. By the convexity of the valuation ring, the ordering of a
pre-H-field induces an ordering on its residue field. Thus it is reasonable to expect that the residue
fields of existentially closed pre-H-fields with gap 0 are existentially closed as ordered differential
fields, and hence as large as possible. This contrasts with the case of H-fields with small derivation,
where the residue field is always canonically isomorphic to the constant field, and thus as small
as possible. The theory of ordered differential fields, where no interaction is assumed between the
valuation and the derivation, has a model companion. This theory, called the theory of closed
ordered differential fields, was introduced by Singer and has quantifier elimination [Sin78]. We
also expect that an existentially closed pre-H-field K with gap 0 should be real closed and have
exponential integration, that is, for every f ∈ K there is z ∈ K× with ∂(z)/z = f . Finally, it should
also be closed under solutions to some differential equations, such as quasilinear ones, which is
ensured by d-henselianity.
It turns out that these properties are enough to axiomatize the model companion of the theory
of pre-H-fields with gap 0; in fact, it is the model completion, a stronger property. The language
for the next three model-theoretic results is the natural one, {+,−, ·, 0, 1,6,4, ∂}, where for a
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pre-H-field K the function symbol ∂ is interpreted as the derivation and the binary relation symbol
4 is interpreted by f 4 g ⇐⇒ f ∈ gO for f, g ∈ K. This theorem and the other results of
Chapter 6 appear in the preprint [Pyn20a].
Corollary 6.55. The theory of d-henselian, real closed pre-H-fields that have exponential integration
and closed ordered differential residue field is the model completion of the theory of pre-H-fields with
gap 0.
In fact, in the same language we achieve quantifier elimination, which says that every definable
set is equivalent to a quantifier-free definable set. To get some sense of what this means, we first give
examples from the settings of fields and ordered fields before explaining this more fully in the setting
of pre-H-fields. In fields the quantifier-free definable sets are exactly the Zariski-constructible sets,
so that the theory of algebraically closed fields has quantifier elimination says that the projections
of Zariski-constructible sets are Zariski-constructible. Likewise, in ordered fields the quantifier-free
definable sets are exactly the semi-algebraic sets, so that the theory of real closed fields has quantifier
elimination says that projections of semi-algebraic sets are semi-algebraic.
In an ordered valued differential field K, the quantifier-free definable sets are solutions of
boolean combinations of relations of the form
P (y) = 0, P (y) > 0, and P (y) 4 Q(y),
where P and Q range over K{Y1, . . . , Yn} and y = (y1, . . . , yn) ∈ Kn. As we saw for T nl and T,
sometimes it is necessary to enlarge the class of quantifier-free definable sets by adding certain
predicates or function symbols to the language in order to obtain quantifier elimination. This is not
necessary for the theory in Corollary 6.55, for which the class of quantifier-free definable sets are
closed under projections. To summarize:
Theorem 6.53. The theory of d-henselian, real closed pre-H-fields that have exponential integration
and closed ordered differential residue field has quantifier elimination.
Quantifier elimination enables us to get some handle on the definable sets in models of this
theory. An active direction of model theory is to study the combinatorial complexity of definable
families of sets and to classify theories. It turns out that when certain patterns are not present,
this implies strong structural properties. One condition that has been well-studied, especially in
the last two decades, is “not the independence property,” abbreviated NIP. Many theories have
NIP, including algebraically closed (valued) fields, real closed (valued) fields, p-adic fields, the real
exponential field, the theory of closed ordered differential fields, and the theory of T. This notion is
connected to theoretical computer science, as a theory has NIP if and only if, in every model of
the theory, every definable family of sets has finite Vapnik–Chervonenkis dimension. Our model
companion from Corollary 6.55 also belongs to this class; in fact, it has a stronger property called
distality.
Theorem 6.57. The theory of d-henselian, real closed pre-H-fields that have exponential integration
and closed ordered differential residue field is distal, and hence has NIP.
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1.2.6. A multi-sorted result. Let K be either an ℵ0-saturated elementary extension of T or
a transexponential Hardy field. Then our examples of pre-H-fields with gap 0 were obtained by
enlarging the valuation ring O of K to O∗. Letting O∗ denote the unique maximal ideal of O∗, the
original valuation given by O induces a valuation on the residue field O∗/O∗ of (K,O∗); equivalently,
O/O∗ is a valuation ring of O∗/O∗. This suggests that we should consider the residue field as a
structure in some language expanding that of ordered differential rings (so it remains an ordered
differential field), and consider it a part of our structure distinct from K. The model-theoretic
framework for this is that of multi-sorted structures (in this case, we only need two-sorted structures).
More precisely: Let K be a pre-H-field with gap 0, k be an expansion of an ordered differential
field, and π : O → k be a map inducing an isomorphism of ordered differential fields between the
residue field O/O of K and k (and extend π to K by π(K \ O) = {0}). We consider the two-sorted
structure (K,k;π) where the language on the sort of K is {+,−, ·, 0, 1,6,4, ∂} and the language
Lres on the sort of k expands {+,−, ·, 0, 1,6, ∂}.
Theorem 6.58. If K is a d-henselian, real closed pre-H-field with exponential integration, and the
Lres-theory of k is model complete, then the theory of (K,k;π) is model complete.
If the Lres-theory of k is actually the model companion of an Lres-theory of ordered differential
fields, then the theory of (K,k;π) with K as in Theorem 6.58 is in fact the model companion of the





We let d, m, n, and r range over N = {0, 1, 2, . . . } and ρ, λ, and µ be ordinals.
2.2. Valued differential fields
The main objects of this thesis are valued differential fields. For any fieldK, we setK× := K\{0}.
2.2.1. Valued fields.
Definition. A valued field is a field K equipped with a surjective map v : K× → Γ, where Γ is an
ordered abelian group, satisfying for f, g ∈ K×:
(V1) v(fg) = v(f) + v(g);
(V2) v(f + g) > min{v(f), v(g)} whenever f + g 6= 0.
By an ordered abelian group (written additively), we mean that its (total) ordering is preserved
by addition. Let K be a valued field. We add a new symbol ∞ to Γ and extend the addition and
ordering to Γ∞ := Γ∪ {∞} by ∞+ γ = γ +∞ =∞+∞ =∞ and ∞ > γ for all γ ∈ Γ. This allows
us to extend v to K by setting v(0) :=∞. We often use the following more intuitive notation:
f 4 g :⇔ v(f) > v(g), f ≺ g :⇔ v(f) > v(g),
f  g :⇔ v(f) = v(g), f ∼ g :⇔ f − g ≺ g.
The relation 4 is called a dominance relation. Both  and ∼ are equivalence relations on K
and K× respectively, with a consequence of (V2) being that if f ∼ g, then f  g. We set
O := {f ∈ K : f 4 1} and call it the valuation ring of K. It has a unique maximal ideal
O := {f ∈ K : f ≺ 1}, and we call res(K) := O/O the residue field of K, usually denoting it k. We
say that K has equicharacteristic 0 if k has characteristic 0; equivalently, O contains (an isomorphic
copy of) the field Q as a subring. We let a or res(a) denote the image of a ∈ O under the map to k.
For another valued field L, we denote these objects by OL, ΓL, kL, etc.
Let G be an ordered abelian group. We set G> := {g ∈ G : g > 0} and likewise G<, as well as
G 6= := G \ {0}. For g ∈ G we let [g] denote its archimedean class. That is,
[g] := {h ∈ G : |h| 6 n|g| and |g| 6 n|h| for some n}.
We order the set [G] := {[g] : g ∈ G} by [h] < [g] if n|h| < |g| for all n. Then the map g 7→ [g] is a
convex valuation on G (technically, we must give the set of archimedean classes its reverse order) in
the sense that, for g, h ∈ G 6=, we have [−g] = [g], [g + h] 6 max{[g], [h]}, and [g] 6 [h] whenever
0 < g 6 h (see [ADH17a, §2.2] for more on this). In particular, if [g] < [h], then [g + h] = [h]. For
g, h ∈ G we write g = o(h) if [g] < [h].
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2.2.2. Differential fields.
Definition. A differential field is a field K equipped with a derivation ∂ : K → K, which satisfies
for f, g ∈ K:
(D1) ∂(f + g) = ∂(f) + ∂(g);
(D2) ∂(fg) = f∂(g) + g∂(f).
Let K be a differential field. For f ∈ K, we often write f ′ for ∂(f) if the derivation is clear from
the context and set f † := f ′/f if f 6= 0. We say that K has exponential integration if (K×)† = K.
The field of constants of K is C := {f ∈ K : f ′ = 0}. For another differential field L, we denote this
object CL. We let K{Y } := K[Y, Y ′, Y ′′, . . . ] be the ring of differential polynomials over K and set
K{Y }6= := K{Y } \ {0}, extending the derivation of K to K{Y } in the natural way. Let P range
over K{Y } 6=. The order of P is the smallest r such that P ∈ K[Y, Y ′, . . . , Y (r)], and its degree is its
total degree. If r is the order of P , m its degree in Y (r), and n its total degree, then the complexity
of P is the triple c(P ) := (r,m, n); complexities are ordered lexicographically.
For i = (i0, . . . , ir) ∈ N1+r, we set Y i := Y i0(Y ′)i1 . . . (Y (r))ir . If P has order at most r, then
we decompose P as
∑
i PiY
i, where i ranges over N1+r. We also sometimes decompose P into its





i>d Pi. Letting |i| := i0 + · · ·+ ir, we note that Pd =
∑
|i|=d PiY
i, where Pd denotes
the homogeneous part of P of degree d. The multiplicity of P at 0, denoted by mulP , is the least d
with Pd 6= 0.
We often use, for a ∈ K, the additive and multiplicative conjugates of P by a defined by
P+a(Y ) := P (a+ Y ) and P×a(Y ) := P (aY ). For convenience, we also write P−a for P+(−a). Note
that (P+a)+b = (P+b)+a = P+(a+b) for b ∈ K, which we write P+a+b. We define P+a−b likewise. The
multiplicity of P at a is mulP+a. Note that (Pd)×a = (P×a)d, which we denote by Pd,×a. For more
on such conjugation, see [ADH17a, §4.3].
If a in some differential field extension of K is differentially algebraic (d-algebraic for short)
over K, by which we mean it satisfies P (a) = 0 for some P ∈ K{Y }6=, then it has a minimal
annihilator P over K. That is, P ∈ K{Y } 6= is irreducible of order r such that P (a) = 0 and
Q(a) 6= 0 for all Q ∈ K{Y } 6= of order at most r and degY (r) Q < degY (r) P . Then K〈a〉, the
differential field generated by a over K, is isomorphic to the fraction field of K[Y0, . . . , Yr]/(p), where
p ∈ K[Y0, . . . , Yr] with P = p(Y, Y ′, . . . , Y (r)), equipped with the derivation given by [ADH17a,
Lemma 1.9.1]. If a is differentially transcendental (d-transcendental for short) over K, that is, not
d-algebraic over K, then K〈a〉 is isomorphic to the fraction field K〈Y 〉 of K{Y }. See [ADH17a,
§4.1] for more details.
2.2.3. Small derivation and differential-henselianity. Now suppose that K is a valued differ-
ential field, by which we mean that K is both a valued field of equicharacteristic 0 and a differential
field. The central condition relating the valuation and the derivation in this thesis is small derivation,
a strong form of continuity.
Definition. We say that K has small derivation if ∂O ⊆ O.
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As a valued field, K can be equipped with its valuation topology, which has as a basis the open
balls {f ∈ K : v(f − a) > γ} for a ∈ K and γ ∈ Γ. When is ∂ continuous with respect to this
topology? Here is a characterization showing that it holds whenever K has small derivation.
Lemma 2.1 ([ADH17a, 4.4.7]). The derivation ∂ is continuous with respect to the valuation topology
on K if and only if there is a ∈ K× such that ∂O ⊆ aO.
Most of the valued differential fields in this thesis have small derivation. We also sometimes
discuss, particularly in Chapter 5, asymptotic fields that may not have small derivation (see §2.4 for
the definition of asymptotic). Asymptotic fields also have continuous derivation, and hence all the
valued differential fields in this thesis have this property. A study of valued differential fields with
continuous derivation was initiated in [ADH18].
Suppose in the rest of this section that K has small derivation. Then ∂O ⊆ O [ADH17a,
Lemma 4.4.2], so ∂ induces a derivation on k. We always construe k as a differential field with this
induced derivation and are typically interested in the case that it is nontrivial, in contrast to the
H-fields with small derivation studied in [ADH17a]. Moreover, we are interested in the case that
k has solutions to certain differential equations. We say that k is r-linearly surjective if, for all
a0, . . . , ar ∈ k with an 6= 0 for some n 6 r, the equation 1 + a0y + a1y′ + · · · + ary(r) = 0 has a
solution in k. We say that k is linearly surjective if it is r-linearly surjective for all r.
Let P ∈ K{Y }. We extend v to K〈Y 〉, the fraction field of K{Y }, by setting v(P ) to be
the minimum valuation of the coefficients of P ; this is called the gaussian valuation on K〈Y 〉.
The relations 4, ≺, , and ∼ are extended to K〈Y 〉 in the corresponding way, and the image of
P ∈ O{Y } under the canonical map to k{Y } is denoted by P .
Definition. We say that K is r-differential-henselian (r-d-henselian for short) if:
(rDH1) k is r-linearly surjective;
(rDH2) whenever P ∈ O{Y } of order at most r satisfies P0 ≺ 1 and P1  1, there is y ∈ O with
P (y) = 0.
We say that K is differential-henselian (d-henselian for short) if it is r-d-henselian for every r.
Differential-henselianity was introduced by Scanlon in [Sca00; Sca03] and studied more system-
atically in [ADH17a]. We give a useful equivalent formulation, for which we first describe how v(P )
changes as we additively and multiplicatively conjugate P .
Lemma 2.2 ([ADH17a, 4.5.1]). Let P ∈ K{Y } 6= and f ∈ K.
(i) If f 4 1, then P+f  P ; if f ≺ 1, then P+f ∼ P .
(ii) If f 6= 0, then v(P×f ) ∈ Γ depends only on vf ∈ Γ.
Item (ii) allows us to define a function vP : Γ → Γ by vf 7→ v(P×f ). The main properties of
this function are recorded in the following lemma.
Lemma 2.3 ([ADH17a, 6.1.3, 6.1.5]). Let P,Q ∈ K{Y } 6= be homogeneous of degrees m and n,
respectively. For α, β ∈ Γ with α 6= β, we have
vP (α)− vP (β) = m(α− β) + o(α− β).
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It follows that, for γ ∈ Γ6=,
vP (γ)− vQ(γ) = v(P )− v(Q) + (m− n)γ + o(γ),
and if m > n, then vP − vQ is strictly increasing.
The most consequential result about this function, and a key result of [ADH17a], is the following
Equalizer Theorem, which underlies the results of Chapter 4.
Theorem 2.4 ([ADH17a, 6.0.1]). Let P,Q ∈ K{Y } 6= be homogeneous of degrees m and n, respec-
tively, with m > n. If (m− n)Γ = Γ, then there exists a unique α ∈ Γ such that vP (α) = vQ(α).
In particular, it says that if P ∈ K{Y } is homogeneous of degree 1, then vP is bijective. Using
this theorem, we obtain an equivalent characterization of r-d-henselianity.
Lemma 2.5 ([ADH17a, 7.1.1, 7.2.1]). We have that K is r-d-henselian if and only if, for every
P ∈ O{Y } of order at most r satisfying P1  1 and Pn ≺ 1 for all n > 2, there is y ∈ O with
P (y) = 0.
2.3. Immediate extensions and pseudocauchy sequences
In fact, d-henselianity is closely connected to the notion of differential-algebraic maximality,
for which we need to discuss immediate extensions. Let K be a valued field. Given an extension L
of K, we identify Γ with a subgroup of ΓL and k with a subfield of kL in the obvious way. Here
and throughout we use the word extension as follows: if F is a valued field, “extension” means
“valued field extension;” if F is a valued differential field, “extension” means “valued differential field
extension;” if F is an ordered valued differential field, “extension” means “ordered valued differential
field extension;” etc., unless otherwise specified. We hope this will not cause confusion; where there
is particular danger, we are more explicit. The words “embedding” and “isomorphism” are used
similarly.
We say that an extension L of K is immediate if ΓL = Γ and kL = k. If K is a valued differential
field with small derivation and L is a valued differential field extension of K with small derivation,
then k is naturally a differential subfield of kL. By Zorn (and [ADH17a, Lemma 2.2.1]), K has
an immediate extension that is maximal in the sense that it has no proper immediate extension.
Kaplansky [Kap42] shows that when K has equicharacteristic 0 (and in a more general setting not
relevant here), any two maximal immediate extensions of K are isomorphic over K. Such extensions
are complete in a certain way, called spherically complete, that we now describe. For a more detailed
exposition of this material, including proofs of facts stated here, see [ADH17a, §2.2 and 3.2]. Let
(aρ) be a sequence in K indexed by a limit ordinal.
Definition. We say that (aρ) is a pseudocauchy sequence (pc-sequence for short) if, for sufficiently
large ρ and for all µ > λ > ρ, we have
aµ − aλ ≺ aλ − aρ.
We say that a ∈ K is a pseudolimit of (aρ) if v(a− aρ) is eventually strictly increasing and write
aρ  a.
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If a ∈ K is a pseudolimit of (aρ), then either a ≺ aρ, eventually, or a ∼ aρ, eventually. If
(aρ) has a pseudolimit in some extension of K, then (aρ) is a pc-sequence. Conversely, if (aρ) is
a pc-sequence, then it has a pseudolimit in some extension of K; in fact, this extension can be
taken to be elementary in any language expanding that of valued fields. For instance, if K is a
valued differential field with small derivation and (aρ) is a pc-sequence, then (aρ) has a pseudolimit
in a valued differential field extension of K with small derivation. A pc-sequence in K with no
pseudolimit in K is called divergent in K.
Lemma 2.6 ([ADH17a, 2.2.18, 2.2.19]). Let a lie in some extension of K.
(i) The set v(a−K) has no greatest element if and only if a is a pseudolimit of some divergent
pc-sequence in K.
(ii) If v(a−K) has no greatest element, then v(a−K) ⊆ Γ.
(iii) If a lies in an immediate extension of K, then v(a−K) has no greatest element.
(iv) If aρ  a with (aρ) divergent in K, then v(a− aρ) is cofinal in v(a−K).
It follows that if L is an immediate extension of K, then every element of L\K is the pseudolimit
of a divergent pc-sequence in K. Conversely, every divergent pc-sequence in K has a pseudolimit in
an immediate extension of K (see [ADH17a, Corollary 3.2.8]). We call K spherically complete if
every pc-sequence in K has a pseudolimit in K. Hence:
Theorem 2.7. The valued field K is maximal if and only if it is spherically complete.
Let (aρ) be a pc-sequence in K. The elements γρ := v(aρ+1 − aρ) ∈ Γ∞, eventually in Γ,
play an important role in working with (aρ). For sufficiently large ρ and any ρ′ > ρ, we have
v(aρ′ − aρ) = γρ. We have that (γρ) is eventually strictly increasing, and aρ  a if and only if
v(a− aρ) = γρ, eventually. The width of (aρ) is the set {γ ∈ Γ∞ : γ > γρ, eventually}. If a, b ∈ K
and aρ  a, then aρ  b if and only if v(a − b) is in the width of (aρ). In the setting of valued
differential fields, unlike in valued fields, we frequently need to pass to equivalent pc-sequences:
Definition. Let (aρ) and (bλ) be pc-sequences in K. We say that (bλ) is equivalent to (aρ) if there
are arbitrarily large ρ and λ such that for all ρ′ > ρ and λ′ > λ:
aρ′ − bλ′ ≺ bλ′ − bλ and aρ′ − bλ′ ≺ aρ′ − aρ.
For example, if (aρ) is a pc-sequence, then every cofinal subsequence of (aρ) is a pc-sequence
equivalent to (aρ). By a cofinal subsequence of (aρ), we mean a subsequence of (aρ) indexed by a
cofinal subset of the index set of (aρ), which we identify with a limit ordinal in the usual way. If the
reader prefers, they may always index pc-sequences by regular cardinals.
Lemma 2.8 ([ADH17a, 2.2.17]). Let (aρ) and (bλ) be pc-sequences in K. Then the following are
equivalent.
(i) (aρ) and (bλ) are equivalent;
(ii) (aρ) and (bλ) have the same pseudolimits in every extension of K;
(iii) (aρ) and (bλ) have the same width and a common pseudolimit in some extension of K.
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As before, if K has extra first-order structure, then we can replace “extension of K” with
“elementary extension of K.” For example, if K is a valued differential field with small derivation
and (aρ) and (bλ) are equivalent pc-sequences in K, then they have a common pseudolimit in some
valued differential field extension of K with small derivation.
2.3.1. Valued differential fields with small derivation. Suppose thatK is a valued differential
field with small derivation. Then we call K maximal if it has no proper immediate (valued differential
field) extension with small derivation.
Theorem 2.9 ([ADH18]). The valued differential field K with small derivation is maximal if and
only if it is spherically complete.
Hence K is maximal as a valued differential field with small derivation if and only if it is
maximal as a valued field, and thus any two maximal immediate valued differential field extensions
of K with small derivation are isomorphic over K as valued fields. Whether this can be strengthened
to an isomorphism of valued differential fields is the subject of Chapters 3 and 4.
We call K differential-algebraically maximal (d-algebraically maximal for short) if it has no
proper differentially algebraic (“d-algebraic” for short) immediate extension with small derivation.
Theorem 2.10 ([ADH17a, 7.0.1]). If K is d-algebraically maximal and k is linearly surjective,
then K is d-henselian.
They also establish a partial converse in [ADH17a, Theorem 7.0.3], and generalizing that is the
focus of Chapter 4. A special case of Theorem 2.10 is in [Sca00].
Suppose that the derivation induced on k is nontrivial. We now recall three lemmas about
evaluating differential polynomials along pc-sequences and constructing immediate extensions. A
pc-sequence (aρ) in K is of differential-algebraic type over K (d-algebraic type over K for short) if
there is an equivalent pc-sequence (bλ) in K and a P ∈ K{Y } such that P (bλ) 0. We call such a
P of minimal complexity a minimal differential polynomial of (aρ) over K. If no such (bλ) and P
exist, then we say that (aρ) is of differential-transcendental type over K (d-transcendental type over
K for short). Combining [ADH17a, Lemmas 6.8.1 and 6.8.3], and the information from their proofs:
Lemma 2.11 ([ADH17a, 6.8.1, 6.8.3]). Let (aρ) be a pc-sequence in K with pseudolimit a ∈ L,
where L is an extension of K with small derivation, and let G ∈ L{Y } \ L. Then we have an




is a pc-sequence with G(bρ) G(a). Moreover,
for this (bρ), setting P (Y ) := G(a+ Y )−G(a) ∈ L{Y } we have:
(i) v(bρ − a) = γρ and v
(
P (bρ − a)
)
= vP (γρ), eventually;









is a pc-sequence with G(aρ) 0, then G(bρ) 0.
Lemma 2.12 ([ADH17a, 6.9.1]). Let (aρ) be a pc-sequence in K of d-transcendental type over K.
Then K has an immediate extension K〈a〉 with small derivation such that:
(i) a is d-transcendental over K;
(ii) aρ  a;
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(iii) for any extension L of K with small derivation and any b ∈ L with aρ  b, there is a
unique embedding K〈a〉 → L over K sending a to b.
Lemma 2.13 ([ADH17a, 6.9.3]). Let (aρ) be a pc-sequence in K with minimal differential polynomial
P over K. Then K has an immediate extension K〈a〉 with small derivation such that:
(i) P (a) = 0;
(ii) aρ  a;
(iii) for any extension L of K with small derivation and any b ∈ L with aρ  b and P (b) = 0,
there is a unique embedding K〈a〉 → L over K sending a to b.
Thus (when the derivation on k is nontrivial) K is d-algebraically maximal if and only if there
is no divergent pc-sequence in K of d-algebraic type over K.
2.4. Asymptotic valued differential fields
The other condition we impose relating valuations and derivations throughout much of the
thesis is asymptoticity. We say that K is asymptotic if f ≺ g ⇐⇒ f ′ ≺ g′ for all nonzero f, g ∈ O.
The broad class of asymptotic fields was studied in [ADH17a], generalizing the differential-valued
fields introduced in [Ros80]. If K is asymptotic, then ∂ is continuous with respect to the valuation
topology on K [ADH17a, Corollary 9.1.5]. It follows immediately from the definition that when K
is asymptotic, it has few constants in the sense that C ⊆ O. Conversely, if K is 1-d-henselian and
has few constants, then it is asymptotic by [ADH17a, Lemmas 9.1.1 and 7.1.8].
Suppose in the rest of this section that K is asymptotic. Then for g ∈ K× with g 6 1, v(g†)
and v(g′) depend only on vg and not on g, so for γ := vg we set γ† := v(g†) and γ′ := v(g′); note
that γ† = γ′ − γ. Thus logarithmic differentiation induces a map
ψ : Γ 6= → Γ
γ 7→ γ†,
which we extend to ψ : Γ∞ → Γ∞ by setting ψ(0) = ψ(∞) :=∞. The map ψ is a valuation on Γ in
the sense of [ADH17a, §2.2], and we set Ψ := ψ(Γ 6=). Then we have Ψ < (Γ>)′.
We call (Γ, ψ) the asymptotic couple of K. Conversely, if L is a valued differential field and
logarithmic differentiation induces such a map on its value group satisfying certain axioms specified
in §6.4, then L is asymptotic [ADH17a, Proposition 9.1.3]. Hence (Γ, ψ) encodes various properties of
K. Asymptotic couples were first identified as playing an important role in the study of differential-
valued fields, which are the asymptotic fields K with O = C + O, in [Ros80]; for a more thorough
exposition of asymptotic couples (as structures in their own right) than given here, consult [ADH17a,
§6.5 and 9.2]. We say that K is H-asymptotic or of H-type if for f, g ∈ K×, if f 4 g ≺ 1 then
f † < g†; equivalently, ψ is convex with respect to the ordering of Γ in the sense that ψ(γ) > ψ(δ)
whenever 0 < γ < δ. Other properties of K are also determined by its asymptotic couple. For
example, K has small derivation if and only if (Γ>)′ ⊆ Γ>.
In this thesis, we are interested in the case that sup Ψ = 0, because of the following lemma.
Lemma 2.14 ([ADH17a, 9.4.2]). If K has small derivation and the derivation induced on k is
nontrivial, then sup Ψ = 0.
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Conversely, if sup Ψ = 0, then K has small derivation, since (Γ>)′ ⊆ Γ> if and only if there is
no γ < 0 with Ψ 6 γ [ADH17a, Corollary 9.2.9]. In fact, more is true. By [ADH17a, Theorem 9.2.1],
Γ\ (Γ6=)′ has at most one element, and if Ψ has a maximum, then Γ\ (Γ 6=)′ = {max Ψ}. If sup Ψ = 0,
then either 0 ∈ Ψ, so max Ψ = 0, or 0 /∈ Ψ. It follows that sup Ψ = 0 ⇐⇒ (Γ>)′ = Γ>. By
[ADH17a, Corollary 9.2.9] again, sup Ψ = 0 /∈ Ψ ⇐⇒ Ψ < 0 < (Γ>)′, in which case we say that
K has gap 0. Equivalently, K has gap 0 if it has small derivation and f †  1 for all f ∈ K with
f  1. We are particularly interested in the case that K has gap 0 in Chapter 6, as this condition
is satisfied by all pre-H-fields K with small derivation such that the derivation induced on k is
nontrivial.
Lemma 2.15 ([ADH17a, 9.4.5]). If sup Ψ = 0 and L is an immediate extension of K with small
derivation, then L is asymptotic.
2.5. Algebraic extensions
In this section, we suspend our convention on the word “extension,” and now use it to mean
“field extension.” We discuss how to extend valuations and derivations to algebraic extensions of K,
and which properties are preserved in the process; we discuss the case that K is an ordered valued
differential field only when it becomes relevant in Chapter 6. First, the derivation of K extends
uniquely to any algebraic extension of K by [ADH17a, Lemma 1.9.2], and we thus construe any
algebraic extension of K as a differential field extension of K with this derivation.
Here is a typical example of how we use this without comment. Let F be a valued field. We call
F henselian if for every P ∈ OF [X] with P0 ≺ 1 and P1  1, there is a ∈ OF with P (a) = 0. Hence
if K has small derivation, then it is 0-d-henselian if and only if it is henselian as a valued field. Then
F has a henselization, which is a henselian valued field extension F h of F such that any valued field
embedding of F into a henselian valued field L extends uniquely to a valued field embedding of F h
into L (see [ADH17a, Proposition 3.3.25]). Henselizations are algebraic extensions, so we always
construe Kh as a valued differential field extension of K and any valued field embedding of Kh into
a valued differential field extension of K as a valued differential field embedding.
We equip the algebraic closure Kac of K with any valuation extending that of K, which
determines Kac as a valued differential field extension of K up to isomorphism over K, with value
group the divisible hull QΓ of Γ and residue field the algebraic closure kac of k (see [ADH17a,
Proposition 3.1.21 and Corollary 3.1.18]). If K has small derivation, then so does Kac:
Proposition 2.16 ([ADH17a, 6.2.1]). If K has small derivation and L is an algebraic valued
differential field extension of K, then L has small derivation.
If K is asymptotic, then so is Kac:
Proposition 2.17 ([ADH17a, 9.5.3]). If K is asymptotic and L is an algebraic valued differential
field extension of K, then L is asymptotic.
LetK be asymptotic. We denote the extension of ψ to QΓ also by ψ, which satisfies ψ(qγ) = ψ(γ)
for γ ∈ Γ6= and q ∈ Q×, so ψ(QΓ6=) = ψ(Γ 6=). Hence if K has gap 0, then so does Kac.
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2.6. Standing assumptions
Throughout this thesis, we letK be a valued differential field (by definition of equicharacteristic 0)
with nontrivial valuation v : K× → Γ and nontrivial derivation ∂ : K → K, with the additional
notation specified in this chapter. That v is nontrivial means that Γ 6= {0}, or, equivalently, that
O 6= K. That ∂ is nontrivial means that ∂(K) 6= {0}.
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CHAPTER 3
Differential-henselianity and maximality, part I
3.1. Introduction
This chapter and the next, like [ADH17a, Chapters 6 and 7] and [ADH18], are meant to
contribute to an emerging theory of valued differential fields, in analogy with the theory of valued
fields. Namely, we make progress towards three conjectures discussed in the introduction: the
uniqueness of maximal immediate extensions, the equivalence of d-henselianity and d-algebraic
maximality, and the uniqueness of minimal d-henselian extensions. We concentrate here on the
case that the value group is small in the sense that it has finite (archimedean) rank, which means
that it has only finitely many convex subgroups. One contrast between valued fields and valued
differential fields to keep in mind is that valued differential fields typically have rather large (infinite
rank) value groups. In the next chapter we handle the case of arbitrary rank value groups, but only
in the asymptotic setting. Although the proof of the main technical lemma in this chapter uses
the assumption on the value group in an essential way, in deducing the main results we show how
they follow from this lemma without using this assumption. The work in this chapter is joint with
van den Dries and appeared in [DP19].
In this chapter, suppose that our valued differential field K has small derivation, that is, ∂O ⊆ O.
The residue field k of K is construed throughout as a differential field with the induced derivation.
We work in the category of valued differential fields with small derivation, so we assume in this
chapter that all (valued differential field) extensions of K have small derivation. If L is an extension
of K, then we consider k as a differential subfield of kL and Γ as a subgroup of ΓL in the usual way.
Any two maximal immediate extensions of K are maximal as valued fields by Theorem 2.9.
Hence they are isomorphic as valued fields over K, and the authors of [ADH18] conjecture that
if k is linearly surjective, then moreover they are isomorphic as valued differential fields over K.
Similarly, we expect that if k is linearly surjective, then all d-algebraically maximal d-algebraic
immediate extensions of K are isomorphic over K. Both conjectures hold when K is monotone,
i.e., a′ 4 a for all a ∈ O [ADH17a, Theorem 7.4.3]; for monotone K with many constants, that is,
v(C×) = Γ, this is due to Scanlon [Sca00]. We prove these conjectures when Γ has finite rank. More
generally:
Theorem 3.1. If k is linearly surjective and Γ is the union of its finite rank convex subgroups, then
any two maximal immediate extensions of K are isomorphic over K, and any two d-algebraically
maximal d-algebraic immediate extensions of K are isomorphic over K.
To prove this, we isolate a property, the differential-henselian configuration property, used
implicitly in [ADH17a], and do the proof in two steps. The first step shows in §3.3 that Γ as in the
theorem has the differential-henselian configuration property. The second shows in the same way as
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in the monotone case that the conclusion of the theorem holds whenever k is linearly surjective and
Γ has this property; this is done in §3.4.
Theorem 2.10 says that if K is d-algebraically maximal and k is linearly surjective, then K is
d-henselian. The same authors also proved a partial converse [ADH17a, Theorem 7.0.3]: if K is
monotone, d-henselian, and has few constants (C ⊆ O), then K is d-algebraically maximal. They
asked whether the monotonicity assumption can be dropped. The following, from [DP19], was the
first result in that direction.
Theorem 3.2. If K is d-henselian, has few constants, and Γ is the union of its finite rank convex
subgroups, then K is d-algebraically maximal.
Recall that if K is d-henselian, then it has few constants if and only if it is asymptotic. Hence
the result above is really about asymptotic fields. If k is linearly surjective, then K has an immediate
d-henselian extension: just take any immediate extension of K that is maximal (or d-algebraically
maximal). Conversely, if K has an immediate d-henselian extension, then k must be linearly
surjective. Moreover, if K is asymptotic and k is linearly surjective, then K has a d-henselian
extension that is minimal in the following sense.
Lemma 3.3 ([ADH17a, 9.4.11]). Suppose that K is asymptotic and k is linearly surjective. Then
K has an immediate asymptotic extension L such that:
(i) L is d-algebraic over K;
(ii) L is d-henselian;
(iii) L has no proper differential subfield containing K that is d-henselian.
We use the differential-henselian configuration property to show that this extension is unique in
a strong way. For this we introduce differential-henselizations:
Definition. If K is asymptotic, then a differential-henselization (d-henselization for short) of K is
an immediate asymptotic d-henselian extension of K that embeds over K into every asymptotic
d-henselian extension of K.
Theorem 3.4. If K is asymptotic, k is linearly surjective, and Γ is the union of its finite rank
convex subgroups, then K has, up to isomorphism over K, a unique d-henselization.
3.2. Preliminaries
In this section, P ∈ K{Y } 6=. Recall from [ADH17a, §6.6] the notion of the dominant part of
P : To any P we associate dP ∈ K× with dP  P such that dP = dQ for all Q ∈ K{Y }6= with
Q ∼ P . Then d−1P P  1, so we can define the dominant part DP ∈ k{Y } 6= of P to be the image
of d−1P P in k{Y }. For Q = 0 ∈ K{Y }, we set dQ := 0 and DQ := 0 ∈ k{Y }. Then we define
the dominant degree of P to be ddegP := degDP and the dominant multiplicity of P at 0 to be
dmulP := mulDP .
For later use we show that the condition ddegP > 1 is necessary for the existence of a zero
f 4 1 of P in an extension of K:
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Lemma 3.5. Let g ∈ K×, and suppose P (f) = 0 for some f 4 g in some extension of K. Then
ddegP×g > 1.
Proof. Let L be an extension of K and suppose f ∈ L, f 4 g, and P (f) = 0. Then f = ag for some
a ∈ L with a 4 1. Setting Q := P×g, we have Q(a) = 0, so DQ(ā) = 0. Hence, ddegP×g > 1. 
Now we recall below properties of these notions needed in this chapter and the next. First, by
[ADH17a, Lemma 6.6.5(ii)] ddegP×g depends only on vg and not on g, for g ∈ K×.
Lemma 3.6 ([ADH17a, 6.6.6]). If f, g ∈ K and h ∈ K× satisfy f − g 4 h, then
ddegP+f,×h = ddegP+g,×h.
Lemma 3.7 ([ADH17a, 6.6.7]). Let f, g ∈ K×. Then mulP = mul(P×f ) 6 ddegP×f and
f ≺ g =⇒ dmulP×f 6 ddegP×f 6 dmulP×g 6 ddegP×g.
Below, we let E ⊆ K× be nonempty and such that for f, g ∈ K×, f 4 g ∈ E implies f ∈ E . In
this case, we say that E is 4-closed, and we consider the dominant degree of P on E defined by:
ddegE P := max{ddegP×f : f ∈ E}.
Note that 4-closed sets correspond to nonempty upward-closed sets in Γ. If E = {f ∈ K× : vf > γ}
for γ ∈ Γ, then ddeg>γ P := ddegE P . For any g ∈ K× with vg = γ we set ddeg4g P := ddeg>γ P ,
and by the previous result we have ddeg4g P = ddegP×g. We define ddeg>γ P and ddeg≺g P
analogously.
Lemma 3.8 ([ADH17a, 6.6.9]). If v(E) has no smallest element, then
ddegE P = max{dmul(P×f ) : f ∈ E}.
Lemma 3.9 ([ADH17a, 6.6.10]). If f ∈ E, then ddegE P+f = ddegE P .
Corollary 3.10 ([ADH17a, 6.6.11]). Suppose that ddegE P = 1 and y ∈ E satisfies P (y) = 0, and
let f ∈ E. Then
mulP+y,×f = dmulP+y,×f = ddegP+y,×f = 1.
Corollary 3.11 ([ADH17a, 6.6.12]). If a, b ∈ K and α, β ∈ Γ satisfy v(b− a) > α and β > α, then
ddeg>β P+b 6 ddeg>α P+a.
3.2.1. Dominant degree in a cut. Let (aρ) be a pc-sequence in K with γρ := v(aρ+1−aρ). Here
we define the crucial notion of “dominant degree in a cut” and record some basic properties. This is
a variant of the “newton degree in a cut” from [ADH18].




∈ N such that for all ρ > ρ0,















Proof. Take ρ0 such that for all ρ′ > ρ > ρ0, we have γρ′ > γρ and γρ ∈ Γ. Then
ddeg>γρ′ P+aρ′ 6 ddeg>γρ P+aρ for all ρ
′ > ρ > ρ0








. We can assume ρ0 to
be so large that ddeg>γρ P+aρ = d for all ρ > ρ0. Let (bλ) be a pc-sequence in K equivalent to (aρ),
and set βλ := v(bλ+1 − bλ). Take an index λ0 and e ∈ N so that βλ ∈ Γ and ddeg>βλ P+bλ = e for
all λ > λ0. Since (aρ) and (bλ) are equivalent, we can further arrange that bλ − aρ ≺ aρ − aρ0 and
βλ > γρ0 for all ρ > ρ0 and λ > λ0. Then for λ > λ0 we have v(bλ − aρ0) = γρ0 , and so
e = ddeg>βλ P+bλ 6 ddeg>γρ0 P+aρ0 = d,
by Corollary 3.11. By symmetry, we also have d 6 e, so d = e. 
As in [ADH18, §2] and [ADH17a, §11.2], we associate to each pc-sequence (aρ) in K its cut in
K, denoted by cK(aρ), such that if (bλ) is a pc-sequence in K, then
cK(aρ) = cK(bλ) ⇐⇒ (bλ) is equivalent to (aρ).
Below, a := cK(aρ). If we want to emphasize the dependence on K we write aK . Note that
cK(aρ + y) for y ∈ K depends only on a and y, so we let a+ y denote cK(aρ + y). Similarly, cK(aρy)
for y ∈ K× depends only on a and y, so we let a · y denote cK(aρy).





from the previous lemma.
Lemma 3.13. Dominant degree in a cut has the following properties:
(i) ddega P 6 degP ;
(ii) ddega P+y = ddega+y P for y ∈ K;
(iii) if y ∈ K and vy is in the width of (aρ), then ddega P+y = ddega P ;
(iv) ddega P×y = ddega·y P for y ∈ K×;
(v) if Q ∈ K{Y } 6=, then ddega PQ = ddega P + ddegaQ;
(vi) if P (`) = 0 for some pseudolimit ` of (aρ) in an extension of K, then ddega P > 1;
(vii) if L is an extension of K, then ddega P = ddegaL P , where aL = cL(aρ).
Proof. Items (i), (ii), (iv), and (v) follow routinely from basic facts about dominant degree, (iii)
follows from (ii), and (vii) is obvious.
For (vi), let ` be a pseudolimit of (aρ) in an extension of K with P (`) = 0. Take ρ0 such that,




= ddeg>γρ P+aρ . Let ρ > ρ0 and set Q = P+aρ .
Then Q(`− aρ) = 0, so ddegQ×g > 1 for any g ∈ K with vg = γρ, by Lemma 3.5. 
3.2.2. Coarsening and specialization. Coarsening and specializing are central to the arguments
in this chapter, so we review the definitions here. Details and proofs can be found in [ADH17a,
§3.4].
Let ∆ 6= {0} be a proper convex subgroup of Γ. Then we have another valuation on K,
v∆ : K× → Γ/∆
a 7→ v(a) + ∆.
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We denote K with this valuation by K∆ and call it the coarsening of K by ∆. Set v̇ := v∆, Γ̇ := Γ/∆,
and γ̇ := γ + ∆, so if v(a) = γ, then v̇(a) = γ̇. The valuation ring of K∆ is
Ȯ = {a ∈ K : v̇(a) > 0} = {a ∈ K : v(a) > δ for some δ ∈ ∆} ⊇ O
with maximal ideal
Ȯ = {a ∈ K : v̇(a) > 0} = {a ∈ K : v(a) > ∆} ⊆ O.
With the same derivation, ∂, K∆ is a valued differential field. By [ADH17a, Corollary 4.4.4], ∂Ȯ ⊆ Ȯ,
so K∆ has small derivation. By the choice of ∆, Γ̇ 6= {0}, so K∆ satisfies our standing assumptions
from §2.6.
Its residue field, K̇ := Ȯ/Ȯ, is also a valued field, called the specialization of K to ∆. For a ∈ Ȯ,
let ȧ := a+ Ȯ. Then the valuation v : K̇× → ∆ is defined by v(ȧ) = v(a) for a ∈ Ȯ \ Ȯ. Note that K̇
is also a differential field because K∆ has small derivation, and K̇ has small derivation because K
does. As ∆ 6= {0}, K̇ also satisfies our standing assumptions.
To distinguish between pseudoconvergence in K and in a coarsening of K with valuation v̇, we
write  v for the former and  v̇ for the latter. We use  for pseudoconvergence in both K and
specializations of K.
Lemma 3.14 ([ADH17a, 2.2.21]). If (aρ) is a pc-sequence with respect to v̇, then (aρ) is a pc-sequence
with respect to v, and for any a ∈ K:
aρ  v̇ a ⇐⇒ aρ  v a.
Lemma 3.15 ([ADH17a, 3.4.1]). If (aρ) is a sequence in Ȯ indexed by a limit ordinal such that
(ȧρ) is a pc-sequence in K̇, then (aρ) is a pc-sequence in K, and for any a ∈ Ȯ:
aρ  a ⇐⇒ ȧρ  ȧ.
Conversely, some pc-sequences in K remain pc-sequences after coarsening or specializing. To
discuss this, let (aρ) be a pc-sequence in K. We say that (aρ) is ∆-fluent if for some index ρ0 we
have γρ′ − γρ > ∆, for all ρ′ > ρ > ρ0; in that case (aρ) is still a pc-sequence in K∆. We say that
(aρ) is ∆-jammed if for some index ρ0 we have γρ′ − γρ ∈ ∆, for all ρ′ > ρ > ρ0. If aρ ∈ Ȯ and
γρ ∈ ∆, eventually, then (aρ) is ∆-jammed and (ȧρ) is a pc-sequence in K̇, where by convention
we drop the indices ρ for which aρ /∈ Ȯ. If (aρ) is not ∆-jammed, then it has a ∆-fluent cofinal
subsequence.
Let ddeg∆ P be the dominant degree of P in K∆, that is, with respect to the valuation v̇ = v∆
on K. Here is how dominant degree in a cut behaves under coarsening:
Lemma 3.16. Suppose that (aρ) is ∆-fluent. Let a := cK(aρ) and a∆ := cK∆(aρ). Then
ddega P 6 ddeg∆a∆ P.
Proof. For g ∈ K× with vg = γρ and Q := P+aρ we have
ddeg∆>γ̇ρ Q = ddeg
∆Q×g > ddegQ×g = ddeg>γρ Q.
It follows that ddega P 6 ddeg∆a∆ P . 
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Lemma 3.17. Suppose that P ∈ Ȯ{Y } \ Ȯ{Y }, b ∈ Ȯ, and h ∈ Ȯ \ Ȯ. Then
ddeg Ṗ+ḃ = ddegP+b and ddeg Ṗ×ḣ = ddegP×h.
Proof. By [ADH17a, Lemma 4.3.1], we have Ṗ+ḃ = ˙(P+b) and Ṗ×ḣ = ˙(P×h). It remains to note
that ddegQ = ddeg Q̇, for all Q ∈ Ȯ{Y } \ Ȯ{Y }. 
Corollary 3.18. Suppose that P ∈ Ȯ{Y } \ Ȯ{Y } and that aρ ∈ Ȯ, γρ ∈ ∆, eventually. Let
a := cK(aρ) and ȧ := cK̇(ȧρ). Then ddega P = ddegȧ Ṗ .
Proof. For g ∈ K× with vg = γρ ∈ ∆ we have
ddeg>γρ Ṗ+ȧρ = ddeg Ṗ+ȧρ,×ġ and ddeg>γρ P+aρ = ddegP+aρ,×g,
so the desired result follows from Lemma 3.17. 
3.3. The differential-henselian configuration property
Assumption. In this section, we assume that the induced derivation on k is nontrivial.
This assumption makes available tools from §2.3 on constructing immediate extensions, which
are fundamental to our results. We introduce here the differential-henselian configuration property.
In [ADH17a, Proposition 7.4.1], the authors proved that monotone valued differential fields have this
property, from which they deduced the uniqueness of maximal immediate extensions of monotone
fields, and of d-algebraically maximal d-algebraic immediate extensions of monotone fields. In §3.4,
we show that those results depend only on the differential-henselian configuration property, not on
monotonicity.
The goal of this section then is to prove that K has the differential-henselian configuration
property when Γ has finite rank, in Corollary 3.20. Corollary 3.23 extends this to K such that Γ is
the union of its finite rank convex subgroups. The theorems in the introduction then follow from
the results of §3.4 combined with Corollary 3.23.
Definition. We say that K has the differential-henselian configuration property (dh-configuration
property for short) if, for every divergent pc-sequence (aρ) in K with minimal differential polynomial
G(Y ) over K, we have ddegaG = 1.
This property is so named because of its connection to the notion of G ∈ K{Y } being in
dh-configuration at a ∈ K from [ADH17a, §7.3], exploited in §3.4.
Rephrasing [ADH17a, Proposition 7.4.1] gives that monotone K have the dh-configuration
property. There, the assumption on G was weaker, but this form was all that was necessary for the
consequences mentioned above. If Γ has finite rank, then we call the number of nontrivial convex
subgroups of Γ its (archimedean) rank. If Γ has rank 1, then K is monotone since it has small
derivation [ADH17a, Corollary 6.1.2]. Thus K has the dh-configuration property whenever Γ has
rank 1, which will be the base case for an inductive proof of Corollary 3.20. To prove the inductive
step we examine how the dh-configuration property relates to coarsening and specialization.
Proposition 3.19. Let ∆ 6= {0} be a proper convex subgroup of Γ. Let K∆ be the coarsening of K
by ∆ and K̇ be the specialization of K to ∆. Suppose that K∆ and K̇ have the dh-configuration
property. Then so does K.
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Proof. Let (aρ) be a pc-sequence in K with minimal differential polynomial G(Y ) over K. We
need to show that ddegaG = 1. By the definition of minimal differential polynomial, we can replace
(aρ) by an equivalent pc-sequence to arrange that G(aρ) 0.
At this point we distinguish between Case 1 and Case 2 below, but first we indicate a construction
that is needed in both cases and which depends only on the assumptions and arrangements that
are now in place. Using Lemma 2.13 we obtain a pseudolimit a of (aρ) in an immediate extension
K〈a〉 of K with G(a) = 0. Hence ddegaG > 1 by Lemma 3.13(vi), so it is enough to show that
ddegaG 6 1. Set P := G+a, so degP = degG by [ADH17a, Corollary 4.3.2], and γρ := v(aρ+1−aρ).
By Lemma 2.11, we have a pc-sequence (bρ) in K equivalent to (aρ) such that:
(i) G(bρ) 0;







P (bρ − a)
)
= vP (γρ), eventually.
Then a = cK(bρ), as (bρ) is equivalent to (aρ). From [ADH17a, Corollary 6.1.10] and P (0) = 0





= vP (γρ) = min
d
vPd(γρ) = vPe(γρ), eventually.









= vPe(γρ′)− vPe(γρ) = e(γρ′ − γρ) + o(γρ′ − γρ).
Case 1: (aρ) is not ∆-jammed. Then (aρ) has a ∆-fluent cofinal subsequence. Replacing (aρ)
by such a subsequence we arrange that (aρ) is ∆-fluent, preserving G(aρ)  0. Next we do the










































is ∆-fluent and G(bρ) v̇ 0.
Next we show that G remains a minimal differential polynomial of (bρ) over K∆. So let (eλ)
be a pc-sequence in K∆ that is equivalent to (aρ) (with respect to v̇) and suppose H ∈ K{Y } is
such that H(eλ) v̇ 0. Since v̇ is a coarsening of v, Lemma 3.14 gives that (eλ) is a pc-sequence in
K that is equivalent to (bρ) (with respect to v). From H(eλ) v̇ 0 we get H(eλ) v 0, and hence
c(H) > c(G). As K∆ has the dh-configuration property, we obtain ddeg∆a∆ G = 1, so ddegaG 6 1
by Lemma 3.16, as desired.
Case 2: (aρ) is ∆-jammed. Take an index ρ0 so large that, for all ρ′ > ρ > ρ0,
γρ ∈ Γ, v(aρ′ − aρ) = γρ, γρ′ > γρ, and γρ − γρ0 ∈ ∆.




and G by G+aρ0 ,×g, we arrange
that v(aρ) = 0 and γρ ∈ ∆>, eventually, preserving G(aρ) 0. This is possible by Lemma 3.13(ii)
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and (iv). By scaling G we also arrange that v(G) = 0 ∈ ∆. At this point we do the construction
above of a, (bρ), P , and e. From v(a) = 0 and (ii) we get v(bρ) = 0, eventually.
We claim that Ġ(ḃρ) is a pc-sequence in K̇ with Ġ(ḃρ)  0. First, by Lemma 2.2, v(P ) = 0.
This yields v(Pe) ∈ ∆: otherwise, v(Pe) > ∆ and so by taking d 6= e with v(Pd) = 0 we obtain
vPe(γρ) > vPd(γρ), eventually, by Lemma 2.3 and because γρ ∈ ∆, eventually; but this contradicts










= v(Pe) + eγρ + o(γρ), eventually, and thus Ġ(ḃρ) is a pc-sequence in K̇ with Ġ(ḃρ) 0.
Finally, we show that Ġ is a minimal differential polynomial of (ȧρ) over K̇. So let (eλ) be a
sequence in Ȯ indexed by a limit ordinal such that (ėλ) is a pc-sequence in K̇ equivalent to (ȧρ),
and thus to (ḃρ), and let H ∈ Ȯ{Y } be such that Ḣ ∈ K̇{Y }6=, Ḣ(ėλ)  0 and c(H) = c(Ḣ).
Then Lemma 3.15 gives H(eλ)  0. Moreover, (eλ) is equivalent to (bρ), so c(H) > c(G), and
thus c(Ḣ) > c(Ġ). The hypothesis on K̇ therefore yields ddegȧ Ġ = 1, and so ddegaG = 1 by
Corollary 3.18. 
Note that the part of the proof preceding Case 1 does not use the assumptions on K∆ and K̇,
that Case 1 only uses the assumption on K∆, and Case 2 only the assumption on K̇.
Corollary 3.20. Suppose that Γ has finite rank. Then K has the dh-configuration property.
Proof. By induction on the rank of Γ. If Γ has rank 1, then K is monotone, so has the dh-
configuration property. If Γ has rank n > 1, then it has a proper convex subgroup ∆ 6= {0}. Both
Γ/∆ and ∆ have rank < n, so the coarsening of K by ∆ and the specialization of K to ∆ have the
dh-configuration property by the induction hypothesis. Then Proposition 3.19 gives the result. 
Definition. An ordered abelian group G has the differential-henselian configuration property (dh-
configuration property for short) if every valued differential field with small derivation, nontrivial
induced derivation on its residue field, and value group G has the dh-configuration property.
Thus any G of finite rank has the dh-configuration property by Corollary 3.20. This property is
inherited by “convex” unions, but for that we need the following.
Lemma 3.21. Let (aρ) be a pc-sequence in K of width {∞} and G(Y ) a minimal differential
polynomial of (aρ) over K. Then ddegaG = 1.
Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 3.19 we arrange G(aρ)  0, take a pseudolimit a of (aρ)
in an immediate extension of K with G(a) = 0, and set P := G+a (with degP = degG) and
γρ := v(aρ+1 − aρ). We also arrange that (γρ) is strictly increasing and v(a − aρ) = γρ for all ρ.
We claim that P1 6= 0. To prove this claim, let r be the order of G. Then ∂G/∂Y (r) 6= 0. Hence(
∂G/∂Y (r)
)
(a) 6= 0, since otherwise Lemma 2.11 would give a pc-sequence (bρ) in K equivalent to






this gives P1 6= 0.
For ddegaG = 1, it is enough by Lemma 3.6 that ddegG+a,×g = 1 for some ρ and g ∈ K× with
v(g) = γρ. As (Pd)×g = (G+a,×g)d for g ∈ K×, it suffices to show that for all d > 1 with Pd 6= 0 we
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have vPd(γρ) > vP1(γρ), eventually. Now P1 6= 0, so if d > 1 and Pd 6= 0, then
vPd(γρ)− vP1(γρ) = v(Pd)− v(P1) + (d− 1)γρ + o(γρ),
by Lemma 2.3, and thus vPd(γρ) > vP1(γρ), eventually, since (γρ) is cofinal in Γ. 
Lemma 3.22. Suppose that Γ is a union of convex subgroups with the dh-configuration property.
Then Γ has the dh-configuration property.
Proof. Let Γ =
⋃
i∈I ∆i for some index set I, where each ∆i is a nontrivial convex subgroup of Γ
with the dh-configuration property. The case that Γ = ∆i for some i ∈ I is trivial, so suppose that
Γ 6= ∆i for each i ∈ I. Let (aρ) be a pc-sequence in K with a minimal differential polynomial G(Y )
over K. Set a := cK(aρ) and γρ := v(aρ+1 − aρ); we can assume that (γρ) is strictly increasing.
If (aρ) is ∆i-jammed for some i, then ddegaG = 1 by the argument from Case 2 in the proof of
Proposition 3.19. If (aρ) is not ∆i-jammed for any i, then (γρ) is cofinal in Γ, so ddegaG = 1 by
Lemma 3.21. 
Corollary 3.23. If Γ is the union of its finite rank convex subgroups, then Γ has the dh-configuration
property.
3.4. Main results
We now show how the desired results follow from the dh-configuration property, without other
assumptions on Γ. The results claimed in the introduction then follow in view of Corollary 3.23.
We first use the dh-configuration property to find pseudolimits of pc-sequences that are also zeroes
of their minimal differential polynomials. The argument is the same as in [ADH17a, Lemma 7.4.2].
Lemma 3.24. Suppose K has the dh-configuration property. Let (aρ) be a divergent pc-sequence in
K with minimal differential polynomial G(Y ) over K. Let L be a d-algebraically maximal extension
of K such that kL is linearly surjective. Then aρ  b and G(b) = 0 for some b ∈ L.
Proof. Note that L is d-henselian by Theorem 2.10. Since L is d-algebraically maximal and the
derivation of kL is nontrivial, every pc-sequence in L of d-algebraic type over L has a pseudolimit in L
by Lemma 2.13. Thus we get a ∈ L\K with aρ  a. Passing to an equivalent pc-sequence we arrange
that G(aρ)  0. With γρ := v(aρ+1 − aρ) = v(a − aρ), eventually, the dh-configuration property
gives gρ ∈ K with v(gρ) = γρ and ddegG+aρ,×gρ = 1, eventually. By Lemma 3.6, ddegG+a,×gρ = 1,
eventually. We have G(a+ Y ) = G(a) +A(Y ) +R(Y ) where A is linear and homogeneous and all
monomials in R have degree > 2, and so
G+a,×gρ(Y ) = G(a) +A×gρ(Y ) +R×gρ(Y ).
Now ddegG+a,×gρ = 1 eventually, so v(G(a)) > vA(γρ) < vR(γρ) eventually. With v(G, a) as in
[ADH17a, §7.3] we get v(G, a) > v(a− aρ), eventually. Then [ADH17a, Lemma 7.3.1] gives b ∈ L
with vL(a− b) = v(G, a) and G(b) = 0, so vL(a− b) > v(a− aρ) eventually. Thus aρ  b. 
The assumption in the next theorem and Theorem 3.29, that every immediate extension of K
has the dh-configuration property, is satisfied for example if Γ has the dh-configuration property.
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Theorem 3.25. Suppose that k is linearly surjective and every immediate extension of K has the
dh-configuration property. Then any two maximal immediate extensions of K are isomorphic over
K. Also, any two d-algebraically maximal d-algebraic immediate extensions of K are isomorphic
over K.
Proof. Let L0 and L1 be maximal immediate extensions of K. By Zorn we have a maximal
isomorphism ϕ : F0 ∼=K F1 between valued differential subfields Fi ⊇ K of Li for i = 0, 1, where
“maximal” means that ϕ does not extend to an isomorphism between strictly larger such valued
differential subfields. Suppose towards a contradiction that F0 6= L0 (equivalently, F1 6= L1). Then
F0 is not spherically complete, so we have a divergent pc-sequence (aρ) in F0.
Suppose (aρ) is of d-transcendental type over F0. The spherical completeness of L0 and L1 then
yields f0 ∈ L0 and f1 ∈ L1 such that aρ  f0 and ϕ(aρ) f1. Hence by Lemma 2.12 we obtain an
isomorphism F0〈f0〉 ∼= F1〈f1〉 extending ϕ, contradicting the maximality of ϕ.
Suppose (aρ) is of d-algebraic type over F0, with minimal differential polynomial G over F0.
Then Lemma 3.24 gives f0 ∈ L0 with aρ  f0 and G(f0) = 0, and f1 ∈ L1 with ϕ(aρ)  f1 and
Gϕ(f1) = 0. Now Lemma 2.13 gives an isomorphism F0〈f0〉 ∼= F1〈f1〉 extending ϕ, and we have
again a contradiction. Thus F0 = L0 and hence F1 = L1 as well.
The proof of the second statement is the same, without needing Lemma 2.12. 
In the case of few constants, we have the following additional results. Underlying them is the
next lemma, a consequential property of r-d-henselian fields with few constants.
Lemma 3.26 ([ADH17a, 7.5.5]). Let r > 1 and suppose that K is r-d-henselian with C ⊆ O. Let
G ∈ K{Y } \K of order at most r. Then there do not exist y0, . . . , yr+1 ∈ K such that:
(i) yi−1 − yi  yi − yi+1 for all i ∈ {1, . . . , r}, and yr 6= yr+1;
(ii) G(yi) = 0 for all i ∈ {0, . . . , r + 1};
(iii) ddegG+yr+1,×g = 1 and y0 − yr+1 4 g for some g ∈ K×.
The next theorem has the same proof as [ADH17a, Theorem 7.0.3].
Theorem 3.27. Suppose that K has the dh-configuration property. Let L be a d-henselian extension
of K with few constants. Let (aρ) be a pc-sequence in K with minimal differential polynomial G(Y )
over K. Then (aρ) has a pseudolimit in L. In particular, if K itself is d-henselian and has few
constants, then it is d-algebraically maximal.
Proof. Towards a contradiction, assume that (aρ) is divergent in L. Then Lemma 2.13 shows that
G has order at least 1 (since L is henselian) and provides a proper immediate extension L〈a〉 of L
with aρ  a. Replacing (aρ) by an equivalent pc-sequence in K, we arrange that G(aρ) 0.
By the dh-configuration property, ddegaG = 1. Taking gρ ∈ K with v(gρ) = γρ we have
ddegG+aρ,×gρ = 1, eventually. By removing some initial terms of the sequence, we arrange that
this holds for all ρ and that v(a− aρ) = γρ for all ρ. By d-henselianity and Lemma 2.5, we have
zρ ∈ L with G(zρ) = 0 and aρ − zρ 4 gρ. From a− aρ  gρ we get a− zρ 4 gρ.
Let r > 1 be the order of G. By Lemma 2.6, (γρ) is cofinal in v(a−K), so there are indices
ρ0 < ρ1 < · · · < ρr+1 such that a− zρj ≺ a− zρi , for 0 6 i < j 6 r + 1. Then
zρi − zρi−1  a− zρi−1  a− zρi  zρi+1 − zρi , for 1 6 i 6 r.
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We have a− zρr+1 ≺ a− zρ0 4 gρ0 , so zρ0 − zρr+1 4 gρ0 , and thus also aρ0 − zρr+1 4 gρ0 . Hence
ddegG+zρr+1 ,×gρ0 = ddegG+zρ0 ,×gρ0 = ddegG+aρ0 ,×gρ0 = 1
by Lemma 3.6. Thus, with zρi in the role of yi, for 0 6 i 6 r + 1, and gρ0 in the role of g, we have
reached a contradiction with Lemma 3.26. 
Next a result playing the same role in Theorem 3.29 as Lemma 3.24 played in Theorem 3.25.
Corollary 3.28. If K has the dh-configuration property, L is a d-henselian extension of K with
few constants, and (aρ) is a divergent pc-sequence in K with minimal differential polynomial G(Y )
over K, then aρ  b and G(b) = 0 for some b ∈ L.
Proof. Follow the proof of Lemma 3.24, invoking Theorem 3.27 instead of d-algebraic maximality.

The following, from [DP19], was the first result about differential-henselizations.
Theorem 3.29. Suppose that K is asymptotic, k is linearly surjective, and every immediate
extension of K has the dh-configuration property. Then K has a d-henselization, and any two
d-henselizations of K are isomorphic over K.
Proof. By Lemma 3.3 we have an immediate asymptotic d-henselian extension Kdh of K that is
d-algebraic over K and has no proper d-henselian subfields containing K. By Theorems 3.27 and
3.25, there is up to isomorphism over K just one such extension.
Let L be an asymptotic d-henselian extension of K. To see that Kdh embeds over K into L,
use an argument similar to that in the proof of Theorem 3.25, using Corollary 3.28 in place of
Lemma 3.24. Thus Kdh is a d-henselization of K and any d-henselization of K is isomorphic over
K to Kdh. 
Corollary 3.30. Suppose that K is asymptotic, k is linearly surjective, and every immediate
extension of K has the dh-configuration property. Then any immediate d-henselian extension of K
that is d-algebraic over K is a d-henselization of K.
Proof. Let Kdh be the d-henselization of K from the proof of Theorem 3.29 and let L be an
immediate d-henselian extension of K that is d-algebraic over K. Then L is asymptotic by
Lemmas 2.14 and 2.15. Hence we have an embedding Kdh → L over K, which is surjective since
Kdh is d-algebraically maximal by Theorem 3.27. 
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CHAPTER 4
Differential-henselianity and maximality, part II
4.1. Introduction
In the previous chapter, we established three conjectures for K with finite rank value group:
the uniqueness of maximal immediate extensions, the equivalence of d-henselianity and d-algebraic
maximality, and the uniqueness of minimal d-henselian extensions. We now turn to the setting
that the value group can have arbitrary rank, and establish these conjectures in the setting of
asymptotic fields. (This is only a restriction for the first conjecture, as it is an assumption in the
other two.) The results of this chapter appear in [Pyn20b], to be published in the Pacific Journal of
Mathematics.
Suppose that K has small derivation. We continue to work in the category of valued differential
fields with small derivation, so (valued differential field) extensions of K are assumed to have small
derivation. In addition to the convention that d, m, n, and r are in N, in this chapter we also let i
range over N.
Theorem 4.18. If K is asymptotic and k is linearly surjective, then any two maximal immediate
extensions of K are isomorphic over K.
Theorem 4.19. If K is d-henselian and has few constants, then it is d-algebraically maximal.
Recall that any K as in the theorem above is necessarily asymptotic.
Theorem 4.20. If K is asymptotic and k is linearly surjective, then K has a d-henselization, and
any two d-henselizations of K are isomorphic over K.
To prove these results, we show in Proposition 4.17 that henselian asymptotic K with linearly
surjective differential residue field have the dh-configuration property, and then deduce the results
above from this in the same way as in the previous chapter, modulo some arguments involving
henselizations. We first prove that asymptotic K with linearly surjective differential residue field
and divisible value group have the dh-configuration property in Proposition 4.15; deducing Proposi-
tion 4.17 uses the assumption of henselianity for technical reasons. We also use Proposition 4.15
to obtain analogues of Theorems 4.18, 4.19, and 4.20 relativized to differential polynomials of a
fixed order in §4.3.3 (under the assumption of divisible value group). The rest of the chapter after
§4.3 is devoted to the proof of Proposition 4.15. Our strategy closely follows the approach taken
to prove [ADH17a, Proposition 14.5.1], which is an analogue of Proposition 4.15 in the setting of
ω-free H-asymptotic differential-valued fields (see Chapter 5 and Proposition 5.17).
First, we adapt the differential newton diagram method of [ADH17a, §13.5] to the setting of
valued differential fields with small derivation and divisible value group in §4.4, which relies in an
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essential way on the Equalizer Theorem [ADH17a, Theorem 6.0.1]; this is where divisibility is used.
The main results are Proposition 4.28 and Corollary 4.29, which are then connected to pc-sequences
in §4.4.1.
From there, we proceed to study asymptotic differential equations in §4.5, with the main
technical notion being that of an unraveller, adapted from [ADH17a, §13.8]. There are three key
steps in this section. First, the existence of an unraveller that is a pseudolimit of a pc-sequence
in Lemma 4.39, via Proposition 4.36. Second, reducing the degree of an asymptotic differential
equation in Lemma 4.41. Third, finding a solution of an asymptotic differential equation in a
d-henselian field that approximates an element in an extension of that field in §4.5.3.
The penultimate section, §4.6, based on [ADH17a, §14.4], is quite technical. It combines many
results from the previous sections and culminates in Proposition 4.47 and its Corollary 4.60, which
is essential to the proof of Proposition 4.15. One of the main steps here is Lemma 4.57, which allows
us to use Lemma 4.41 to reduce the degree of an asymptotic differential equation.
There are four salient differences from the approach in [ADH17a]. The first is that the “dominant
part” and “dominant degree” of differential polynomials replace their more technical cousins “newton
polynomial” and “newton degree,” leading to the simplification of some proofs. The second is
that since K is not assumed to be H-asymptotic, we replace the convex valuation ψ on Γ6= with
that given by considering archimedean classes. Third, under the assumption of ω-freeness, newton
polynomials are in C[Y ](Y ′)n for some n, but dominant parts need not have this special form. This
leads to changes in §4.6, such as the need to take partial derivatives with respect to higher order
derivatives of Y than just Y ′.
4.2. Preliminaries
Throughout this section, P ∈ K{Y } 6=.
4.2.1. Dominant parts of differential polynomials. In §3.2 we defined the dominant part of
a differential polynomial over K. We present in this subsection slightly improved versions of lemmas
from [ADH17a, §6.6] under the assumption that K has a monomial group M, i.e., a subgroup of
K× that is mapped bijectively onto Γ by v. The proofs are essentially the same, so are omitted.
Assumption. In this subsection, K has a monomial group M.
We let dP ∈M be the unique monomial such that dP  P . For Q = 0 ∈ K{Y }, we set dQ := 0.
Definition. Since d−1P P ∈ O{Y }, we define the dominant part of P to be the differential polynomial
DP := d−1P P =
∑
i
(Pi/dP )Y i ∈ k{Y }6=,
where i ranges over N1+r and r is the order of P . For Q = 0 ∈ K{Y }, we set DQ := 0 ∈ k{Y }.
Then degDP 6 degP and ordDP 6 ordP . We call ddegP := degDP the dominant degree of
P and dmulP := mulDP the dominant multiplicity of P at 0.
Note that if P is homogeneous of degree d, then so is DP .
Lemma 4.1. Let Q ∈ K{Y }. Then:
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(i) if P  Q, then DP+Q = DP ;
(ii) if P  Q and P +Q  P , then DP+Q = DP +DQ;
(iii) DPQ = DPDQ.
Proof. Part (ii) is not in [ADH17a], so we give a proof. Suppose P  Q and P + Q  P , so











Y i = DP +DQ. 
Lemma 4.2. Let a ∈ K with a 4 1. Then:
(i) DP+a = (DP )+ā, and thus ddegP+a = ddegP ;
(ii) if a  1, then DP×a = (DP )×ā, dmulP×a = dmulP , and ddegP×a = ddegP .
We also use some of Lemmas 3.6–3.11 from the previous chapter.
4.2.2. Constructing immediate extensions and vanishing.
Assumption. In this subsection, the derivation induced on k is nontrivial and Γ has no least
positive element.
The notion of minimal differential polynomial is not first-order, so we include here a first-order
variant of Lemma 2.13 that is a special case of [ADH18, Lemma 5.3]. We then connect it to
dominant degree in a cut. Under the assumptions above, all extensions of K are “strict” [ADH18,
Lemma 1.3], and K is “flexible” [ADH18, Lemma 1.15 and Corollary 3.4]. These notions are defined
in [ADH18] but are incidental here, and mentioned only since they occur in the corresponding
lemmas of [ADH18].
Let ` /∈ K be an element in an extension of K such that v(`−K) := {v(`− a) : a ∈ K} has no
largest element (equivalently, ` is the pseudolimit of some divergent pc-sequence in K). We say that
P vanishes at (K, `) if for all a ∈ K and v ∈ K× with a− ` ≺ v, ddeg≺v P+a > 1. We let Z(K, `)
be the set of nonzero differential polynomials over K vanishing at (K, `).
Lemma 4.3 ([ADH18, 4.6]). Suppose that (aρ) is a divergent pc-sequence in K with aρ  `. If
P (aρ) 0, then P ∈ Z(K, `).
Lemma 4.4 ([ADH18, 4.7]). Suppose (aρ) is a divergent pc-sequence in K with aρ  `. Then
ddega P = min{ddeg≺v P+a : a− ` ≺ v}.
In particular, ddega P > 1 ⇐⇒ P ∈ Z(K, `).
Corollary 4.5. Suppose that (aρ) is a divergent pc-sequence in K with aρ  `. The following
conditions on P are equivalent:
(i) P ∈ Z(K, `) and has minimal complexity in Z(K, `);
(ii) P is a minimal differential polynomial of (aρ) over K.
Proof. The proof is the same as that of [ADH17a, Corollary 11.4.13], using Lemma 4.6 in place of
[ADH17a, Lemma 11.4.8], Lemma 2.11 in place of [ADH17a, Lemma 11.3.8], and Lemma 4.3 in
place of [ADH17a, Lemma 11.4.11]. 
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In particular, Z(K, `) = ∅ if and only if (aρ) is of d-transcendental type over K, and Z(K, `) 6= ∅
if and only if (aρ) is of d-algebraic type over K.
Lemma 4.6 ([ADH18, 5.3]). Suppose that Z(K, `) 6= ∅, and P ∈ Z(K, `) has minimal complexity.
Then K has an immediate extension K〈f〉 such that P (f) = 0 and v(a− f) = v(a− `) for all a ∈ K.
Moreover, if M is an extension of K and s ∈M satisfies P (s) = 0 and v(a− s) = v(a− `) for all
a ∈ K, then there is a unique embedding K〈f〉 →M over K sending f to s.
4.2.3. Archimedean classes and coarsening. Recall from §2.2.1 the set of archimedean classes
[Γ] := {[γ] : γ ∈ Γ}, ordered in the natural way. Giving [Γ] its reverse order, the map γ 7→ [γ] is
a convex valuation on Γ, and we often use the implication [δ] < [γ] =⇒ [δ + γ] = [γ]. Then for
φ ∈ K× with φ 6 1, the set Γφ := {γ : [γ] < [vφ]} is a convex subgroup of Γ. We will use vφ, the
coarsening of v by Γφ, and its corresponding dominance relation, 4φ, defined by
vφ : K× → Γ/Γφ
a 7→ va+ Γφ,
and a 4φ b if vφ(a) > vφ(b). Note that the symbols vφ and 4φ also appeared in [ADH17a, §9.4],
where they indicated a different coarsening of v.
The lemmas from the rest of this subsection will play an important role in §4.6. Lemmas 4.7–4.12
are variants of lemmas from the end of [ADH17a, §9.4]. The first two are facts about valued fields,
not involving the derivation.
Lemma 4.7. Let f, g ∈ K× with f, g 6 1. Then f ≺g g =⇒ f ≺f g.
Proof. From f/g ≺g 1, we obtain [vf − vg] > [vg]. If [vf − vg] < [vf ], then
[vf ] = [vf − (vf − vg)] = [vg],
contradicting [vf − vg] > [vg]. Thus [vf − vg] > [vf ]. But since vf − vg > 0, we have f/g ≺f 1,
that is, f ≺f g. 
Lemma 4.8. Let φ1, φ2 ∈ K× with φ1, φ2 6 1 and [vφ1] 6 [vφ2]. Then for all f, g ∈ K
f 4φ1 g =⇒ f 4φ2 g and f ≺φ2 g =⇒ f ≺φ1 g.
In particular, f φ1 g =⇒ f φ2 g.
Proof. Note that for φ ∈ K× with φ 6 1, f 4φ g if and only if vf − vg ∈ Γφ or vf > vg, and
f ≺φ g if and only if vf − vg > Γφ. Both implications then follow from Γφ1 ⊆ Γφ2 . 
Lemma 4.9. Suppose that P is homogeneous of degree d, and let g ∈ K× with g 6 1. Then
P×g g gdP.
Proof. By Lemma 2.3, v(P×g) = vP + d vg + o(vg), so vg(P×g) = vg(gdP ). 
Lemma 4.10. Suppose that g ∈ K× with g ≺ 1 and d := dmulP = mulP . Then P×g g gdP .
Proof. Since d = dmulP , we have Pi 4 Pd for i > d. Since g ≺ 1, we also have g ≺g 1. Hence
giPi ≺g gdPd for i > d, so
P×g g Pd,×g g gdPd
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by Lemma 4.9. In view of Pd  P , this yields P×g g gdP . 
Lemma 4.11. Suppose that g ∈ K× with g  1 and d := ddegP = ddegP×g. Then gP>d 4g P .
Proof. If P>d = 0, then the result holds trivially, so assume that P>d 6= 0. Take i > d such that
Pi  P>d. Then Lemma 4.9 and the fact that g  1 give
(P×g)i = (Pi)×g g giPi < gd+1Pi  gd+1P>d,
so (P×g)>d <g gd+1P>d. Since ddegP×g = d, we also have (P×g)d  (P×g)>d. As ddegP = d,
Pd  P , and so
gdP  gdPd g (P×g)d  (P×g)>d <g gd+1P>d,
using Lemma 4.9 again. Hence P <g gP>d. 
Lemma 4.12. Let f, g ∈ K× with f, g 6 1 and [vf ] < [vg]. Then P×f g P .
Proof. Take d with P×f  (P×f )d, so P×f f fdPd by Lemma 4.9. Then Lemma 4.8 gives
P×f g fdPd. As [vf ] < [vg], we get f g 1, and thus P×f g Pd 4 P , so P×f 4g P . Now, apply
the same argument to P×f and f−1 in place of P and f , using that [v(f−1)] = [−vf ] = [vf ], to get
P = (P×f )×f−1 4g P×f , and hence P g P×f . 
Assumption. In the next two results, K has a monomial group M.
Let m and n range over M. These results are based on [ADH17a, Lemma 13.2.3 and Corol-
lary 13.2.4].
Lemma 4.13. Let n 6= 1 and [vm] < [vn]. Suppose that P = Q+R with R ≺n P . Then
DP×m = DQ×m .
Proof. From R ≺n Q, we get R ≺ Q, so if m = 1, then DP = DQ. Now assume that m 6= 1. Then
Lemma 4.12 gives
R×m n R ≺n Q n Q×m,
so R×m ≺ Q×m, and hence DP×m = DQ×m . 
Corollary 4.14. Suppose that n  1 and d := ddegP = ddegP×n. Let Q := P6d. Then for all m
with [vm] < [vn] and all g 4 1 in K, we have
DP+g,×m = DQ+g,×m .
Proof. Let R := P −Q = P>d. Then Lemma 4.11 gives
R 4n n
−1P ≺n P.
Let g 4 1. Then R+g  R and P+g  P by Lemma 2.2(i). Thus we have R+g ≺n P+g, so it remains
to apply the previous lemma. 
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4.3. Main results
Assuming Proposition 4.15, we prove here the main results of this chapter concerning the
uniqueness of maximal immediate extensions, the equivalence of d-algebraic maximality and d-
henselianity, and the existence and uniqueness of d-henselizations. The proof of Proposition 4.15 is
given in §4.7.
Proposition 4.15. Suppose that K is asymptotic, Γ is divisible, and k is r-linearly surjective. Let
(aρ) be a pc-sequence in K with minimal differential polynomial G over K of order at most r. Then
ddegaG = 1.
4.3.1. Removing divisibility. In the next lemmas, we construe the algebraic closure Kac of K
as a valued differential field extension of K with small derivation as in §2.5.
Lemma 4.16. Suppose that K is henselian and the derivation induced on k is nontrivial. Let (aρ)
be a pc-sequence in K with minimal differential polynomial P over K. Then P remains a minimal
differential polynomial of (aρ) over Kac.
Proof. We may suppose that (aρ) is divergent in K, the other case being trivial. Then (aρ) is still
divergent in Kac: If it had a pseudolimit a ∈ Kac, then we would have Q(aρ) 0, where Q ∈ K[Y ]
is the minimum polynomial of a over K (see [ADH17a, Proposition 3.2.1]). But since K is henselian,
it is algebraically maximal (see [ADH17a, Corollary 3.3.21]), and then (aρ) would have a pseudolimit
in K.
Now suppose to the contrary that Q is a minimal differential polynomial of (aρ) over Kac with
c(Q) < c(P ). Take an extension L ⊆ Kac of K with [L : K] = n and Q ∈ L{Y }. Then as K is
henselian,
[L : K] = [ΓL : Γ] · [kL : k]
(see [ADH17a, Corollary 3.3.49]), so we have a valuation basis B = {e1, . . . , en} of L over K (see














Ri(Y ) · ei,
where Ri ∈ K{Y } for 1 6 i 6 n.
Since Q is a minimal differential polynomial of (aρ) over Kac, by Lemma 2.13 we have an
immediate extension Kac〈a〉 of Kac with aρ  a and Q(a) = 0. Then by Lemma 2.11, there is
a pc-sequence (bρ) in K equivalent to (aρ) such that Q(bρ)  Q(a) = 0. Finally, by passing to
a cofinal subsequence, we can assume that we have i with Q(bρ)  Ri(bρ) · ei for all ρ. Then
Ri(bρ) 0 and c(Ri) < c(P ), contradicting the minimality of P . 
Since minimal differential polynomials are irreducible, a corollary of this lemma is that minimal
differential polynomials over henselian K (with nontrivial induced derivation on k) are absolutely
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irreducible. We can now replace the divisibility assumption in the main proposition with that of
henselianity.
Proposition 4.17. Suppose that K is asymptotic and henselian, and that k is linearly surjective.
Let (aρ) be a pc-sequence in K with minimal differential polynomial G over K. Then ddegaG = 1.
Proof. By the previous lemma, G remains a minimal differential polynomial of (aρ) over Kac.
Note that the value group of Kac is divisible, and its differential residue field is linearly surjective,
as an algebraic extension of k [ADH17a, Corollary 5.4.3]. Then ddegaKac G = 1 by Proposition 4.15,
and hence ddegaG = 1 by Lemma 3.13(vii). 
4.3.2. Main results. For the next result, we copy the proof of Theorem 3.25, except for an
argument involving henselizations.
Theorem 4.18. Suppose that K is asymptotic and k is linearly surjective. Then any two maximal
immediate extensions of K are isomorphic over K. Also, any two d-algebraically maximal d-algebraic
immediate extensions of K are isomorphic over K.
Proof. Let L0 and L1 be maximal immediate extensions of K. By Zorn’s lemma we have a
maximal isomorphism ϕ : F0 ∼=K F1 between valued differential subfields Fi ⊇ K of Li for i = 0, 1,
where “maximal” means that ϕ does not extend to an isomorphism between strictly larger such
valued differential subfields. First, Fi is asymptotic by Lemmas 2.14 and 2.15, and kFi is linearly
surjective, as Fi is an immediate extension of K for i = 0, 1. Next, they must be henselian, because
the henselization of Fi in Li is an algebraic extension of Fi, and thus a valued differential subfield of
Li for i = 0, 1. Now suppose towards a contradiction that F0 6= L0 (equivalently, F1 6= L1). Then the
proof continues as in the proof of Theorem 3.25; Lemma 3.24 is available by Proposition 4.17. 
By Proposition 4.17 and Theorem 3.27, we can now remove the monotonicity assumption
from [ADH17a, Theorem 7.0.3], removing also the assumption on the value group from our earlier
Theorem 3.2.
Theorem 4.19. If K is asymptotic and d-henselian, then it is d-algebraically maximal.
The following generalizes Theorem 3.4, removing the assumption on the value group. Its proof
is essentially the same, except for the use of the henselization.
Theorem 4.20. Suppose K is asymptotic and k is linearly surjective. Then K has a d-henselization,
and any two d-henselizations of K are isomorphic over K.
Proof. We can assume that K is henselian, as K has a henselization that embeds (uniquely) over
K into any d-henselian extension of K. By Lemma 3.3 we have an immediate asymptotic d-henselian
extension Kdh of K that is d-algebraic over K and has no proper d-henselian subfields containing
K. By Theorems 4.19 and 4.18, there is up to isomorphism over K just one such extension.
Let L be an asymptotic d-henselian extension of K; by Theorem 4.19, L is d-algebraically
maximal. To see that Kdh embeds over K into L, use an argument similar to that in the proof of
Theorem 4.18, using henselizations as in that proof. Thus Kdh is a d-henselization of K and any
d-henselization of K is isomorphic over K to Kdh. 
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This corollary has the same proof as Corollary 3.30.
Corollary 4.21. If K is asymptotic and k is linearly surjective, then any immediate d-henselian
extension of K that is d-algebraic over K is a d-henselization of K.
4.3.3. Additional results. We also record versions of the above results relativized to differential
polynomials of a given order. In these results, we assume that Γ is divisible but not that K is
henselian. The proofs are essentially the same as in §3.4, except for using Proposition 4.15 instead
of the dh-configuration property.
To state these results, we make some definitions. If E and F are differential fields, then we
say that F is r-differentially algebraic (r-d-algebraic for short) over E if for each a ∈ F there
are a1, . . . , an ∈ F such that a ∈ E〈a1, . . . , an〉 and, for i = 0, . . . , n − 1, ai+1 is d-algebraic over
E〈a1, . . . , ai〉 with minimal annihilator of order at most r. It is routine to prove that if L is
r-d-algebraic over F and F is r-d-algebraic over E, then L is r-d-algebraic over E.
Definition. We call K r-differential-algebraically maximal (r-d-algebraically maximal for short) if
it has no proper immediate r-d-algebraic extension.
By Zorn, K has an immediate r-d-algebraic extension that is r-d-algebraically maximal. Note
that K is d-algebraically maximal if and only if it is r-d-algebraically maximal for all r. In addition,
if the derivation induced on k is nontrivial, then by Lemmas 2.11 and 2.13 K is r-d-algebraically
maximal if and only if every pc-sequence in K with minimal differential polynomial over K of order
at most r has a pseudolimit in K.
Note that K being 0-d-algebraically maximal means that it has no proper immediate valued
differential field extension with small derivation that is algebraic over K. Since each algebraic field
extension of K, given any valuation extending that of K, has small derivation by Proposition 2.16,
K is 0-d-algebraically maximal if and only if it is algebraically maximal as a valued field. Thus the
results below for r = 0 follow from the corresponding results for valued fields and hence we may
assume that r > 1, so the derivation induced on k is nontrivial, as was used in §3.4.
Theorem 4.22. If K is asymptotic, Γ is divisible, and k is r-linearly surjective, then any two
r-d-algebraically maximal r-d-algebraic immediate extensions of K are isomorphic over K.
The proof of [ADH17a, Theorem 7.0.1] shows that if K is r-d-algebraically maximal and k is
r-linearly surjective, then K is r-d-henselian. Conversely:
Theorem 4.23. If K is asymptotic and r-d-henselian, and Γ is divisible, then K is r-d-algebraically
maximal.
We say that an extension L of K is an r-differential-henselization (r-d-henselization for short)
of K if it is an immediate asymptotic r-d-henselian extension of K that embeds over K into any
asymptotic r-d-henselian extension of K. For the following, we need that Lemma 3.3 goes through
with “r-linearly surjective,” “r-d-henselian,” and “r-d-algebraic” replacing “linearly surjective,”
“d-henselian,” and “d-algebraic” respectively, as the proof of [ADH17a, Corollary 9.4.11] shows.
Theorem 4.24. If K is asymptotic, Γ is divisible, and k is r-linearly surjective, then K has an
r-d-henselization, and any two r-d-henselizations of K are isomorphic over K.
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Corollary 4.25. If K is asymptotic, Γ is divisible, and k is r-linearly surjective, then any immediate
r-d-henselian extension of K that is r-d-algebraic over K is an r-d-henselization of K.
4.4. Newton diagrams
We develop a differential newton diagram method for valued differential fields with small
derivation. This approach is closely modelled on the differential newton diagram method for a
certain class of asymptotic fields developed in [ADH17a, §13.5]. In §4.4.1, we connect this to
dominant degree in a cut, adapting two lemmas from [ADH17a, §13.6]. The assumption of divisible
value group allows us to use the Equalizer Theorem (Theorem 2.4), which underlies this method.
Assumption. In this section, K has a monomial group M.
Let P range over K{Y }6=, f and g over K, and m and n over M. For f ∈ K×, let df be the
unique monomial with df  f and uf := f/df  1.
Lemma 4.26. Suppose that Γ> has no least element and f 4 m. If f ≺ m, let u := 0; if f  m, let
u := uf . Then
ddeg≺m P+f = mul(DP×m)+ū.
In particular, ddeg≺m P = dmulP×m.
Proof. For n ≺ m, let e := nm−1 ∈M. Then
P+f,×n = P×m,+m−1f,×e,
so by replacing P with P×m and f with m−1f , we may assume that m = 1. Set Q := P+f , so by
Lemma 4.2(i), DQ = (DP )+f̄ = (DP )+ū. Thus mul(DP )+ū = dmulQ, so it remains to show that
ddeg≺1Q = dmulQ.
First, ddeg≺1Q 6 dmulQ by Lemma 3.7. For the other direction, let d := dmulQ. We have
v(Qd) < v(Qi) for all i < d, so take g ≺ 1 with vg small enough that
v(Qd) + (d+ 1) vg < v(Qi) for all i < d.
It follows that
v(Qd) + d vg + o(vg) < v(Qi) + i vg + o(vg) for all i < d,
so v(Qd,×g) < v(Qi,×g) for all i < d by Lemma 2.3. Hence dmulQ×g > d. But
ddeg≺1Q = max{dmulQ×g : g ≺ 1}
by Lemma 3.8, so ddeg≺1Q > d, as desired. 
We call y ∈ K× an approximate zero of P if, for m := dy and u := uy, DP×m(ū) = 0. If y is
an approximate zero of P , we define its multiplicity to be mul(DP×m)+ū. We call m an algebraic
starting monomial for P if DP×m is not homogeneous. In particular, if m is an algebraic starting
monomial for P , then ddegP×m > 1. Note that m is an algebraic starting monomial for P if and
only if m/n is an algebraic starting monomial for P×n. By Lemma 3.7, P has at most degP −mulP
algebraic starting monomials.
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Assumption. In the rest of this section, Γ is divisible.
The existence of algebraic starting monomials is an easy corollary of the Equalizer Theorem,
and is crucial to what follows.
Lemma 4.27. Let P,Q ∈ K{Y }6= be homogeneous of different degrees. Then there exists a unique
m such that D(P+Q)×m is not homogeneous.
Proof. By Theorem 2.4, there is a unique m such that P×m  Q×m. Then
D(P+Q)×m = DP×m+Q×m = DP×m +DQ×m
by Lemma 4.1(ii), so D(P+Q)×m is not homogeneous. For n 6= m, we have D(P+Q)×n = DP×n or
D(P+Q)×n = DQ×n by Lemma 4.1(i), since P×n  Q×n or P×n ≺ Q×n. 
For P and Q as in Lemma 4.27, we let e(P,Q) denote the unique monomial which that lemma
yields and call it the equalizer for P , Q. We are interested in the case that these two differential
polynomials are homogeneous parts of P . Let J := {j ∈ N : Pj 6= 0} and note that ddegP×m ∈ J
for all m. For distinct i, j ∈ J , let e(P, i, j) := e(Pi, Pj), and so any algebraic starting monomial for
P is of the form e(P, i, j) for some distinct i, j ∈ J .
In the next two results, let E ⊆ K× be 4-closed. Recall this means that E 6= ∅ and f ∈ E
whenever 0 6= f 4 g with g ∈ E .
Proposition 4.28. There exist i0, . . . , in ∈ J and equalizers
e(P, i0, i1) ≺ e(P, i1, i2) ≺ · · · ≺ e(P, in−1, in)
with mulP = i0 < · · · < in = ddegE P such that
(i) the algebraic starting monomials for P in E are the e(P, im, im+1) for m < n;
(ii) for m < n and m = e(P, im, im+1), we have dmulP×m = im and ddegP×m = im+1.
Proof. Let i and j range over J and d := ddegE P . Then mulP 6 d 6 degP , and we proceed by
induction on d −mulP . If d = mulP , then for all m ∈ E , DP×m is homogeneous of degree d, so
there is no algebraic starting monomial for P in E .
Now assume that d > mulP and take i < d such that e := e(P, i, d) < e(P, j, d) for all j < d.
First, we show that e ∈ E . We have Pd,×e  Pi,×e by the previous lemma, so vPd(ve) = vPi(ve). By
Lemma 2.3, the function vPd − vPi is strictly increasing, so for any g ≺ e, vPd(vg) > vPi(vg), that is,
Pd,×g ≺ Pi,×g. Hence ddegP×g < d. To obtain e ∈ E , take g ∈ E with ddegP×g = d, so e 4 g.
Next, we show that ddegP×e = d. If ddegP×e = j < d, then Pd,×e ≺ Pj,×e. By Lemma 2.3
again, the function vPd − vPj is strictly increasing, so it follows that e ≺ e(P, j, d), contradicting the
maximality of e.
From this and Pi,×e  Pd,×e, we get (DP×e)i = DPi,×e 6= 0 and (DP×e)d = DPd,×e 6= 0, and hence
e is an algebraic starting monomial for P . In fact, e is the largest algebraic starting monomial for P
in E . Suppose to the contrary that n ∈ E is an algebraic starting monomial for P with n  e. Then
d = ddegP×e 6 ddegP×n by Lemma 3.7, so ddegP×n = d. It follows that n = e(P, j, d) for some
j < d, contradicting the maximality of e.
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If i > dmulP×e, then for j := dmulP×e, the uniqueness in Lemma 4.27 yields e(P, j, d) = e. By
replacing i with j, we assume that i = dmulP×e. Then by Lemma 4.26, we also have ddeg≺e P = i.
To complete the proof, we apply the inductive assumption with {g ∈ K× : g ≺ e} replacing E . 
The tuple (i0, . . . , in) from Proposition 4.28 is uniquely determined by K, P , and E . Note that
if mulP = ddegE P , then n = 0 and the tuple is (mulP ). For 1 6 m 6 n, set em := e(P, im−1, im).
We now show how dmulP×g and ddegP×g behave as g ranges over E .
Corollary 4.29. Suppose that mulP 6= ddegE P , so n > 1. Let g range over E. Then dmulP×g
and ddegP×g are in {i0, . . . , in} and we have:
dmulP×g = i0 ⇐⇒ g 4 e1;
ddegP×g = i0 ⇐⇒ g ≺ e1;
dmulP×g = im ⇐⇒ em ≺ g 4 em+1, (1 6 m < n);
ddegP×g = im ⇐⇒ em 4 g ≺ em+1, (1 6 m < n);
dmulP×g = in ⇐⇒ en ≺ g;
ddegP×g = in ⇐⇒ en 4 g.
Proof. We first prove the third equivalence, so let 1 6 m < n. Then for em ≺ g ≺ em+1,
Proposition 4.28 and Lemma 3.7 give
im = ddegP×em 6 dmulP×g 6 ddegP×g 6 dmulP×em+1 = im,
which yields the right-to-left direction since if g  em+1, then dmulP×g = dmulP×em+1 = im. For
the converse, note that similarly, if g 4 em, then dmulP×g 6 dmulP×em = im−1, and if g  em+1,
then dmulP×g > ddegP×em+1 = im+1. The fourth equivalence is proved in the same way.
For the first equivalence, if g ≺ e1, then
i0 = mulP 6 dmulP×g 6 ddegP×g 6 dmulP×e1 = i0,
and if g  e1, then dmulP×g = dmulP×e1 = i0. The converse follows as in the third equivalence.
The remaining equivalences are proved similarly. 
4.4.1. Application to dominant degree in a cut.
Lemma 4.30. Suppose that (aρ) is a pc-sequence in K with aρ  0, and let
Ea := {g ∈ K× : g ≺ aρ, eventually}.
(i) If Ea 6= ∅, then ddega P = ddegEa P .
(ii) If Ea = ∅, then ddega P = mulP .
Proof. Set γρ := v(aρ+1 − aρ). By removing some initial terms, we may assume that γρ is strictly
increasing and that v(aρ) = γρ ∈ Γ for all ρ. Then by Lemma 3.9,
ddeg>γρ P+aρ = ddeg>γρ P = ddegP×aρ ,
so ddega P is the eventual value of ddegP×aρ . If P is homogeneous, then ddegP×g = degP = mulP
for all g ∈ K×, so the statements about ddega P are immediate.
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Suppose now that P is not homogeneous, so mulP < degP . If Ea 6= ∅, we use Corollary 4.29
with K× in the role of E , and we have the tuple (i0, . . . , in) with in = degP . By removing
further initial terms, we may assume that ddegP×aρ is constant. If ddegP×aρ = i0, then aρ ≺ e1.
Thus for any g ∈ Ea, we have g ≺ e1, and hence ddegEa P = i0. If ddegP×aρ = im for any
1 6 m 6 n, then em 4 aρ. As γρ is strictly increasing, em ≺ aρ for all ρ, so em ∈ Ea. Hence
ddegEa P > ddegP×em = im. But by Lemma 3.7, ddegP×aρ > ddegEa P , so ddegEa P = im.
If Ea = ∅, let i0 := mulP . Then for all i > i0, by Lemma 2.3,
vPi(γρ)− vPi0 (γρ) = v(Pi)− v(Pi0) + (i− i0)γρ + o(γρ).
As γρ is cofinal in Γ, we thus have vP (γρ) = vPi0 (γρ) < vPi(γρ), eventually, for all i > i0, and so
ddegP×aρ = i0, eventually. 
With (aρ) and Ea as in the above lemma, if Ea = ∅, then (aρ) is in fact a cauchy sequence in K
(see [ADH17a, §2.2]), since γρ is cofinal in Γ; this is not used later.
Corollary 4.31. Suppose (bρ) is a pc-sequence in K with pseudolimit b ∈ K. Let b := cK(bρ) and
Eb := {g ∈ K× : g ≺ bρ − b, eventually}.
(i) If Eb 6= ∅, then ddegb P = ddegEb P+b.
(ii) If Eb = ∅, then ddegb P = mulP+b.
Proof. Set aρ := bρ − b. By Lemma 3.13(ii), we have
ddegb P = ddega+b P = ddega P+b.
It remains to apply the previous lemma with P+b in place of P . 
4.5. Asymptotic differential equations
Assumption. In this section, K has a monomial group M and Γ> has no least element.
Let m range over M and P ∈ K{Y }6= have order at most r. An asymptotic differential equation
over K is something of the form
(E) P (Y ) = 0, Y ∈ E ,
where E ⊆ K× is 4-closed. That is, it consists of an algebraic differential equation with an
asymptotic condition on solutions. If E = {g ∈ K× : g ≺ f} for some f ∈ K×, then we write Y ≺ f
for the asymptotic condition instead of Y ∈ E , and similarly with “4.”
For the rest of this section, we fix this asymptotic differential equation (E). Then the dominant
degree of (E) is defined to be ddegE P . A solution of (E) is a y ∈ E such that P (y) = 0. An
approximate solution of (E) is an approximate zero of P that lies in E , and the multiplicity of an
approximate solution of (E) is its multiplicity as an approximate zero of P . The following is used
frequently and follows from Lemma 4.26.
Corollary 4.32. Let y ∈ E. Then
(i) y is an approximate solution of (E) ⇐⇒ ddeg≺y P+y > 1;
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(ii) if y is an approximate solution of (E), then its multiplicity is ddeg≺y P+y.
A starting monomial for (E) is a starting monomial for P that lies in E . An algebraic starting
monomial for (E) is an algebraic starting monomial for P that lies in E . So if ddegE P = 0, then (E)
has no algebraic starting monomials. By Proposition 4.28, if Γ is divisible and mulP < ddegE P ,
then there is an algebraic starting monomial for (E) and ddegE P = ddegP×e, where e is the largest
algebraic starting monomial for (E).
It will be important to alter P and E in certain ways. Namely, let E ′ ⊆ E be 4-closed and let
f ∈ E ∪ {0}. We call the asymptotic differential equation
(E′) P+f (Y ) = 0, Y ∈ E ′
a refinement of (E). Below, (E′) refers to a refinement of this form. By Lemma 3.9,
ddegE P = ddegE P+f > ddegE ′ P+f ,
so the dominant degree of (E′) is at most the dominant degree of (E). Note also that if y is a
solution of (E′) and f + y 6= 0, then f + y is a solution of (E). The same is true with “approximate
solution” replacing “solution,” provided that y 6∼ −f .
Here is a sufficient condition for being an approximate solution.
Lemma 4.33. Let f 6= 0 with f  g for all g ∈ E ′, and suppose that
ddegE ′ P+f = ddegE P > 1.
Then f is an approximate solution of (E).
Proof. We have, using Lemma 3.9 for the equality,
ddegE ′ P+f 6 ddeg≺f P+f 6 ddeg4f P+f = ddeg4f P 6 ddegE P.
Hence ddeg≺f P+f = ddegE P > 1, so f is an approximate solution of (E). 
Note that by the previous proof, ddeg≺f P+f 6 ddegE P for all f ∈ E .
Lemma 4.34. Suppose that d := ddegE P > 1. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) ddeg≺f P+f < d for all f ∈ E;
(ii) ddeg≺f P+f < d for all f ∈ E with ddegP×f = d;
(iii) there is no approximate solution of (E) of multiplicity d.
Proof. The equivalence of (i) and (iii) is given by Corollary 4.32. Now, let f ∈ E and suppose
that ddegP×f < d. Then, using Lemma 3.9 for the first equality,
ddeg≺f P+f 6 ddeg4f P+f = ddeg4f P = ddegP×f < d.
This gives (ii) =⇒ (i), and the converse is trivial. 
We say that (E) is unravelled if d := ddegE P > 1 and the conditions in Lemma 4.34 hold. In
particular, if d > 1 and (E) does not have an approximate solution, then (E) is unravelled. And if
(E) is unravelled and has an approximate solution, then d > 2 by Lemma 4.34(iii).
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We now introduce unravellers and partial unravellers, which correspond to special refinements
of (E). In the proof of Proposition 4.36, we construct a sequence of partial unravellers ending in an
unravelled asymptotic differential equation. Suppose that d > 1, and let f ∈ E ∪ {0} and E ′ ⊆ E
be 4-closed. We say that (f, E ′) is a partial unraveller for (E) if ddegE ′ P+f = d. By Lemma 3.9,
(f, E) is a partial unraveller for (E). Note that if (f, E ′) is a partial unraveller for (E) and (f1, E1) is
a partial unraveller for (E′), then (f + f1, E1) is a partial unraveller for (E). An unraveller for (E)
is a partial unraveller (f, E ′) for (E) such that (E′) is unravelled.
The following is routine but is used later.
Lemma 4.35. Suppose that ddegE P > 1. Let a ∈ K× and set aE := {ay ∈ K× : y ∈ E}. Consider
the asymptotic differential equation
(aE) P×a−1(Y ) = 0, Y ∈ aE .
(i) The dominant degree of (aE) equals the dominant degree of (E).
(ii) If (f, E ′) is a partial unraveller for (E), then (af, aE ′) is a partial unraveller for (aE).
(iii) If (f, E ′) is an unraveller for (E), then (af, aE ′) is an unraveller for (aE).
(iv) If a ∈ M, then the algebraic starting monomials for (aE) are exactly the elements ae,
where e ranges over the algebraic starting monomials for (E).
The next proposition is about the existence of unravellers, and is a key ingredient in the proof of
Proposition 4.15. Recall the notion of r-d-algebraic maximality from §4.3.3, and in particular that
if the derivation induced on k is nontrivial, then K is r-d-algebraically maximal if and only if every
pc-sequence with a minimal differential polynomial over K of order at most r has a pseudolimit
in K.
Proposition 4.36. Suppose that K is r-d-algebraically maximal, Γ is divisible, and the derivation
induced on k is nontrivial. Suppose that d := ddegE P > 1 and that there is no f ∈ E ∪ {0} with
mulP+f = d. Then there exists an unraveller for (E).




of partial unravellers for (E) indexed by ρ > 0 such that:
(i) Eλ ⊇ Eµ for all λ < µ < ρ;
(ii) fµ − fλ  fν − fµ for all λ < µ < ν < ρ;
(iii) fλ+1 − fλ ∈ Eλ \ Eλ+1 for all λ with λ+ 1 < ρ.
For ρ = 1, we set (f0, E0) := (0, E) and these conditions are vacuous. Below, we frequently use that
by (ii) we have fµ − fλ  fλ+1 − fλ for all λ < µ < ρ.
First, suppose that ρ is a successor ordinal, so ρ = ν + 1, and consider the refinement
(Eν) P+fν (Y ) = 0, Y ∈ Eν
of (E). If (Eν) is unravelled, then (fν , Eν) is an unraveller for (E) and we are done, so suppose that
(Eν) is not unravelled. Take f ∈ Eν such that ddeg≺f (P+fν )+f = d. Then
Eρ := {y ∈ K× : y ≺ f} ⊂ Eν
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is 4-closed with
ddegEρ(P+fν )+f = d,
so (f, Eρ) is a partial unraveller for (Eν). Thus, setting fρ := fν + f , we have that (fρ, Eρ) is a




λ<ρ+1 with ρ+ 1 in place of ρ are
obviously satisfied. For (ii), it is sufficient to check that fλ+1 − fλ  fρ − fν = f for λ < ν, which
follows from fλ+1 − fλ /∈ Eν .
Now suppose that ρ is a limit ordinal. By (ii), (fλ)λ<ρ is a pc-sequence in K, so we let
f := cK(fλ) and claim that ddegf P = d. To see this, set gλ := fλ+1 − fλ for λ with λ+ 1 < ρ. By
(iii), we have, using Lemma 3.9 in the third line,
d = ddegEλ+1 P+fλ+1 6 ddeg4gλ P+fλ+1
= ddeg4gλ(P+fλ)+(fλ+1−fλ)
= ddeg4gλ P+fλ
6 ddegEλ P+fλ = d.
Thus ddeg4gλ P+fλ = d for all λ < ρ, so ddegf P = d. By Lemma 4.4 and Corollary 4.5, (fλ)λ<ρ
has a minimal differential polynomial over K of order at most the order of P (which is at most r),






y ∈ K× : y ≺ gλ for all λ < ρ
}
,
where the equality follows from (iii). If Eρ = ∅, then by Corollary 4.31,
d = ddegf P = mulP+fρ ,
contradicting the hypothesis. So Eρ 6= ∅, and thus Corollary 4.31 yields
d = ddegf P = ddegEρ P+fρ ,




λ<ρ+1, conditions (i) and (iii) with ρ + 1
in place of ρ are obviously satisfied. For (ii), it is enough to check that fλ+1 − fλ  fρ − fµ for
λ < µ < ρ, which follows from fρ − fµ  fµ+1 − fµ.
This inductive construction must end, and therefore there exists an unraveller for (E). 
4.5.1. Behaviour of unravellers under immediate extensions. In this subsection, we fix an
immediate extension L of K, and we use the monomial group of K as a monomial group for L. We
consider how unravellers change under passing from K to L and connect this to pseudolimits of
pc-sequences. Lemma 4.39 is a key step in the proof of Proposition 4.15.
Given E , the set EL := {y ∈ L× : vy ∈ vE} is also 4-closed with EL ∩K = E . Consider the
asymptotic differential equation
(EL) P (Y ) = 0, Y ∈ EL
over L, which has the same dominant degree as (E), i.e., ddegEL P = ddegE P . Note that y ∈ K
×
is an approximate solution of (E) if and only if it is an approximate solution of (EL). If so, its
multiplicities in both settings agree. Thus if (EL) is unravelled, then (E) is unravelled. For the
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other direction, if y ∈ L× is an approximate solution of (EL) of multiplicity ddegEL P , then any
z ∈ K× with z ∼ y is an approximate solution of (E) of multiplicity ddegE P = ddegEL P . The next
lemma follows from this.
Lemma 4.37. Suppose that ddegE P > 1, and let f ∈ E ∪ {0} and E ′ ⊆ E be 4-closed. Then:
(i) (f, E ′) is a partial unraveller for (E) if and only if (f, E ′L) is a partial unraveller for (EL);
(ii) (f, E ′) is an unraveller for (E) if and only if (f, E ′L) is an unraveller for (EL).
This next lemma does not use the assumptions of this section and could have been included
earlier, but is only used in the proofs of the next lemma and Proposition 4.15.
Lemma 4.38. Suppose that the derivation induced on k is nontrivial. Let (aρ) be a divergent
pc-sequence in K with minimal differential polynomial G over K, and let aρ  ` ∈ L. Then
mul(G+`) 6 1.
Proof. Let H ∈ K{Y }6= be of lower complexity than G. If H(`) = 0, then by Lemma 2.11 there
would be an equivalent pc-sequence (bρ) in K with H(bρ) 0, contradicting the minimality of G.
In particular, SG(`) 6= 0, where SG := ∂G/∂Y (n) is the separant of G and n is the order of G.














with Fi ∈ K[Y, . . . , Y (n−1)], i = 0, . . . ,m. From SG+` = (SG)+` and SG(`) 6= 0 we get F1(0) 6= 0, so
mulF1 = 0, and thus mulG+` 6 1. 
Lemma 4.39. Suppose that Γ is divisible and the derivation induced on k is nontrivial. Let (aρ)
be a divergent pc-sequence in K that has P as a minimal differential polynomial over K, and let
aρ  ` ∈ L. Suppose that L is r-d-algebraically maximal and ddega P > 2. Let a ∈ K and v ∈ K×
be such that a− ` ≺ v and ddeg≺v P+a = ddega P . (Such a and v exist by Lemma 4.4.) Consider
the asymptotic differential equation
(4.5.1) P+a(Y ) = 0, Y ≺ v.
Then there exists an unraveller (f, E) for (4.5.1) over L such that:
(i) f 6= 0;
(ii) ddeg≺f P+a+f = ddega P ;
(iii) aρ  a+ f + z for all z ∈ E ∪ {0}.
Proof. We first show how to arrange that a = 0 and (ii) holds. Take g ∈ K× with a− ` ∼ −g, so
g ≺ v. Then, using Lemma 3.9, we have
ddeg≺g P+a+g 6 ddeg≺v P+a+g = ddeg≺v P+a = ddega P.
Conversely, as (a+ g)− ` ≺ g, Lemma 4.4 gives ddega P 6 ddeg≺g P+a+g, so
ddega P = ddeg≺v P+a = ddeg≺g P+a+g.
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Also, P+a+g is a minimal differential polynomial of
(
aρ − (a+ g)
)
over K and, by Lemma 3.13(ii),
ddega−(a+g) P+a+g = ddega P.
We can now replace P , (aρ), `, and v with P+a+g,
(
aρ − (a+ g)
)
, `− (a+ g), and g, respectively, to
arrange that a = 0 and (ii) holds. To see that this works, suppose that E ⊆ L× is 4-closed in L
with E ≺ g, and (h, E) is an unraveller for the asymptotic differential equation
P+a+g(Y ) = 0, Y ≺ g
over L with aρ− (a+ g) h+ z for all z ∈ E ∪{0}. In particular, h ≺ g, so g+h 6= 0, and it is clear
from ddeg≺v P+a = ddeg≺g P+a+g that (g + h, E) is an unraveller for (4.5.1). Condition (iii) is also
obviously satisfied. For condition (ii), note that as h ≺ g, using Lemma 3.9 in the middle equality,
ddeg≺g+h P+a+g+h = ddeg≺g P+a+g+h = ddeg≺g P+a+g = ddega P.
Thus it remains to show that there is an unraveller (f, E) for (4.5.1) in L (with a = 0) such
that aρ  f + z for all z ∈ E ∪ {0}. Consider the set
Z := {z ∈ L× : z ≺ aρ − `, eventually}.
For any z ∈ Z ∪ {0}, we have aρ  z + `, so by Lemma 4.38,
mul(P+`+z) 6 1 < 2 6 ddega P.
By Corollary 4.31, Z 6= ∅, so Z is 4-closed and ddegZ P+` = ddega P . Then Proposition 4.36 yields
an unraveller (s, E) for the asymptotic differential equation
P+`(Y ) = 0, Y ∈ Z
over L. Setting f := `+ s, (f, E) is an unraveller for (4.5.1) with aρ  f + z for all z ∈ E ∪ {0}. 
4.5.2. Reducing degree. In this subsection, we consider a refinement of (E) and then truncate it
by removing monomials of degree higher than the dominant degree of (E). Given an unraveller for
(E), we show how to find an unraveller for this truncated refinement in Lemma 4.41, an essential
component in the proof of Proposition 4.47.
Assumption. In this subsection, Γ is divisible.
Suppose that d := ddegE P > 1 and we have an unraveller (f, E ′) for (E). That is, the refinement
(E′) P+f (Y ) = 0, Y ∈ E ′
of (E) is unravelled with dominant degree d. Now suppose that d > mul(P+f ), so (E′) has an
algebraic starting monomial, and let e be its largest algebraic starting monomial. Suppose that
g ∈ K× satisfies e ≺ g ≺ f , and consider another refinement of (E):
(Eg) P+f−g(Y ) = 0, Y 4 g.
Set E ′g := {y ∈ E ′ : y ≺ g}, so e ∈ E ′g.
Lemma 4.40. The asymptotic differential equation (Eg) has dominant degree d and (g, E ′g) is an
unraveller for (Eg).
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Proof. First, since e is the largest algebraic starting monomial for (E′), Proposition 4.28 gives
d = ddegP+f,×e = ddeg4e P+f .
Note that f − g ∼ f ∈ E . Now, by Lemma 3.9 we obtain
d = ddeg4e P+f 6 ddeg4g P+f = ddeg4g P+f−g 6 ddegE P+f−g = ddegE P = d,
which gives that (Eg) has dominant degree d. Similarly,
d = ddeg4e P+f 6 ddegE ′g P+f 6 ddegE P+f = ddegE P = d,
and thus the asymptotic differential equation
P+f (Y ) = 0, Y ∈ E ′g,
which is a refinement of both (Eg) and (E′), has dominant degree d. Finally, since (E′) is unravelled,
the pair (g, E ′g) is an unraveller for (Eg). 
We now turn to ignoring terms of degree higher than the dominant degree of (E). First, some
notation. Recall that for F ∈ K{Y }, we set F6n := F0 + F1 + · · ·+ Fn. Note that if n > ddegF ,
then DF = DF6n . Now set F := P+f−g, so d > ddegF×m for all m 4 g. Consider the “truncation”
(Eg,6d) F6d(Y ) = 0, Y 4 g
of (Eg) as an asymptotic differential equation over K. We have, for all m 4 g,
DF×m = D(F×m)6d = D(F6d)×m ,
so (Eg,6d) has the same algebraic starting monomials and dominant degree as (Eg). Next, we show
that under suitable conditions the unraveller (g, E ′g) for (Eg) from the previous lemma remains an
unraveller for (Eg,6d). Recall that [γ] denotes the archimedean class of γ ∈ Γ and that such classes
are ordered in the natural way; see §2.2.1.
Lemma 4.41. Suppose that [v(e/g)] < [v(g/f)]. Then (g, E ′g) is an unraveller for (Eg,6d), and e is
the largest algebraic starting monomial for the unravelled asymptotic differential equation
(E′g,6d) (F6d)+g(Y ) = 0, Y ∈ E
′
g.
Proof. First, we reduce to the case g  1: set g := dg and replace P , f , g, E , and E ′ by P×g, f/g,
g/g, g−1E , and g−1E ′, respectively, and use Lemma 4.35. Note that now e ≺ 1 ≺ f and [ve] < [vf ].
Since F = P+f−g and g  1, we have ddegF = ddeg41 F = d by Lemma 4.40, so
d 6 ddegF×f 6 ddegE F = d,
using Lemma 3.7 and Lemma 3.9. This yields d = ddegF = ddegF×f . For m with [vm] < [vf ] we
may thus apply Corollary 4.14 with F and df in place of P and n to get
(4.5.2) DP+f,×m = DF+g,×m = D(F6d)+g,×m .
In particular, this holds if e 4 m ≺ 1, as then [vm] 6 [ve] < [vf ]. Thus e is the largest algebraic
starting monomial for (E′g,6d), since it is the largest algebraic starting monomial for (E′).
For (g, E ′g) to be an unraveller for (Eg,6d), we now show:
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(i) ddegE ′g(F6d)+g = d;
(ii) ddeg≺h(F6d)+g+h < d for all h ∈ E ′g.
For (i), if e 4 m ∈ E ′g, then by Corollary 4.29 and (4.5.2) we have
d = ddegP+f,×m = ddeg(F6d)+g,×m.











First suppose that e 4 h, so then combining (4.5.2), for m = h, with (4.5.3) and (4.5.4) we have
ddeg≺h(F6d)+g+h = ddeg≺h P+f+h < d,
since (E′) is unravelled. Now suppose that h ≺ e. If e2 4 h ≺ e, then [vh] = [ve] < [vf ], and thus by
(4.5.2) and Corollary 4.29,
ddeg(F6d)+g,×h = ddegP+f,×h < ddegP+f,×e = d.





+ū 6 ddeg(F6d)+g,×h < d,
which completes the proof of (ii). 
4.5.3. Finding solutions in differential-henselian fields. We now use d-henselianity to find
solutions of asymptotic differential equations. Given an element of an extension of K, when K has
few constants we find a solution closest to that element. The only result in this subsection that uses
the assumption that Γ> has no least element is Lemma 4.46.
We say that (E) is quasilinear if ddegE P = 1. Note that if K is r-d-henselian and (E) is
quasilinear, then P has a zero in E ∪ {0} by Lemma 2.5. Note that even in this case, (E) may not
have a solution, since those are required to be nonzero.
Lemma 4.42. Suppose that K is r-d-henselian. Let g ∈ K× be an approximate zero of P such that
ddegP×g = 1. Then there exists y ∼ g in K such that P (y) = 0.
Proof. Let m := dg and u := ug = g/m, so DP×m(ū) = 0 and thus
dmulP×m,+u = mul(DP×m)+ū > 1.
By Lemma 4.2(i), we also have
dmulP×m,+u 6 ddegP×m,+u = ddegP×m = 1.
Thus dmulP×m,+u = 1, so as K is r-d-henselian, there is z ≺ 1 with P×m,+u(z) = 0. Setting
y := (u+ z)m, we have P (y) = 0 and y ∼ um = g. 
Now let f be an element of an extension of K. We say that a solution y of (E) best approximates
f (among solutions of (E)) if y − f 4 z − f for each solution z of (E). Note that if f ∈ K× is a
solution of (E), then f is the unique solution of (E) that best approximates f . Also, if f  E , then
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y − f  f for all y ∈ E , and so each solution of (E) best approximates f . First, we see that this is
preserved under multiplicative conjugation.
Lemma 4.43. Let f be an element of an extension of K and let g ∈ E with f 4 g. Suppose that y
is a solution of the asymptotic differential equation
P×g(Y ) = 0, Y 4 1
that best approximates g−1f . Then the solution gy of (E) best approximates f .
Proof. Let z be a solution of (E). If z  g < f , then z − f ∼ z. As y 4 1 and f 4 g, we
have gy − f 4 g. Combining these two yields gy − f 4 z − f . If z 4 g, then g−1z 4 1 is a
solution of the above asymptotic differential equation and so by the assumption on y, we have
y − g−1f 4 g−1z − g−1f , and hence gy − f 4 z − f . 
The following lemma is the only place in this section that we assume few constants.
Lemma 4.44. Suppose that r > 1 and K is r-d-henselian with C ⊆ O. Suppose that (E) is
quasilinear and has a solution. Let f be an element of an extension of K. Then f is best
approximated by some solution of (E).
Proof. By the comment above Lemma 4.43, we may assume that f 6 E . Thus we may take g ∈ E
with f 4 g such that (E) has a solution y 4 g and
ddegP×g = ddegE P = 1.
By Lemma 4.43, we may replace P by P×g and E by O 6= in order to assume that E = O 6=. Suppose
that f is not best approximated by any solution of (E). Then we get y0, . . . , yr+1 ∈ K× such that:
(i) yi is a solution of (E), i.e., P (yi) = 0 and yi 4 1, for all i ∈ {0, . . . , r + 1};
(ii) yi − f  yi+1 − f for all i ∈ {0, . . . , r};
(iii) ddegP+yi = ddegP = 1 for all i ∈ {0, . . . , r + 1} (by Lemma 4.2(i)).
Item (ii) implies yi+1 − yi  yi − f for all i ∈ {0, . . . , r}, so we have reached a contradiction with
Lemma 3.26. 
Lemma 4.45. Suppose that K is r-d-henselian, (E) is quasilinear, and f ∈ E is an approximate
solution of (E). Then (E) has a solution y0 ∼ f , and every solution y of (E) that best approximates
f satisfies y ∼ f .
Proof. Let m := df and u := f/m. Then by Lemma 4.2 we have
ddegP×f = ddegP×m,+u > dmulP×m,+u > 1,
and so since (E) is quasilinear, ddegP×f = 1. Thus Lemma 4.42 yields a solution y0 ∼ f of (E). If
y is a solution of (E) that best approximates f , then y ∼ f , as
y − f 4 y0 − f ≺ f. 
For the next lemma, recall from §4.5.1 that given an immediate extesion L of K, we extend the
asymptotic differential equation (E) over K to (EL) over L. Note that if (E) is quasilinear, then so
is (EL).
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Lemma 4.46. Suppose that K is r-d-henselian and let L be an immediate extension of K. Suppose
that (E) is quasilinear, E ′ ⊆ E is 4-closed, and f ∈ EL is such that the refinement
(E′L) P+f (Y ) = 0, Y ∈ E
′
L
of (EL) is also quasilinear. Let y 4 f be a solution of (E) that best approximates f . Then
f − y ∈ E ′L ∪ {0}.
Proof. The case f = y being trivial, suppose that f 6= y and set m := df−y. As f − y ∈ EL, we
have m ∈ E . Now suppose towards a contradiction that f − y /∈ E ′L. Then E ′L ≺ m ∈ E , so by
quasilinearity and Lemma 3.9,
1 = ddegE ′L P+f 6 ddeg4m P+f = ddeg4m P+y 6 ddegE P+y = ddegE P = 1.
Hence the asymptotic differential equation
(4.5.5) P+y(Y ) = 0, Y 4 m
over K is also quasilinear. Also, by the quasilinearity of (E′L), we have
ddeg≺m(P+y)+(f−y) = ddeg≺m P+f > ddegE ′L P+f = 1,
so f−y is an approximate solution of (4.5.5) over L, by Corollary 4.32. Take g ∈ K× with g ∼ f−y,
so g is an approximate solution of (4.5.5) over K, and, by the quasilinearity of (4.5.5),
ddegP+y,×g = ddeg4m P+y = 1.
Then by Lemma 4.42 we have z ∼ g ∼ f − y in K such that P (y + z) = 0. We must have y + z 6= 0,
as otherwise f ≺ y − f , contradicting y 4 f . From y 4 f , we also obtain y + z 4 f , so y + z ∈ E .
Since y + z − f ≺ y − f , this contradicts that y best approximates f . 
4.6. Reducing complexity
This is a technical section whose main goal is Proposition 4.47. This proposition, or rather its
consequence Corollary 4.60, is the linchpin of Proposition 4.15, and its proof uses all of the previous
sections and some additional results from [ADH17a].
Assumption. In this section, K is asymptotic and has a monomial group M, Γ is divisible, and k
is r-linearly surjective with r > 1.
Let m and n range over M. We let P ∈ K{Y } 6= with order at most r. As in the previous
section, let E ⊆ K× be 4-closed, so we have an asymptotic differential equation
(E) P (Y ) = 0, Y ∈ E
over K. Set d := ddegE P and suppose that d > 1. We fix an immediate asymptotic r-d-henselian
extension K̂ of K and use M as a monomial group of K̂.
Let Ê := EK̂ = {y ∈ K̂
× : vy ∈ vE}, so we have the asymptotic differential equation
(Ê) P (Y ) = 0, Y ∈ Ê
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over K̂ with dominant degree d. Suppose that (Ê) is not unravelled, and that this is witnessed by
f̂ ∈ Ê such that (f̂ , Ê ′) is an unraveller for (Ê). That is, ddeg≺f̂ P+f̂ = d, and the refinement
(Ê′) P+f̂ (Y ) = 0, Y ∈ Ê
′
of (Ê) is unravelled with dominant degree d. By Lemma 4.34, d > 2. By Corollary 4.32, f̂ is
an approximate solution of (Ê) of multiplicity d. Note also that Ê ′ = E ′
K̂
for the 4-closed set
E ′ := Ê ′∩K ⊆ E . Since (Ê) is not unravelled, neither is (E) by the discussion preceding Lemma 4.37.
Suppose also that mulP+f̂ < d, so by Proposition 4.28, (Ê
′) has an algebraic starting monomial; let
e be the largest such.
Proposition 4.47. There exists f ∈ K̂ such that one of the following holds:
(i) f̂ − f 4 e and A(f) = 0 for some A ∈ K{Y } with c(A) < c(P ) and degA = 1;
(ii) f̂ ∼ f , f̂ − a 4 f − a for all a ∈ K, and A(f) = 0 for some A ∈ K{Y } with c(A) < c(P )
and ddegA×f = 1.
4.6.1. Special case. We first prove Proposition 4.47 in the special case that ddegE P = degP and
later reduce to this case using Lemma 4.59. Below, we consider the differential polynomial
P+f̂ ,×e ∈ K̂{Y };








denote the partial differential operator on K̂{Y } that differentiates in times with respect to Y (n)
for n = 0, . . . , s. (We also use additive and multiplicative conjugates of partial differential operators;
see [ADH17a, §12.8].) For any partial differential operator (in the sense of [ADH17a, §12.7]) ∆ on
K̂{Y }, any Q ∈ K̂{Y }, and any a ∈ K̂,
∆(Q+a) = (∆Q)+a
by [ADH17a, Lemma 12.8.7], so we write ∆Q+a and do not distinguish between these. If a ∈ K̂×,
note that, by [ADH17a, Lemma 12.8.8],
∆Q×a := ∆(Q×a) = (∆×aQ)×a,
Note that, when no parentheses are used, we intend additive and multiplicative conjugation of Q to
take place before ∆ is applied, in order to simplify notation.





In particular, |i| = d− 1 and
ddeg ∂iP+f̂ ,×e = degD∂iP+f̂ ,×e = deg ∂
iDP+f̂ ,×e = 1.
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We consider the partial differential operator ∆ := (∂i)×e on K̂{Y }. We have
(∆P )+f̂ ,×e = ∂
iP+f̂ ,×e
by [ADH17a, Lemmas 12.8.7 and 12.8.8]. Hence the asymptotic differential equation
∆P+f̂ (Y ) = 0, Y 4 e
is quasilinear. In [ADH17a, §14.4], partial differentiation is also used to obtain a quasilinear
asymptotic differential equation. Under the powerful assumption of ω-freeness made in that setting,
newton polynomials have a very special form, and so a specific choice of ∆ was needed. Here, and
in the next subsection, a similar technique works despite the lack of restrictions on dominant parts.
Lemma 4.48. Suppose that e ≺ f̂ and the asymptotic differential equation
(4.6.1) ∆P (Y ) = 0, Y ∈ Ê
over K̂ is quasilinear. Then (4.6.1) has a solution y ∼ f̂ , and if f is any solution of (4.6.1) that
best approximates f̂ , then f − f̂ 4 e.
Proof. By Lemma 3.9, we have
ddeg≺f̂ ∆P+f̂ 6 ddegÊ ∆P+f̂ = ddegÊ ∆P = 1.
But from e ≺ f̂ , we also have
1 = ddeg4e ∆P+f̂ 6 ddeg≺f̂ ∆P+f̂ ,
so ddeg≺f̂ ∆P+f̂ = 1. Then since K̂ is r-d-henselian, we get y ∼ f̂ with ∆P (y) = 0.
For the second statement, the refinement
(4.6.2) ∆P+f̂ (Y ) = 0, Y 4 e
of (4.6.1) is quasilinear, so we can apply Lemma 4.46 with K̂ in the roles of both L and K, and
∆P , f̂ , f , (4.6.1), and (4.6.2) in the roles of P , f , y, (E), and (E′L), respectively. 
We now conclude the proof of Proposition 4.47 in the case that degP = d. Recall that d > 2.
Lemma 4.49. Suppose that degP = d. Then there exist f ∈ K̂ and A ∈ K{Y } such that f̂−f 4 e,
A(f) = 0, c(A) < c(P ), and degA = 1.
Proof. Since degP = d, we also have degP+f̂ ,×e = d, and hence
deg ∆P = deg(∆P )+f̂ ,×e = deg ∂
iP+f̂ ,×e = 1,
by the choice of i. Hence (4.6.1) is quasilinear.
If f̂ 4 e, then f := 0 and A := Y work, so assume that e ≺ f̂ . First, Lemma 4.48 yields a
solution y ∼ f̂ of (4.6.1). As K̂ has few constants, Lemma 4.44 gives that f̂ is best approximated
by some solution f of (4.6.1). So applying Lemma 4.48 again, we have f − f̂ 4 e. Then ∆P (f) = 0,
c(∆P ) < c(P ), and deg ∆P = 1, so we may take A := ∆P . 
4.6.2. Tschirnhaus refinements. Set f := df̂ , and we now consider the differential polynomial
P×f ∈ K{Y } 6=. If e < f, then the first case of Proposition 4.47 holds for f := 0 and A := Y , so in
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the rest of this subsection we suppose that e ≺ f. Then we have, by the choice of e and Lemma 3.9,
d = ddeg4e P+f̂ 6 ddeg4f P+f̂ = ddeg4f P 6 ddegÊ P = d,
and thus ddegP×f = d.
Now, let s 6 r be the order of P and choose i ∈ N1+s so that deg(∂iY j)=1 for some j ∈ N1+s
with |j| = d and (P×f)j  P×f. Thus we have |i| = d− 1 and
D∂iP×f = ∂
iDP×f ,
and so ddeg ∂iP×f = 1. We consider the partial differential operator ∆ := (∂i)×f on K̂{Y }. By
[ADH17a, Lemma 12.8.8],
(∆P )×f = ∂
iP×f,
and thus the asymptotic differential equation
(4.6.3) ∆P (Y ) = 0, Y 4 f
over K̂ is quasilinear. The next lemma follows immediately from this by Corollary 3.10.
Lemma 4.50. Suppose f ∈ K̂× is a solution of (4.6.3). Then for all g ∈ K̂× with g 4 f we have
mul (∆P )+f,×g = ddeg (∆P )+f,×g = 1,
and hence (∆P )+f has no algebraic starting monomial g ∈M with g 4 f.
Lemma 4.51. The element f̂ ∈ K̂× is an approximate solution of (4.6.3).






















so the multiplicity of ∂iDP×f at ū is 1 by the choice of i. In view of
D(∆P )×f = D∂iP×f = ∂
iDP×f ,
f̂ is an approximate solution of (4.6.3). 
Let f ∈ K̂× with f ∼ f̂ , so ddeg≺f P+f = ddeg≺f P+f̂ = d by Lemma 3.9. That is, the
refinement
(T) P+f (Y ) = 0, Y ≺ f
of (Ê) still has dominant degree d. As f̂ is an approximate solution of (4.6.3), Lemmas 4.45 and 4.44
give a solution f0 ∈ K̂× of (4.6.3) that best approximates f̂ with f0 ∼ f̂ ∼ f . Thus
ddeg≺f ∆P+f = ddeg≺f ∆P+f0 = 1
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by Lemmas 3.9 and 4.50. Hence the refinement
(∆T) ∆P+f (Y ) = 0, Y ≺ f
of (4.6.3) is also quasilinear.
Definition. A Tschirnhaus refinement of (Ê) is an asymptotic differential equation (T) over K̂ as
above with f̂ ∼ f ∈ K̂× such that some solution f0 ∈ K̂× of (4.6.3) over K̂ best approximates f̂
and satisfies f0 − f̂ ∼ f − f̂ .
Definition. Let f, ĝ ∈ K̂× and m satisfy
m ≺ f − f̂ 4 ĝ ≺ f,
so in particular f ∼ f̂ . With (T) as above, but not necessarily a Tschirnhaus refinement of (Ê), we
say that the refinement
(TC) P+f+ĝ(Y ) = 0, Y 4 m
of (T) is compatible with (T) if it has dominant degree d and ĝ is not an approximate solution of
(∆T).
Lemma 4.52. Let f, f0, ĝ ∈ K̂× and m be such that
m ≺ f0 − f̂ ∼ f − f̂ 4 ĝ ≺ f,
and (TC) has dominant degree d. Then ĝ is an approximate solution of (T) and of
(T0) P+f0(Y ) = 0, Y ≺ f.
Proof. First, ĝ is an approximate solution of (T0) by Lemma 4.33, since m ≺ ĝ and
ddeg4m P+f+ĝ = d = ddeg≺f P+f .
From f0 − f ≺ f − f̂ 4 ĝ and m ≺ ĝ, we obtain, using Lemma 3.9 in the first equality,
ddeg≺ĝ P+f0+ĝ = ddeg≺ĝ P+f+ĝ > ddeg4m P+f+ĝ = d > 1,
so ĝ is an approximate solution of (T0) by Corollary 4.32. 
Lemma 4.53. Let f, f0, ĝ ∈ K̂× with
f0 − f̂ ∼ f − f̂ 4 ĝ ≺ f.
Then ĝ is an approximate solution of (∆T) if and only if ĝ is an approximate solution of
(∆T0) ∆P+f0(Y ) = 0, Y ≺ f.
Proof. Again, since f0 − f ≺ f̂ − f 4 ĝ, by Lemma 3.9 we have
ddeg≺ĝ ∆P+f0+ĝ = ddeg≺ĝ ∆P+f+ĝ.
The result then follows from Corollary 4.32, since ĝ ≺ f. 
Note that, for any f0 ∼ f , the equation (∆T0) in the previous lemma is quasilinear by Lemma 3.9,
since (∆T) is. We now exhibit compatible refinements of (T) when e ≺ f − f̂ .
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Lemma 4.54. Suppose that (T) is a Tschirnhaus refinement of (Ê) and e ≺ f − f̂ . Then, with
ĝ := f̂ − f and m := e, the refinement (TC) of (T) is compatible with (T).
Proof. Since e is the largest algebraic starting monomial for (Ê′),
ddeg4e P+f+ĝ = ddeg4e P+f̂ = ddegP+f̂ ,×e = d,
and so (TC) has dominant degree d.
As (T) is a Tschirnhaus refinement of (Ê), let f0 ∈ K̂× be a solution of (4.6.3) that best
approximates f̂ and satisfies f − f̂ ∼ f0 − f̂ . Suppose towards a contradiction that ĝ is an
approximate solution of (∆T), so by Lemma 4.53, ĝ is also an approximate solution of (∆T0). Then
by Lemma 4.45, (∆T0) has a solution y ∼ ĝ ∼ f̂ − f0. Thus ∆P (f0 + y) = 0, so f0 + y is a solution
of (4.6.3), since f0 + y 4 f. But also
f0 + y − f̂ = y − (f̂ − f0) ≺ f̂ − f0,
contradicting that f0 best approximates f̂ . Hence ĝ is not an approximate solution of (∆T), and so
(TC) is compatible with (T). 
In fact, the proof above shows that (∆T0) has no approximate solution h with h ∼ f̂ − f0. We
now consider the effect of multiplicative conjugation by f on the asymptotic differential equations
considered so far.
Lemma 4.55. Consider the asymptotic differential equation
(f−1E) P×f(Y ) = 0, Y ∈ f−1E
over K. Then (f−1f̂ , f−1Ê ′) is an unraveller for
(f−1Ê) P×f(Y ) = 0, Y ∈ f−1Ê
over K̂, and ddeg≺1(P×f)+f−1f̂ = d = ddegf−1Ê P×f. Moreover, if (T) is a Tschirnhaus refinement
of (Ê), then
(f−1T) (P×f)+f−1f (Y ) = 0, Y ≺ 1
is a Tschirnhaus refinement of (f−1Ê). If (TC) is a compatible refinement of (T), then
(f−1TC) (P×f)+f−1(f+ĝ) (Y ) = 0, Y 4 f
−1m
is a compatible refinement of (f−1T).
Proof. The claims in the second sentence follow directly from Lemma 4.35. The other claims are
direct but tedious calculations; however, it is important to recall that ∆ = (∂i)×f, so depends on f,





4.6.3. The Slowdown Lemma. In this subsection, we assume that (T) is a Tschirnhaus refinement
of (Ê) and (TC) is a compatible refinement of (T). Set g := dĝ, with ĝ as in (TC). The main result
of this subsection is Lemma 4.57, called the Slowdown Lemma. A consequence of this, Lemma 4.59,
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gives the reduction to the special case of Proposition 4.47 considered in §4.6.1. We first prove the
following preliminary lemma. Recall from §4.2.3 the coarsening 4φ of 4 for φ ∈ K× with φ 6 1.
Lemma 4.56. Suppose that f = 1. Then
∆P+f (ĝ) g g∆P+f .
Proof. Let f0 ∈ K̂× be a solution of (4.6.3) that best approximates f̂ and satisfies f − f̂ ∼ f0− f̂ ;
in particular, f0 ∼ f ∼ f̂  1. For this proof, set Q := ∆P .




Q+f (ĝ) = Q+f,×g(u)  Q+f,×g.
Now, since f − f0 ≺ g, Lemma 2.2(i) gives
Q+f,×g = Q×g,+f/g ∼ Q×g,+f0/g = Q+f0,×g.
As f0 is a solution of (4.6.3), we have
mulQ+f0,×g = ddegQ+f0,×g = 1
by Lemma 4.50. Using Lemma 4.10 and Lemma 2.2(i) again, we get
Q+f0,×g g gQ+f0 ∼ gQ+f .
Finally, we obtain the desired result by combining these steps:
Q+f (ĝ) g gQ+f . 
Using this result, we now turn to the proof of the Slowdown Lemma. The idea, as Aschenbrenner,
van den Dries, and van der Hoeven note, is that “the step from (E) to (T) is much larger than the
step from (T) to (TC)” [ADH17a, p. 661 or arXiv p. 565].














Proof. By Lemma 4.55, we may assume that f = 1, so m ≺ f − f̂ 4 g ≺ 1 and ∆ = ∂i. Set
F := P+f and note that ddegF+ĝ = ddegF = d by Lemma 4.2(i).
Claim 4.57.1. g (F+ĝ)d 4g (F+ĝ)d−1 .
Proof of Claim 4.57.1. By Lemma 4.56, we have g ∂iF g ∂iF (ĝ), and hence it suffices to show
that (F+ĝ)d  ∂iF and ∂iF (ĝ) 4 (F+ĝ)d−1.
By the choice of i, we have ∂iP  P , so ∂iF  F+ĝ by Lemma 2.2(i). As ddegF+ĝ = d, we
have F+ĝ  (F+ĝ)d, and thus (F+ĝ)d  ∂iF . By Taylor expansion, ∂iF (ĝ) is, up to a factor from
Q×, the coefficient of Y i in F+ĝ. Since |i| = d− 1, this yields ∂iF (ĝ) 4 (F+ĝ)d−1. 
Claim 4.57.2. n ≺n g =⇒ ddegF+ĝ,×n 6 d− 1.
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Proof of Claim 4.57.2. Suppose that n ≺n g. Then n ≺ 1, so by Lemma 3.7,
ddegF+ĝ,×n 6 ddegF+ĝ = d,







so we show that n (F+ĝ)d ≺n (F+ĝ)d−1. First, as (F+ĝ)d 6= 0, we have n (F+ĝ)d ≺n g (F+ĝ)d. Second,
n ≺ g ≺ 1 implies [vg] 6 [vn], so the first claim and Lemma 4.8 yield g (F+ĝ)d 4n (F+ĝ)d−1.
Combining these two relations, we obtain n (F+ĝ)d ≺n (F+ĝ)d−1, as desired. 
To finish the proof of the lemma, note that ddegF+ĝ,×m = d, because (TC) is compatible. Then
the second claim gives g 4m m, and so g 4g m by Lemma 4.7. But since m ≺ g, we must have
m g g, which means that [vm− vg] < [vg], as desired. 
4.6.4. Consequences of the Slowdown Lemma.
Corollary 4.58. If (T) is a Tschirnhaus refinement of (Ê), then















Proof. This follows immediately from Lemmas 4.54 and 4.57. 
Lemma 4.59. Suppose that (T) is a Tschirnhaus refinement of (Ê) and e ≺ f̂ − f . Let F := P+f ,
ĝ := f̂ − f, and g := dĝ. Then the asymptotic differential equation
(Êg,6d) F6d(Y ) = 0, Y 4 g
has dominant degree d. Moreover, with Ê ′g := {y ∈ Ê ′ : y ≺ g}, (ĝ, Ê ′g) is an unraveller for (Êg,6d)
and e is the largest algebraic starting monomial for the unravelled asymptotic differential equation




Proof. This follows from Corollary 4.58 by applying Lemma 4.41 with K̂, f̂ , f , ĝ, Ê , Ê ′, and Ê ′g in
the roles of K, f , f − g, g, E , E ′, and E ′g, respectively. 
4.6.5. Proposition 4.47 and its consequence. Finally, we return to the proof of the main
proposition of this section. Recall the statement:
Proposition 4.47. There exists f ∈ K̂ such that one of the following holds:
(i) f̂ − f 4 e and A(f) = 0 for some A ∈ K{Y } with c(A) < c(P ) and degA = 1;
(ii) f̂ ∼ f , f̂ − a 4 f − a for all a ∈ K, and A(f) = 0 for some A ∈ K{Y } with c(A) < c(P )
and ddegA×f = 1.
Proof. As noted already, if e < f, then case (i) holds with f := 0 and A := Y , so suppose that
e ≺ f. By Lemma 4.51, f̂ is an approximate solution of (4.6.3), so by Lemmas 4.45 and 4.44, we
have a solution f0 ∼ f̂ in K̂× of (4.6.3) that best approximates f̂ . If f̂ − a 4 f0 − a for all a ∈ K,
then case (ii) holds with f := f0 and A := ∆P . Now suppose to the contrary that we have f ∈ K×
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with f̂ − f  f0 − f . That is, f0 − f̂ ∼ f − f̂ , so in view of f0 ∼ f̂ , we have f ∼ f̂ . Hence (T) is a
Tschirnhaus refinement of (Ê). We are going to show that then case (i) holds.
If f̂ − f 4 e, then case (i) holds with A := Y − f , so for the rest of the proof, assume that
e ≺ f̂ − f , and set F := P+f , ĝ := f̂ − f , and g := dĝ. This puts us in the situation of the previous
lemma, so (Êg,6d) has dominant degree d and (ĝ, Ê ′g) is an unraveller for (Êg,6d). In particular,
ddeg≺ĝ(F6d)+ĝ = d, since
ddeg≺ĝ (F6d)+ĝ > ddegÊ ′g (F6d)+ĝ = d.
Also, e is the largest algebraic starting monomial for (Ê′g,6d). Now since f ∈ K, we can view (Êg,6d)
as an asymptotic differential equation over K. We also have degF6d = d and mul(F6d)+ĝ < d, since
otherwise (F6d)+ĝ would be homogeneous and so not have any algebraic starting monomials. Thus
with (Êg,6d) in place of (E) and (ĝ, Ê ′g) in place of (f̂ , Ê ′), Lemma 4.49 applies. Hence we have
g ∈ K̂ and B ∈ K{Y } such that ĝ − g 4 e, B(g) = 0, c(B) < c(F6d), and degB = 1. Finally, case
(i) holds with f + g in place of f and with A := B−f , completing the proof. 
In fact, if K is r-d-henselian, then the f ∈ K̂ in Proposition 4.47 actually lies in K by [ADH17a,
Proposition 7.5.6]. We do not use Proposition 4.47 directly in the proof of Proposition 4.15, but
rather this corollary concerning pc-sequences.
Corollary 4.60. Suppose that (aρ) is a divergent pc-sequence in K with pseudolimit f̂ ∈ K̂ and
minimal differential polynomial P over K. Then there exist f ∈ K̂ and A ∈ K{Y } such that
f̂ − f 4 e, A(f) = 0, c(A) < c(P ), and degA = 1.
Proof. Suppose towards a contradiction that there are no such f and A. Then Proposition 4.47
gives instead f ∈ K̂ and A ∈ K{Y }6= such that f̂ − a 4 f − a for all a ∈ K, A(f) = 0, and
c(A) < c(P ). Since (aρ) has no pseudolimit in K, f̂ /∈ K, and so f /∈ K. Hence we may take a
divergent pc-sequence (bλ) in K such that bλ  f . Since f̂ − bλ 4 f − bλ for all λ, we have bλ  f̂ .
By Lemma 2.6, the pc-sequences (aρ) and (bλ) must also have the same width, since they have no
pseudolimit in K but a common pseudolimit in K̂, and so (aρ) and (bλ) are equivalent pc-sequences
in K by Lemma 2.8. Thus aρ  f , so applying Lemma 2.11 to A and f contradicts that P is a
minimal differential polynomial of (aρ) over K. 
4.7. Proof of Proposition 4.15
In this section, we prove the main proposition, derived from the work of the previous sections,
thus completing the proof of the main results.
Proposition 4.15. Suppose that K is asymptotic, Γ is divisible, and k is r-linearly surjective. Let
(aρ) be a pc-sequence in K with minimal differential polynomial G over K of order at most r. Then
ddegaG = 1.
Proof. Let d := ddegaG. We may assume that (aρ) has no pseudolimit in K, as otherwise, up to
scaling, G is of the form Y −a for some pseudolimit a of (aρ), and hence d = 1. We may also assume
that r > 1, since the case r = 0 is handled by the analogous fact for valued fields of equicharacteristic
0 (see [ADH17a, Proposition 3.3.19]). By Zorn’s lemma, we may take a d-algebraically maximal
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immediate extension K̂ of K. By the proof of [ADH17a, Theorem 7.0.1], K̂ is r-d-henselian. Note
that as an immediate extension of K, K̂ is also asymptotic by Lemmas 2.14 and 2.15.
Now, take ` ∈ K̂ such that aρ  `, so G is an element of Z(K, `) of minimal complexity
by Corollary 4.5. Lemma 4.4 gives d > 1, as well as a ∈ K and v ∈ K× such that a − ` ≺ v
and ddeg≺vG+a = d. Towards a contradiction, suppose that d > 2. Lemma 4.39 then yields an
unraveller (f̂ , Ê) for the asymptotic differential equation
(4.7.1) G+a(Y ) = 0, Y ≺ v
over K̂ such that:
(i) f̂ 6= 0;
(ii) ddeg≺f̂ G+a+f̂ = d;
(iii) aρ  a+ f̂ + g for all g ∈ Ê ∪ {0};
(iv) mulG+a+f̂ < d,
where (iv) follows from (iii) by Lemma 4.38.
Suppose first that K has a monomial group. Consider the pc-sequence (aρ − a) with minimal
differential polynomial P := G+a over K. Since (f̂ , Ê) is an unraveller for (4.7.1), we have
ddegÊ P+f̂ = d > mulP+f̂ by (iv), so let e be the largest algebraic starting monomial for the
asymptotic differential equation
(4.7.2) P+f̂ (Y ) = 0, Y ∈ Ê
over K̂ by Proposition 4.28. Hence all the assumptions of the previous section are satisfied (with
(4.7.1) and (4.7.2) in the roles of (Ê) and (Ê′), respectively), so applying Corollary 4.60 to (aρ − a)
and P yields f ∈ K̂ and A ∈ K{Y }6= such that f̂ − f 4 e, A(f) = 0, and c(A) < c(P ). Since e is an
algebraic starting monomial for (4.7.2), we have e ∈ Ê , and so f − f̂ ∈ Ê ∪ {0}. But then aρ− a f
by (iii), so applying Lemma 2.11 to A and f contradicts the minimality of P .
Finally, we reduce to the case that K has a monomial group. Consider K̂ as a valued differential
field with a predicate for K and pass to an ℵ1-saturated elementary extension of this structure. In
particular, the new K has a monomial group [ADH17a, Lemma 3.3.39]. In doing this, we preserve
all the relevant first order properties: small derivation, r-linearly surjective differential residue field,
divisible value group, asymptoticity, r-d-henselianity of K̂, and that G ∈ Z(K, `) but H /∈ Z(K, `)
for all H ∈ K{Y } with c(H) < c(G).
However, it is possible that K̂ is no longer d-algebraically maximal, in which case we pass to a
d-algebraically maximal immediate extension of K̂ (and hence of K). It is also possible that (aρ)
is no longer divergent in K, in which case we replace (aρ) with a divergent pc-sequence (bλ) in
K with bλ  `. By Corollary 4.5, G is a minimal differential polynomial of (bλ) over K, and by
Lemma 4.4, ddegbG = d, where b := cK(bλ). By the argument above used in this new structure,
d = 1, as desired. 
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CHAPTER 5
Newtonian valued differential fields with arbitrary value group
5.1. Introduction
A consequential first-order property of T is that it is newtonian. Indeed, newtonianity is
an axiom scheme in the theory T nl and hence in the axiomatization of T. Newtonianity is a
generalization of henselianity to the class of ungrounded H-asymptotic fields, where we say that an
asymptotic field K is ungrounded if Ψ := ψ(Γ 6=) has no maximum element (recall the asymptotic
couple (Γ, ψ) of an asymptotic field from §2.4). What is the relationship between newtonianity
and d-henselianity? Valued differential fields like T cannot be d-henselian because even when they
have small derivation, the derivation induced on the residue field is trivial, whereas the residue
field of a d-henselian field has nontrivial derivation and contains solutions to all linear differential
equations. In some sense, newtonianity is an “eventual” version of d-henselianity; this is made
precise in [ADH17a, §14.1].
The book [ADH17a] develops a theory of newtonian fields, including results analogous to
Theorems 4.19 and 4.20 for certain ungrounded H-asymptotic fields. Namely, for these fields
newtonianity is equivalent to asymptotic differential-algebraic maximality [ADH17a, Theorems 14.0.1
and 14.0.2] and they have newtonizations [ADH17a, Corollary 14.5.4]. These results played an
important role in the proof of model completeness for T. This chapter makes minor improvements
to these two results. In Chapter 4, we first established the main lemma, Proposition 4.15, under the
assumption that the value group was divisible and then reduced the main results to that case via
Lemma 4.16. In doing that reduction, we noticed that a similar lemma could be proved to remove
the divisibility assumption in [ADH17a, Theorem 14.0.2 and Corollary 14.5.4]. The results of this
chapter appear in [Pyn19].
This chapter is about certain kinds of asymptotic fields not considered earlier in the thesis,
so before stating the main theorems, we recall some necessary definitions. We are interested in
ungrounded asymptotic fields, and it turns out that these satisfy an additional condition relating
the valuation and derivation, namely they are pre-d-valued [ADH17a, Corollary 10.1.3]. We are also
interested in pre-d-valued fields in Chapter 6, since all pre-H-fields are pre-d-valued.
Definition. We call K pre-differential-valued (pre-d-valued for short) if for all f, g ∈ K× with
f 4 1 and g ≺ 1, we have f ′ ≺ g†.
By [ADH17a, Lemma 10.1.1], pre-d-valued fields are asymptotic. Here is an equivalent char-
acterization showing that pre-d-valued fields are exactly those with few constants that satisfy an
analogue of l’Hôpital’s Rule.
Lemma 5.1 ([ADH17a, 10.1.4]). The valued differential field K is pre-d-valued if and only if the
following two conditions are satisfied.
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(i) C ⊆ O;
(ii) for all f, g ∈ K×, if f 4 g ≺ 1, then fg −
f ′
g′ ≺ 1.
For the rest of the introduction, K will be an asymptotic field; we impose further standing
assumptions at the end of this section. We say that K is differential-valued (d-valued for short) if
O = C + O. By [AD02, Theorem 4.4], pre-d-valued fields are exactly the valued differential subfields
of d-valued fields. The same is true with “pre-d-valued fields of H-type” and “d-valued fields of
H-type,” where we say that an asymptotic field is of H-type if it is H-asymptotic. We are concerned
here mainly with ungrounded d-valued fields of H-type.
Apart from being an ungrounded d-valued field of H-type, two of the main properties of
T are newtonianity, already mentioned, and ω-freeness. The former has a somewhat technical
definition that we delay until §5.2. But granted that, we can define newtonizations; in this definition,
we require K to be ungrounded and H-asymptotic. We say that an ungrounded H-asymptotic
extension L of K is a newtonization of K if it is newtonian and embeds over K into every ungrounded
H-asymptotic extension of K that is newtonian.
Definition. We say that an ungrounded H-asymptotic field K is ω-free if for all f ∈ K, there is






Thus ω-freeness can be expressed as a universal-existential sentence in the language of valued
differential fields, but it is also equivalent to the absence of a pseudolimit of a certain pc-sequence
(ωρ) related to iterated logarithms, hence the “free” in the name. In T, the sequence (ωn) is indexed






+ · · ·+ 1
(`0`1 . . . `n)2
,
where `0 := x and `n+1 := log `n. See [ADH17a, Corollary 11.7.8] and the surrounding pages for
more on these equivalent definitions. The definition of ω-freeness is not directly used in this chapter.
We can now state the main theorems. The first connects newtonianity to asymptotic d-algebraic
maximality: K is said to be asymptotically differential-algebraically maximal (slightly shorter:
asymptotically d-algebraically maximal) if it has no proper immediate d-algebraic extension that is
asymptotic. Note that any K satisfying the assumptions of the first theorem is in fact d-valued by
[ADH17a, Lemma 14.2.5] and Lemma 5.3.
Theorem 5.20. If K is an ungrounded H-asymptotic field that is ω-free and newtonian, then it is
asymptotically d-algebraically maximal.
Theorem 5.21. If K is an ungrounded H-asymptotic field that is ω-free and d-valued, then it has
a newtonization.
The case that the value group is divisible is covered by [ADH17a, Theorem 14.0.2 and Corol-
lary 14.5.4]. The converse of Theorem 5.20 holds for ungrounded H-asymptotic K that are λ-free, a
weaker notion than ω-freeness to be defined in §5.2; see Theorem 5.4 ([ADH17a, Theorem 14.0.1]).
Finally, the next theorem is a corollary of the previous two results, but we provide an alternative
proof in §5.4. The case that the value group is divisible is not stated in [ADH17a], but follows from
the corresponding results.
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Theorem 5.25. If K is an ungrounded H-asymptotic field that is ω-free and d-valued, then any
two immediate d-algebraic extensions of K that are asymptotically d-algebraically maximal are
isomorphic over K.
5.1.1. Assumptions. As we are primarily concerned with ungrounded H-asymptotic fields in this
chapter, to avoid repetition we assume throughout that K is an ungrounded H-asymptotic field.
5.2. Preliminaries
We review here some definitions and results from [ADH17a] that are used later. Most of these
are from Chapters 9, 11, 13, and 14, and although proofs are omitted, references are provided.
5.2.1. More on asymptotic fields. The first lemma does not require the H-asymptotic or
ungrounded assumptions on K and is valid for any asymptotic K.
Lemma 5.2 ([ADH17a, 9.1.2]). If K is d-valued and L is an asymptotic extension of K with
kL = k, then L is d-valued and CL = C.
In the main results we will assume that K is ω-free, but at various places we weaken that
assumption for generality. For instance, K has asymptotic integration if Γ = (Γ6=)′. We also
consider this property for the algebraic closure Kac of K. Recall how we construe Kac as a valued
differential field extension of K, so Kac is H-asymptotic and ungrounded. If K is d-valued, then so
is Kac [ADH17a, Corollary 10.1.23]. We say that K has rational asymptotic integration if Kac has
asymptotic integration, that is, QΓ = (QΓ6=)′.
Definition. We call K λ-free if for all f ∈ K, there is g ∈ K such that g  1 and f − g†† < g†.
Thus λ-freeness can be expressed as a universal-existential sentence in the language of valued
differential fields, but it is also equivalent to the absence of a pseudolimit of a certain pseudocauchy
sequence (λρ) related to iterated logarithms, hence the “free” in the name. In T, the sequence (λn)









+ · · ·+ 1
`0`1 . . . `n
.
See [ADH17a, Corollary 11.6.1] and the surrounding pages for more on these equivalent definitions.
This definition is also not directly used. Here is the relationship among these notions, collecting
[ADH17a, Corollaries 11.6.8 and 11.7.3].
Lemma 5.3. We have
ω-free =⇒ λ-free =⇒ rational asymptotic integration =⇒ asymptotic integration.
It is also worth noting that all H-asymptotic fields with asymptotic integration are ungrounded
by [ADH17a, Corollary 9.2.16].
Theorem 5.4 ([ADH17a, 14.0.1]). If K is λ-free and asymptotically d-algebraically maximal, then
it is ω-free and newtonian.
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Both λ-freeness and ω-freeness are preserved under algebraic extensions, and even more is true
for ω-freeness. In particular, these properties are preserved when passing to the henselization, a
fact that is used in the main results.
Lemma 5.5 ([ADH17a, 11.6.8]). The algebraic closure Kac of K is λ-free if and only if K is λ-free.
Lemma 5.6 ([ADH17a, 11.7.23]). The algebraic closure Kac of K is ω-free if and only if K is
ω-free.
Theorem 5.7 ([ADH17a, 13.6.1]). If K is ω-free and L is a pre-d-valued extension of K of H-type
that is d-algebraic over K, then L is ω-free.
5.2.2. Compositional conjugation and newton degree. We recall the notion of newton degree
from [ADH17a, §11.1 and §11.2], a more subtle version of dominant degree for asymptotic fields
that may not have small derivation.1 We say that φ ∈ K× is active (in K) if vφ ∈ Ψ↓, where Ψ↓
denotes the downward closure of Ψ in Γ. Below, we let φ range over the active elements of K×. To
K we associate the valued differential field Kφ, which is simply the field K with the derivation
φ−1∂ and unchanged valuation; it is still H-asymptotic and ungrounded, and moreover it has small
derivation by [ADH17a, Lemma 9.2.9]. We call Kφ the compositional conjugate of K by φ.
This leads to the ringKφ{Y } of differential polynomials overKφ, which is viewed as a differential
ring with derivation extending φ−1∂. We then have a ring isomorphism K{Y } → Kφ{Y } given by
associating to P ∈ K{Y } an appropriate element P φ ∈ Kφ{Y }, called the compositional conjugate
of P by φ, with the property that P φ(y) = P (y) for all y ∈ K. The details of this map are not
used here and can be found in [ADH17a, §5.7], but it is the identity on the common subring
K[Y ] = Kφ[Y ] of K{Y } and Kφ{Y }. What is important here is that ddegP φ eventually stabilizes,
that is, there is an active φ0 ∈ K× such that for all φ 4 φ0, ddegP φ = ddegP φ0 . We call this
eventual value of ddegP φ the newton degree of P and denote it by ndegP . With this, we can finally
define newtonianity.
Definition. We call K newtonian if each P ∈ K{Y } with ndegP = 1 has a zero in O.
We know that if K has an immediate newtonian extension, then it must have a minimal one:
Lemma 5.8 ([ADH17a, 14.1.9]). If K has an immediate newtonian extension, then K has a
d-algebraic such extension that has no proper newtonian differential subfield containing K.
Newton degree is connected to pc-sequences in an important way. Recall from §3.2.1 how we
associate to each pc-sequence (aρ) in K its cut in K, denoted by cK(aρ), such that if (bλ) is a
pc-sequence in K, then
cK(aρ) = cK(bλ) ⇐⇒ (bλ) is equivalent to (aρ).
In the rest of the chapter, let (aρ) be a pc-sequence in K with a = cK(aρ). If L is an extension of
K, then we let aL denote cL(aρ). We now define newton degree in a cut in the same way that we
defined dominant degree in a cut in §3.2.1. To do so, we set, for any γ ∈ Γ and P ∈ K{Y }6=,
ndeg>γ P := max{ndegP×g : g ∈ K×, vg > γ}.
1Newton degree has since been extended to valued differential fields with continuous derivation in [ADH18].
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Note that ndeg>γ P = ndegP×g for any g ∈ K× with vg = γ. With γρ := v(aρ+1 − aρ), there is ρ0
such that
ndeg>γρ P+aρ = ndeg>γρ0 P+aρ0
for all ρ > ρ0, and this value depends only on cK(aρ), not the choice of pc-sequence (see [ADH17a,
Lemma 11.2.11]). In the next definition and two lemmas, P ∈ K{Y }6=.
Definition. The newton degree of P in the cut of (aρ) is the eventual value of ndeg>γρ P+aρ , denoted
by ndega P .
Lemma 5.9 ([ADH17a, 11.2.12]). Newton degree in a cut has the following properties:
(i) ndega P 6 degP ;
(ii) ndega P φ = ndega P ;
(iii) ndega P+y = ndega+y P for y ∈ K;
(iv) if y ∈ K and vy is in the width of (aρ), then ndega P+y = ndega P ;
(v) ndega P×y = ndega·y P for y ∈ K×;
(vi) if Q ∈ K{Y }6=, then ndega PQ = ndega P + ndegaQ;
(vii) if there is a pseudolimit ` of (aρ) in an asymptotic extension of K with P (`) = 0, then
ndega P > 1;
(viii) if L is an asymptotic extension of K with Ψ cofinal in ΨL, then ndega P = ndegaL P .
Recall from §2.3.1 that P ∈ K{Y } 6= is a minimal differential polynomial of (aρ) over K if
P (bλ) 0 for some pc-sequence (bλ) in K equivalent to (aρ) and c(P ) is minimal among differential
polynomials with this property. Note that then P /∈ K.
We say K is strongly newtonian if it is newtonian and, for every P ∈ K{Y } and every pc-
sequence (aρ) in K with minimal differential polynomial P over K, ndega P = 1. Here is the
usefulness of this notion.
Lemma 5.10 ([ADH17a, 14.1.10]). If K is newtonian and ndega P = 1, then P (a) = 0 for some
a ∈ K with aρ  a.
5.2.3. Constructing immediate asymptotic extensions.
Assumption. Suppose for the rest of this section that K has rational asymptotic integration.
We recall some lemmas from [ADH17a, §11.4] on how to construct immediate asymptotic
extensions of such fields with appropriate embedding properties, similar to those from §4.2.2. The
first lemma is about evaluating differential polynomials at pc-sequences. Although the statement
of [ADH17a, Lemma 11.3.8] is slightly less general than that given here, the same proof gives the
following.
Lemma 5.11 ([ADH17a, 11.3.8]). Let E be an H-asymptotic extension of K with rational asymptotic
integration such that Γ< is cofinal in Γ<E. Suppose that (aρ) has a pseudolimit ` in E and let





pc-sequence in E with G(bλ) G(`).
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Let ` /∈ K be an element in an asymptotic extension ofK such that v(`−K) := {v(`−a) : a ∈ K}
has no largest element (equivalently, ` is the pseudolimit of some divergent pc-sequence in K).
Let P ∈ K{Y } 6=. We say that P vanishes at (K, `) if for all a ∈ K and v ∈ K× with a − ` ≺ v,
ndeg≺v P+a > 1, where ndeg≺v P+a := max{ndegP+a,×g : g ∈ K×, g ≺ v}. Then Z(K, `) denotes
the set of nonzero differential polynomials over K vanishing at (K, `).
Lemma 5.12 ([ADH17a, 11.4.7]). Suppose that Z(K, `) = ∅. Then P (`) 6= 0 for all P ∈ K{Y } 6=
and K〈`〉 is an immediate asymptotic extension of K. If g in an asymptotic extension L of K
satisfies v(a − g) = v(a − `) for all a ∈ K, then there is a unique embedding K〈`〉 → L over K
sending ` to g.
Lemma 5.13 ([ADH17a, 11.4.8]). Suppose that Z(K, `) 6= ∅ and P ∈ Z(K, `) has minimal
complexity. Then K has an immediate asymptotic extension K〈f〉 with P (f) = 0 and v(a− f) =
v(a − `) for all a ∈ K. Moreover, for any asymptotic extension L of K with g ∈ L satisfying
P (g) = 0 and v(a − g) = v(a − `) for all a ∈ K, there is a unique embedding K〈f〉 → L over K
sending f to g.





a pc-sequence such that P (aρ) 0, then P ∈ Z(K, `).
The notion of vanishing is connected to newton degree in a cut. Although the first lemma is
not directly used, it is worth noting.
Lemma 5.15 ([ADH17a, 11.4.12]). Suppose that (aρ) is divergent in K with aρ  `. Then
ndega P = min{ndeg≺v P+a : a− ` ≺ v}.
In particular, ndega P > 1 ⇐⇒ P ∈ Z(K, `).
Corollary 5.16 ([ADH17a, 11.4.13]). Suppose that (aρ) is divergent in K. Then the following are
equivalent:
(i) P ∈ Z(K, `) and has minimal complexity in Z(K, `);
(ii) P is a minimal differential polynomial of (aρ) over K.
5.3. Removing divisibility
The following proposition is the main tool in proving the desired results in the case that Γ is
divisible. Its proof uses the differential newton diagram method of [ADH17a] and is spread over
several chapters of that book. The proof of Proposition 4.15 from the previous chapter was based
on the proof of Proposition 5.17.
Proposition 5.17 ([ADH17a, 14.5.1]). Suppose that K is ω-free and d-valued with divisible Γ. Let
P be a minimal differential polynomial of (aρ) over K. Then ndega P = 1.
Based on Lemma 4.16, the next lemma allows us to replace the divisibility of Γ in the previous
result with the assumption that K is henselian. The main theorems are then proven using the new
proposition and arguments with henselizations as in §4.3.
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Lemma 5.18. Suppose that K is henselian and has rational asymptotic integration. Let P be a
minimal differential polynomial of (aρ) over K. Then P remains a minimal differential polynomial
of (aρ) over the algebraic closure Kac of K.
Proof. Recall that Kac is an H-asymptotic extension of K with ΨKac = Ψ. Since K has rational
asymptotic integration, so does Kac. Note also that Γ6= has no smallest archimedean class because
ψ is constant on each archimedean class and K is ungrounded. It follows that Γ< is cofinal in
Γ<Kac = QΓ<.
We may suppose that (aρ) is divergent in K, the other case being trivial. Then (aρ) must
still be divergent in Kac: If it had a pseudolimit a ∈ Kac, then we would have Q(aρ) 0, where
Q ∈ K[Y ] is the minimum polynomial of a over K (see [ADH17a, Proposition 3.2.1]). But since K
is henselian, it is algebraically maximal (see [ADH17a, Corollary 3.3.21]), and then (aρ) would have
a pseudolimit in K.
Now, suppose to the contrary that Q is a minimal differential polynomial of (aρ) over Kac with
c(Q) < c(P ). Take an extension L ⊆ Kac of K with Q ∈ L{Y } and [L : K] = n <∞. Since K is
henselian, [L : K] = [ΓL : Γ] · [kL : k] (see [ADH17a, Corollary 3.3.49]), and thus we have a valuation
basis B = {e1, . . . , en} of L over K (see [ADH17a, Proposition 3.1.7]). That is, B is a basis of L














Ri(Y ) · ei,
where Ri(Y ) ∈ K{Y } for 1 6 i 6 n.
Since Q is a minimal differential polynomial of (aρ) over Kac, by Corollary 5.16 and Lemma 5.13
we have an immediate asymptotic extension Kac〈a〉 of Kac with aρ  a and Q(a) = 0. As an
immediate asymptotic extension of Kac, Kac〈a〉 is of H-type with rational asymptotic integration
and Γ< remains cofinal in Γ<Kac〈a〉 = QΓ
<. Then by Lemma 5.11, there is a pc-sequence (bλ) in
K equivalent to (aρ) such that Q(bλ) Q(a) = 0. Finally, after passing to a cofinal subsequence,
we have i with Q(bλ)  Ri(bλ) · ei for all λ. Then Ri(bλ) 0 and c(Ri) < c(P ), contradicting the
minimality of P . 
Note that in the next results, we assume that K is ω-free, and so has rational asymptotic
integration by Lemma 5.5. This makes the previous lemma available.
Proposition 5.19. Suppose that K is ω-free, d-valued, and henselian. Let P be a minimal
differential polynomial of (aρ) over K. Then ndega P = 1.
Proof. By the previous lemma, P remains a minimal differential polynomial of (aρ) over Kac.
Also, Kac is ω-free by Lemma 5.6 and d-valued by [ADH17a, Corollary 10.1.23]. But then
ndegaKac P = 1 by Proposition 5.17, and since ΨKac = Ψ, Lemma 5.9(viii) gives ndega P = 1. 
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Since being newtonian implies being henselian, we then can improve [ADH17a, Corollary 14.5.2]
using the same proof; this result contains the version presented in the introduction.
Theorem 5.20. If K is ω-free, then the following are equivalent:
(i) K is newtonian;
(ii) K is strongly newtonian;
(iii) K is asymptotically d-algebraically maximal.
The next result has the same proof as that of [ADH17a, Corollary 14.5.4] after reducing to the
henselian case, but is given for completeness. Note that when an extension of K newtonian, by
definition it is ungrounded and H-asymptotic.
Theorem 5.21. Suppose that K is ω-free and d-valued, and let L be an immediate d-algebraic
extension of K that is newtonian. Then L is a newtonization of K, and any other newtonization of
K is isomorphic to L over K.
Proof. Let E be a newtonian extension of K. Note that the henselization Kh of K is an immediate
algebraic extension of K, so is asymptotic by Proposition 2.17 and thus d-valued by Lemma 5.2. By
Lemma 5.6, Kh is ω-free. Since E is newtonian, it is henselian, so by embedding Kh in E, we may
assume that K is henselian.
The case K = L being trivial, we may suppose that K 6= L. It is sufficient to find a ∈ L \K
such that K〈a〉 embeds into E over K, since any extension F ⊆ L of K is still ω-free and d-valued
by Theorem 5.7 and Lemma 5.2, respectively. Let ` ∈ L \K, so there is a divergent pc-sequence (aρ)
in K with aρ  `. Since L is a d-algebraic extension of K, Z(K, `) 6= ∅ by Lemma 5.12, and so there
is a minimal differential polynomial P of (aρ) over K by Corollary 5.16. Hence by Proposition 5.19,
ndega P = 1. By the ω-freeness of K and [ADH17a, Corollary 13.6.13], newton degree remains the
same in L and E, so ndegaL P = ndegaE P = 1. Then Lemma 5.10 gives a ∈ L \K with aρ  a
and P (a) = 0, and b ∈ E \K with aρ  b and P (b) = 0. Then Lemma 5.13 gives an embedding of
K〈a〉 into E over K.
The uniqueness of L follows from its embedding property and Lemma 5.8. 
Here is one last corollary, an improvement of [ADH17a, Corollary 14.5.6] with the same proof.
Corollary 5.22. Suppose that K is ω-free and d-valued. If L = K(CL) is an algebraic extension
of K that is newtonian, then so is K.
5.4. Uniqueness
For ω-free d-valued K, it follows from Theorems 5.20 and 5.21 that any two immediate d-
algebraic extensions of K that are asymptotically d-algebraically maximal are isomorphic over K.
In this section, we provide an alternative argument, making explicit some ideas only tacitly present
in [ADH17a].
Lemma 5.23. Suppose that K has rational asymptotic integration. Then every pc-sequence in K
of d-algebraic type over K has a pseudolimit in K if and only if K is asymptotically d-algebraically
maximal.
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Proof. Suppose first that there is ` /∈ K in some immediate asymptotic extension of K that is
d-algebraic over K. Let P be a minimal annihilator of ` over K. There is a divergent pc-sequence
(aρ) in K with aρ  `, so by Lemma 5.11, there is an equivalent pc-sequence (bλ) in K with
P (bλ) P (`) = 0, so (aρ) is of d-algebraic type over K.
For the other direction, let (aρ) be a divergent pc-sequence in K with minimal differential poly-
nomial P over K. Take a pseudolimit ` of (aρ) in an asymptotic extension of K. By Corollary 5.16,
Z(K, `) 6= ∅, so Lemma 5.13 gives a proper immediate asymptotic extension of K that is d-algebraic
over K. 
Lemma 5.24. Suppose that K is ω-free, d-valued, and henselian. Let P be a minimal differential
polynomial of (aρ) over K. Let L be a d-valued extension of K that is λ-free and asymptotically
d-algebraically maximal. Then aρ  b and P (b) = 0 for some b ∈ L.
Proof. By Proposition 5.19, ndega P = 1. By the ω-freeness of K and [ADH17a, Corollary 13.6.13],
ndegaL P = 1. By Theorem 5.4, L is newtonian, so we get aρ  b and P (b) = 0 for some b ∈ L
from Lemma 5.10. 
Theorem 5.25. Suppose that K is ω-free and d-valued. Then any two immediate d-algebraic
extensions of K that are asymptotically d-algebraically maximal are isomorphic over K.
Proof. Let L0 and L1 be immediate d-algebraic extensions of K that are asymptotically d-
algebraically maximal. Note that they are both ω-free and d-valued by Theorem 5.7 and Lemma 5.2,
respectively. By Zorn’s lemma we have a maximal isomorphism ϕ : F0 ∼=K F1 between valued
differential subfields Fi ⊇ K of Li for i = 0, 1, where “maximal” means that ϕ does not extend
to an isomorphism between strictly larger such subfields. As before, Fi is ω-free and d-valued for
i = 0, 1. Next, they must be henselian, because the henselization of Fi in Li is an algebraic field
extension of Fi, and thus a valued differential subfield of Li that is ω-free and d-valued for i = 0, 1.
Now suppose towards a contradiction that F0 6= L0 (equivalently, F1 6= L1). Then F0 is not
asymptotically d-algebraically maximal, so we have a divergent pc-sequence (aρ) in F0 with a
minimal differential polynomial P over F0. Then Lemma 5.24 gives f0 ∈ L0 with aρ  f0 and
P (f0) = 0, and f1 ∈ L1 with ϕ(aρ) f1 and Pϕ(f1) = 0. Now Lemma 5.13 gives an isomorphism
F0〈f0〉 ∼= F1〈f1〉 extending ϕ, and we have a contradiction. Thus F0 = L0 and hence F1 = L1. 
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CHAPTER 6
Pre-H-fields with gap 0
6.1. Introduction
This chapter is primarily concerned with certain ordered pre-d-valued fields called pre-H-fields.
We continue to assume that K is a valued differential field, but in contrast to Chapters 3 and 4,
we do not assume throughout that K has small derivation; instead, we place such assumptions on
K at the beginning of sections or where needed. Here, K is an ordered valued differential field if,
in addition to its valuation and derivation, it is also equipped with a (total) ordering 6 making it
an ordered field (in the sense that the ordering is preserved by addition and by multiplication by
positive elements). If O is convex with respect to the ordering, then 6 induces an ordering on k
making it an ordered field. Relating the ordering, valuation, and derivation (recall the notion of a
pre-d-valued field from the previous chapter):
Definition. We call an ordered valued differential field K a pre-H-field if:
(PH1) K is pre-d-valued;
(PH2) O is convex (with respect to 6);
(PH3) for all f ∈ K, if f > O, then f ′ > 0.
Pre-H-fields were introduced by Aschenbrenner and van den Dries in [AD02]; examples include
all Hardy fields. Together with van der Hoeven, they showed in [ADH17a] that the theory T nl of
ω-free, newtonian, Liouville closed H-fields is the model companion of the theory of pre-H-fields in
the language {+,−, ·, 0, 1, ∂,4,6}, where H-fields are exactly the pre-H-fields K with O = C + O.
Moreover, T nl admits quantifier elimination with the addition of a function symbol for field inversion
and two unary predicates identifying the parameters for which two second-order differential equations
have solutions. This theory has a natural model T, the ordered valued differential field of logarithmic-
exponential transseries, and in fact T nlsmall = T nl + “small derivation” axiomatizes the theory of T
and is one of two completions of T nl. They also deduce that T nlsmall is the model companion of the
theory of H-fields with small derivation.
This raises the question of the model theory of other kinds of pre-H-fields with small derivation.
In this chapter we concentrate on pre-H-fields with gap 0. Recall from §2.4 that an asymptotic
field (such as a pre-H-field) K has gap 0 if sup Ψ = 0 /∈ Ψ, where Ψ := ψ(Γ 6=). Equivalently, an
asymptotic field K has gap 0 if it has small derivation and for all f  1 in K, f †  1. It follows
that in such structures, infinite elements are transexponential in a certain sense and the valuation
is coarser than the usual valuation of a Hardy field. An example of a pre-H-field with gap 0 is
obtained by taking an ℵ0-saturated elementary extension of T and enlarging the valuation ring so
that it is the set of elements bounded in absolute value by some finite iterate of the exponential (see
[ADH17a, Example 10.1.7]). Alternatively, consider the functional equation f(x+ 1) = ef(x). This
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has a solution lying in a Hardy field [Bos86], and performing the same enlargement of its valuation
ring yields another pre-H-field with gap 0.
The goal of this chapter is to find a model companion for the theory of pre-H-fields with gap 0,
or, equivalently, to axiomatize the class of existentially closed pre-H-fields with gap 0. One major
distinction between the pre-H-fields considered in this chapter and T nl is that here the derivation
induced on the residue field can be nontrivial, and always is in existentially closed pre-H-fields with
gap 0. Conversely, let K be a pre-d-valued field (such as a pre-H-field) with small derivation and
nontrivial induced derivation on k; then K has gap 0. To see this, take u ∈ K with u′  u  1. If
f ∈ K× with f ≺ 1, then since K is pre-d-valued, 1  u′ ≺ f †, and so K has gap 0.
In pre-H-fields with gap 0, the residue field is construed as an ordered differential field, and
hence it is reasonable to expect that an existentially closed pre-H-field with gap 0 has an existentially
closed ordered differential residue field. The class of existentially closed ordered differential fields,
where no interaction is assumed between the ordering and the derivation, is axiomatized by the
theory of closed ordered differential fields introduced by Singer [Sin78]; in fact, this theory is the
model completion of the theory of ordered differential fields, and has quantifier elimination and
NIP. Our main result is the following, in the language {+,−, ·, 0, 1, ∂,4,6}. First, we say that a
differential field F has exponential integration if for each f ∈ F there is z ∈ F× such that z† = f
(this z behaves like e
∫
f , whence the name).
Theorem 6.53. The theory of d-henselian, real closed pre-H-fields with exponential integration
and closed ordered differential residue field has quantifier elimination.
By Lemma 6.54, every pre-H-field with gap 0 extends to a model of the theory in Theorem 6.53,
so we obtain the desired model companion result characterizing the existentially closed pre-H-fields
with gap 0.
Corollary 6.55. The theory of d-henselian, real closed pre-H-fields with exponential integration
and closed ordered differential residue field is the model completion of the theory of pre-H-fields with
gap 0.
It also follows from quantifier elimination in the usual way that this theory is complete
(Corollary 6.56). Finally, we study the combinatorial complexity of the theory.
Theorem 6.57. The theory of d-henselian, real closed pre-H-fields with exponential integration
and closed ordered differential residue field has NIP.
One of the examples of a pre-H-field with gap 0 given above, call it F , was obtained by enlarging
the valuation ring of an elementary extension T∗ of T. Then the valuation of T∗ induces a valuation
on the residue field of F , which suggests that we should consider theories where the residue field
has structure in addition to its ordered differential field structure. Let K be a pre-H-field with gap
0, k be an expansion of an ordered differential field, and π : O → k be a surjective differential ring
homomorphism with kernel O, which induces an isomorphism of ordered differential fields between
the residue field of K and k, extended to K by π(K \ O) = {0}. We consider the two-sorted
structure (K,k;π) where the language on the sort of K is {+,−, ·, 0, 1, ∂,4,6} and the language
on the sort of k is Lres ⊇ {+,−, ·, 0, 1, ∂,6}.
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Theorem 6.58. If K is a d-henselian, real closed pre-H-field with exponential integration, and the
Lres-theory of k is model complete, then the theory of (K,k;π) is model complete.
If the Lres-theory of k is actually the model companion of an Lres-theory of ordered differential
fields, then the theory of (K,k;π) with K as in Theorem 6.58 is in fact the model companion of the
expected two-sorted theory; this is Corollary 6.60.
6.1.1. Outline. After some preliminary facts about pre-H-fields, we show how to extend embed-
dings of ordered valued differential fields by first extending the residue field in §6.3. We study the
theory of H-asymptotic couples with gap 0 as structures in their own right in §6.4, isolating the
model completion of this theory and proving that this model completion has quantifier elimination
in Theorem 6.7. Since models include the asymptotic couples of real closed pre-H-fields with gap 0
and exponential integration, Theorem 6.7 gets used in §6.5, which studies extensions of pre-H-fields
with gap 0 controlled by the asymptotic couple, via Corollary 6.8. The main result in that section
is Theorem 6.22, a maximality statement that strengthens the conclusion of Theorem 4.19 under
additional hypotheses. Section 6.6 deals with extending the constant field for use in §6.7. That
section builds towards Theorem 6.49, which shows the existence of differential-Hensel-Liouville
closures; these are extensions that are d-henselian, real closed, and have exponential integration,
and that satisfy a semi-universal property. Their construction makes use of Theorem 4.20 about
the existence of d-henselizations. We use Theorem 6.22 to prove that differential-Hensel-Liouville
closures are unique in Corollary 6.51. Finally, §6.8 contains the quantifier elimination, model
completion, and distality results advertised above.
6.2. Preliminaries on pre-H-fields
Here are two basic but useful facts about pre-H-fields.
Lemma 6.1 ([ADH17a, 10.5.2]). If K is a pre-H-field and f, g ∈ K×, then:
(i) f ≺ g =⇒ f † < g†;
(ii) f 4 g ≺ 1 =⇒ f † < g†.
Part (ii) says that pre-H-fields are H-asymptotic.
In the rest of this paragraph, K is an ordered valued differential field with convex valuation
ring. We equip the real closure Krc of K with the unique valuation extending that of K whose
valuation ring is convex (see [ADH17a, Corollary 3.5.18]) and the unique derivation extending that
of K (see [ADH17a, Lemma 1.9.2]), and always construe Krc as an ordered valued differential field
extension of K in this way. Then OKrc is the convex hull of O in Krc, ΓKrc is the divisible hull QΓ
of Γ, kKrc is the real closure of k, and CKrc is the real closure of C. If K is a pre-H-field, then so is
Krc [ADH17a, Proposition 10.5.4]. If K is asymptotic with gap 0, then so is Krc (see §2.5).
For immediate asymptotic valued differential field extensions of pre-H-fields, we use:
Lemma 6.2 ([ADH17a, 10.5.8]). Suppose that K is a pre-H-field and L is an immediate valued
differential field extension of K that is asymptotic. Then there is a unique ordering on L making
it an ordered field extension of K with respect to which OL is convex. This ordering makes L a
pre-H-field and OL the convex hull of O in L.
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6.3. Extensions controlled by the residue field
Here are ordered variants of [ADH17a, Theorem 6.3.2] and [ADH17a, Lemma 6.3.1]. Let
F ∈ K{Y } 6= have order r and set d := degY (r) F . Decomposing F (Y ) =
∑d
n=0Gn(Y ) · (Y (r))n with
Gn ∈ K[Y, . . . , Y (r−1)] for n ∈ {0, . . . , d}, the initial of F is Gd. Below we let I be the initial of F .
First we recall [ADH17a, Theorem 6.3.2]:
Theorem 6.3 ([ADH17a, 6.3.2]). Suppose that K has small derivation. Let K〈a〉 be a differential
field extension of K such that a has minimal annihilator F as above satisfying F  1 and I  1,
and such that F is irreducible in k{Y }. Then there is a unique valuation v : K〈a〉× → Γ extending
that of K such that:
(i) K〈a〉 has small derivation;
(ii) a 4 1;
(iii) a has minimal annihilator F over k.
It is given by P (a)/Q(a) 7→ vP − vQ ∈ Γ, for P ∈ K[Y, . . . , Y (r)]6= with degY (r) P < d and
Q ∈ K[Y, . . . , Y (r−1)]6=. The residue field of K〈a〉 is k〈a〉.
Below, we equip K〈a〉 with this valuation.
Lemma 6.4. Suppose that K is an ordered valued differential field with small derivation and convex
valuation ring. Let K〈a〉 be as above. Suppose that k〈a〉 is an ordered differential field extension
of k. Then there exists a unique ordering on K〈a〉 making it an ordered field extension of K with
convex valuation ring such that the induced ordering on k〈a〉 agrees with the given one. If K is a
pre-H-field with gap 0, then so is K〈a〉.
Proof. Suppose that K〈a〉 is equipped with an ordering making it an ordered field extension of K
with convex valuation ring. Let P ∈ K[Y, . . . , Y (r)] 6= and degY (r) P < d. By scaling P by an element
of K>, we may assume that v(P ) = 0, and thus P (a) 6= 0. We have P (a) > 0 ⇐⇒ P (a) > 0,
which shows that there is at most one ordering on K〈a〉 making it an ordered field extension of K
with convex valuation ring such that the induced ordering on k〈a〉 agrees with the given one.
To construct such an ordering, let b ∈ K〈a〉×, so b = P (a)/Q(a) for P ∈ K[Y, . . . , Y (r)]6= with
degY (r) P < d and Q ∈ K[Y, . . . , Y (r−1)]6=. By scaling b by an element of K>, it suffices to define
b > 0 when b  1. Similarly, we may assume that P  Q  1. Then the condition P (a)/Q(a) > 0 in
k〈a〉 depends only on b and not on the choice of P and Q, so we can define b > 0 :⇔ P (a)/Q(a) > 0.
Then b > 0 or −b > 0.
Next, assume that b, c ∈ K〈a〉× and b, c > 0; we show that b + c > 0 and bc > 0. We have
b = sP (a)/Q(a) and c = tG(a)/H(a) with s, t ∈ K>, P and Q as above, and G ∈ K[Y, . . . , Y (r)] 6=
and H ∈ K[Y, . . . , Y (r−1)]6= such that degY (r) G < d and G  H  1. First we show that
b+ c > 0. Without loss of generality, s 4 t, so we have b+ c = t(st−1HP +QG)(a)/QH(a) with









so b+ c > 0. Now we show that bc > 0; we may assume that s = t = 1. If G ∈ K[Y, . . . , Y (r−1)],








It therefore suffices to consider the case that b = P (a) and c = G(a). By division with remainder in
O[Y, . . . , Y (r)] we have ImPG = BF + R with B,R ∈ O[Y, . . . , Y (r)] and degY (r) R < d, and thus
bc = R(a)/Im(a). But R(a)/Im(a) = P (a) ·G(a) > 0, so bc > 0. Thus we have defined an ordering
on K〈a〉 making it an ordered field extension of K. An easy calculation shows that if b ≺ 1, then
−1 < b < 1, so the valuation ring of K〈a〉 is convex with respect to this ordering (see [ADH17a,
Lemma 3.5.11]), and by construction it induces the given ordering on k〈a〉.
Finally, suppose that K is a pre-H-field with gap 0. As a valued differential field extension of
K with small derivation and the same value group, K〈a〉 is pre-d-valued [ADH17a, Lemma 10.1.9],
so it has the same asymptotic couple as K and thus has gap 0. By [ADH17a, Lemma 10.5.5] (with
T = K×), K〈a〉 is in fact a pre-H-field. 
Recall that the gaussian valuation on K〈Y 〉 is defined by setting v(P ), for P ∈ K{Y } 6=, to be
the minimum valuation of the coefficients of P ; for more details, see [ADH17a, §4.5 and §6.3].
Lemma 6.5. Suppose that K is an ordered valued differential field with small derivation and convex
valuation ring. Consider K〈Y 〉 with the gaussian valuation. Suppose that k〈Y 〉 is an ordered
differential field extension of k. Then there exists a unique ordering on K〈Y 〉 making it an ordered
field extension of K with convex valuation ring such that the induced ordering on k〈Y 〉 agrees with
the given one. If K is a pre-H-field with gap 0, then so is K〈Y 〉.
Proof. The proof is very similar to that of the previous lemma, but easier. 
Corollary 6.6. Suppose that K is an ordered valued differential field with small derivation and
convex valuation ring. Let kL be an ordered differential field extension of k. Then K has an ordered
valued differential field extension L with the following properties:
(i) ΓL = Γ;
(ii) L has small derivation;
(iii) OL is convex;
(iv) res(L) ∼= kL over k (as ordered differential fields);
(v) for any ordered valued differential field extension M of K with convex valuation ring that
is d-henselian, any embedding res(L)→ kM over k is induced by an embedding L→M
over K.
Moreover, if K is a pre-H-field with gap 0, then so is L.
Proof. First, note that we can reduce to the case that kL = k〈y〉.
Suppose that y is d-transcendental over k. Set L := K〈Y 〉, equipped with the gaussian valuation
and the ordering from Lemma 6.5 so that res(L) = k〈Y 〉 ∼= k〈y〉 over k. LetM be an ordered valued
differential field extension of K with convex valuation ring, and suppose that M is d-henselian and
i : k〈Y 〉 → kM is an embedding over k. Take b ∈ M with b  1 and b = i(Y ). Then [ADH17a,
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Lemma 6.3.1] provides a valued differential field embedding L→M over K sending Y to b; this is
an ordered field embedding by the uniqueness in Lemma 6.5.
Now suppose that y is d-algebraic over k. Let F ∈ k{Y } be the minimal annihilator of y over k
and take a lift F ∈ O{Y } of F with the same complexity. Note that F  I  S  1, where I is the
initial of F and S := ∂F/∂Y (r) is the separant of F . Take a differential field extension L := K〈a〉 of
K such that a has minimal annihilator F over K. We equip L with the valuation extending that
of K from Theorem 6.3, so L has small derivation and a 4 1, and the ordering from Lemma 6.4,
making it an ordered field extension of K with convex valuation ring and res(L) = k〈a〉 ∼= k〈y〉 over
k. Let M be an ordered valued differential field extension of K with convex valuation ring, and
suppose that M is d-henselian and i : k〈a〉 → kM is an embedding over k. Let z ∈M with z 4 1




6= 0, so S(z)  1. In particular, (F+z)1  1,
so by the d-henselianity of M , there is b ∈M with F (b) = 0, b 4 1, and b = i(a). Note that then F
is a minimal annihilator of b over K by the minimality of F . Hence by Theorem 6.3 and Lemma 6.4
we may embed L into M over K sending a to b. 
6.4. Asymptotic couples with small derivation
Towards our quantifier elimination and model completion results for pre-H-fields with gap 0,
we first study their associated asymptotic couples, and prove quantifier elimination and model
completion results for the theory of such structures. We suspend in this section the convention that
Γ is the value group of K. Instead, throughout the section (Γ, ψ) is an H-asymptotic couple, which
means that Γ is an ordered abelian group and ψ : Γ 6= → Γ is a map satisfying for all γ, δ ∈ Γ6=:
(AC1) if γ + δ 6= 0, then ψ(γ + δ) > min{ψ(γ), ψ(δ)};
(AC2) ψ(kγ) = ψ(γ) for all k ∈ Z6=;
(AC3) if γ > 0, then γ + ψ(γ) > ψ(δ);
(HC) if 0 < γ 6 δ, then ψ(γ) > ψ(δ).
It follows from (AC2) and (HC) that ψ is constant on archimedean classes of Γ. For γ ∈ Γ,
recall from §2.2.1 that [γ] = {δ ∈ Γ : |δ| 6 n|γ| and |γ| 6 n|δ| for some n} denotes its archimedean
class; we set [Γ] := {[γ] : γ ∈ Γ}, ordering it in the natural way. The map ψ extends uniquely
to the divisible hull QΓ of Γ, defined by ψ(qγ) = ψ(γ) for γ ∈ Γ 6= and q ∈ Q× (for uniqueness
see [ADH17a, Lemma 6.5.3]), and in this way we always construe QΓ as an H-asymptotic couple
(QΓ, ψ) extending (Γ, ψ); it satisfies ψ(QΓ6=) = ψ(Γ 6=).
Keeping in mind that in later sections (Γ, ψ) will be the asymptotic couple of an H-asymptotic
field (such as a pre-H-field), we let γ† := ψ(γ) and γ′ := γ† + γ for γ ∈ Γ6=. We let Ψ := ψ(Γ 6=) and
let Ψ↓ be the downward closure of Ψ in Γ. Thus (AC3) says that Ψ < (Γ>)′. For β ∈ Γ, we say
that (Γ, ψ) has gap β if Ψ < β < (Γ>)′ and max β if max Ψ = β. Using the same reasoning as in
§2.4, having either max 0 or gap 0 is equivalent to sup Ψ = 0, and having gap 0 is equivalent to
sup Ψ = 0 /∈ Ψ; we use these formulations throughout the rest of the section.
We are concerned primarily withH-asymptotic couples having gap 0, but using similar techniques
we prove analogous results for asymptotic couples with max 0, although we do not use them later in
the chapter. Before stating the quantifier elimination and model completion results, we specify the
language Lac = {+,−,6, 0,∞, ψ} of asymptotic couples. The underlying set of an H-asymptotic
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couple (Γ, ψ) in this language is Γ∞ := Γ ∪ {∞}, and we interpret ∞ in the following way: for all
γ ∈ Γ, ∞+ γ = γ +∞ :=∞ and γ <∞; ∞+∞ :=∞; −∞ :=∞; ψ(0) = ψ(∞) :=∞. The other
symbols have the expected interpretation.
Theorem 6.7. The theory of nontrivial divisible H-asymptotic couples (Γ, ψ) with Ψ = Γ< has
quantifier elimination, and is the model completion of the theory of H-asymptotic couples with gap 0.
In this chapter, we use this theorem via the following corollary. For n > 1, α1, . . . , αn ∈ Γ, and
γ ∈ Γ, we define the function ψα1,...,αn : Γ∞ → Γ∞ recursively by




for n > 2.
Corollary 6.8. Let (Γ, ψ) be a nontrivial divisible H-asymptotic couple with Ψ = Γ< and let
(Γ∗, ψ∗) be an H-asymptotic couple extending (Γ, ψ) with gap 0. Suppose that n > 1, α1, . . . , αn ∈ Γ,
q1, . . . , qn ∈ Q, and γ∗ ∈ Γ∗ are such that:
(i) ψ∗α1,...,αn(γ) 6=∞ (so ψ
∗
α1,...,αi(γ) 6=∞ for i = 1, . . . , n);
(ii) γ∗ + q1ψ∗α1(γ
∗) + · · ·+ qnψ∗α1,...,αn(γ
∗) ∈ Γ (in QΓ∗).
Then γ∗ ∈ Γ.
Proof. By Theorem 6.7, (Γ, ψ) is an existentially closed H-asymptotic couple with gap 0 (see
[ADH17a, Lemma B.10.10]), so we have γ ∈ Γ with
γ + q1ψα1(γ) + · · ·+ qnψα1,...,αn(γ) = γ∗ + q1ψ∗α1(γ
∗) + · · ·+ qnψ∗α1,...,αn(γ
∗).
It remains to use [ADH17a, Lemma 9.9.3] to obtain γ∗ = γ ∈ Γ. 
The rest of the section is devoted to proving Theorem 6.7, as well as an analogue for H-
asymptotic couples with max 0 that is not used later. The material in this section is based on
[ADH17c], which improves [AD00]; in those two papers similar quantifier elimination and model
completion results are obtained for a different theory of asymptotic couples. Here we do not need to
expand the language by a predicate for the Ψ-set or by functions for divisibility by nonzero natural
numbers. Additionally, those authors work over an arbitrary ordered scalar field k, but here we
work over Q for concreteness (the results of this section hold in that setting in the language Lac
expanded by function symbols for scalar multiplication). Since the paper [ADH17c] is in preparation,
we quote the results that we use and give their proofs (also from [ADH17c]). Moreover, many of the
proofs of results specific to the setting of gap 0 or max 0 are very similar to proofs of analogous
results from [ADH17c]; we are indebted to those authors for providing their manuscript.
6.4.1. Preliminaries.
Lemma 6.9 ([ADH17c, 2.7]). Suppose that Ψ is downward closed. Let (Γ1, ψ1) and (Γ∗, ψ∗) be
H-asymptotic couples extending (Γ, ψ) such that Γ< is cofinal in Γ<1 . Suppose that γ1 ∈ Γ1 \ Γ and
γ∗ ∈ Γ∗ \ Γ realize the same cut in Γ with γ†1 /∈ Γ. Then γ
†
∗ /∈ Γ, and γ†1 and γ
†
∗ realize the same cut
in Γ.
Proof. Let α ∈ Γ6=, and we show:
γ†1 < α
† =⇒ γ†∗ < α† and γ
†
1 > α
† =⇒ γ†∗ > α†.
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First, suppose that γ†1 < α†. Then |γ1| > |α|, so |γ∗| > |α|, and thus γ
†
∗ 6 α†. Since Γ< is
cofinal in Γ<1 , there is δ ∈ Γ with γ
†
1 < δ < α
†. By taking β ∈ Γ6= with β† = δ, since Ψ = Ψ↓, we
can replace α by β in the argument to get γ†∗ 6 β† < α†.
Now suppose that γ†1 > α†, so we obtain γ
†
∗ > α† in the same way. By the cofinality assumption,
there is δ ∈ Γ with γ†1 > δ > α†. Note that δ ∈ Ψ↓ since there is β ∈ Γ 6= with |γ1| > |β|, which gives
γ†1 < β
† ∈ Ψ = Ψ↓. Hence similar reasoning as in the first case works. This also shows how the
lemma follows from the claim. 
Lemma 6.10 ([ADH17c, 2.8]). Suppose that (Γ1, ψ1) is an H-asymptotic couple extending (Γ, ψ).
Let γ1 ∈ Γ1 \ Γ and α1, α2 ∈ Γ with β1 := γ1 − α1 and β2 := β†1 − α2. If |β1| > |γ| for some γ ∈ Γ6=,
β†1 /∈ Γ, and β
†





Proof. Take γ ∈ Γ6= with |β1| > |γ|, so β†1 6 γ†. From β
†
2 /∈ Ψ we obtain [β
†
1 − α2] /∈ [Γ]. Thus
[β†1 − γ†] > [β
†
1 − α2], as otherwise [β
†
1 − α2] = [γ† − α2] ∈ [Γ]. Putting this together and using




†} < (β†1 − γ†)† 6 (β
†
1 − α2)† = β
†
2. 
Next is the combination of [ADH17c, Lemma 2.1] and the weak form of [ADH17c, Lemma 3.1]
needed here.
Lemma 6.11 ([ADH17c, 2.1, 3.1]). Let β ∈ Ψ↓ \ Ψ or β be a gap in (Γ, ψ). Then there is an
H-asymptotic couple (Γ⊕ Zα,ψα) extending (Γ, ψ) such that:
(i) α > 0 and ψα(α) = β;
(ii) given any embedding i : (Γ, ψ) → (Γ∗, ψ∗) and α∗ ∈ Γ∗ with α∗ > 0 and ψ∗(α∗) = i(β),
there is a unique embedding j : (Γ⊕ Zα,ψα)→ (Γ∗, ψ∗) extending i with j(α) = α∗.
Proof. Apply [ADH17a, Lemma 9.8.7] with C = {[γ] : γ ∈ Γ6=, ψ(γ) > β}. 
We call (Γ, ψ) gap-closed if Γ is nontrivial and divisible, and Ψ = Γ<. Similarly, we call (Γ, ψ)
max-closed if Γ is divisible and Ψ = Γ6 (0 ∈ Ψ implies that Γ is nontrivial). Then we call an
H-asymptotic couple (Γ1, ψ1) extending (Γ, ψ) a gap-closure of (Γ, ψ) if it is gap-closed and it
embeds over (Γ, ψ) into every gap-closed H-asymptotic couple extending (Γ, ψ). Similarly, we call
an H-asymptotic couple (Γ1, ψ1) extending (Γ, ψ) a max-closure of (Γ, ψ) if it is max-closed and it
embeds over (Γ, ψ) into every max-closed H-asymptotic couple extending (Γ, ψ).
Corollary 6.12. Every H-asymptotic couple with sup Ψ = 0 /∈ Ψ has a gap-closure. Every
H-asymptotic couple with sup Ψ = 0 has a max-closure.
Proof. This follows by alternating applications of Lemma 6.11 and taking the divisible hull. 
6.4.2. Quantifier elimination with gap 0. We now turn to the proof of quantifier elimination
for gap-closed H-asymptotic couples. To that end, suppose that (Γ, ψ) is a divisible H-asymptotic
couple with gap 0, and let (Γ1, ψ1) and (Γ∗, ψ∗) be gap-closed H-asymptotic couples extending (Γ, ψ)
such that (Γ∗, ψ∗) is |Γ|+-saturated. Let γ1 ∈ Γ1 \ Γ and (Γ〈γ1〉, ψ1) be the divisible H-asymptotic
couple generated by Γ ∪ {γ1} in (Γ1, ψ1). In light of standard quantifier elimination tests, our goal
is to embed (Γ〈γ1〉, ψ1) into (Γ∗, ψ∗) over Γ.
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For convenience, we set 0† := ψ(0) =∞, so Γ† = Ψ ∪ {∞}.
The next lemma is adapted from [ADH17c, Lemma 3.4].
Lemma 6.13. Suppose (Γ + Qγ1)† = Γ†. Then (Γ〈γ1〉, ψ1) can be embedded into (Γ∗, ψ∗) over Γ.
Proof. From (Γ + Qγ1)† = Γ†, we get Γ〈γ1〉 = Γ + Qγ1. Note that there is no β1 ∈ Γ + Qγ1
with 0 < β1 < Γ>: otherwise, ψ1(β1) > Ψ, since Ψ has no greatest element, contradicting that
(Γ + Qγ1)† = Γ†.
Case 1: [Γ +Qγ1] = [Γ]. By saturation, we take γ∗ ∈ Γ∗ realizing the same cut in Γ as γ1. Then
we have an embedding i : Γ + Qγ1 → Γ∗ of ordered vector spaces over Q that is the identity on Γ
and satisfies i(γ1) = γ∗ by [ADH17a, Lemma 2.4.16]. Now for γ ∈ Γ +Qγ1 we have [i(γ)] = [γ] ∈ [Γ],
so i(γ)† = γ† ∈ Ψ ∪ {∞}. Hence i is an embedding of (Γ〈γ1〉, ψ1) into (Γ∗, ψ∗) over Γ.
Case 2: [Γ + Qγ1] 6= [Γ]. Take β1 ∈ Γ1 \ Γ with β1 > 0 and [β1] /∈ [Γ], so [Γ〈γ1〉] = [Γ] ∪ {[β1]}.
Let D be the cut in Γ realized by β1 and E := Γ \D, so D < β1 < E. First, we claim that D has
no greatest element. If it did have a greatest element δ, then 0 < β1 − δ < Γ>, contradicting the
comment at the beginning of the proof. Similarly, E has no least element. Thus by saturation
we have β∗ ∈ Γ∗ realizing the same cut in Γ as β1 with β†∗ = β†1. Then [ADH17a, Lemma 2.4.16]
yields an embedding i : Γ + Qγ1 → Γ∗ of ordered vector spaces over Q that is the identity on Γ and
satisfies i(β1) = β∗. This embedding is also an embedding of H-asymptotic couples. 
The next lemma is adapted from [ADH17c, Lemma 3.5].
Lemma 6.14. Suppose that (Γ, ψ) is gap-closed, (Γ + Qγ)† 6= Γ† for all γ ∈ Γ1 \ Γ, and Γ< is
cofinal in Γ<1 . Then (Γ〈γ1〉, ψ1) can be embedded into (Γ∗, ψ∗) over Γ.
Proof. Take α1 ∈ Γ such that (γ1 − α1)† /∈ Γ†. Since (γ1 − α1)† < 0 and Ψ = Γ<, we deduce that
(γ1 − α1)† /∈ Γ. Let n > 1. We thus construct sequences α1, α2, . . . in Γ and β1, β2, . . . in Γ〈γ1〉 \ Γ
with β1 = γ1−α1, βn+1 = β†n−αn+1, and β†n /∈ Γ. It follows that [βn] /∈ [Γ], and by Lemma 6.10 we
have β†n < β
†
n+1 and thus [βn] > [βn+1]. In particular, the family (βn)n>1 is Q-linearly independent
over Γ and
Γ〈γ1〉 = Γ⊕Qβ1 ⊕Qβ2 ⊕ . . . .
By saturation, we take γ∗ ∈ Γ∗ \Γ realizing the same cut in Γ as γ1 and define by recursion on n > 1
β∗n ∈ (Γ∗)∞ by β∗1 := γ∗−α1 and β∗(n+1) := β
†
∗n−αn+1. We assume inductively that β∗m ∈ Γ∗ \ Γ
for m = 1, . . . n, and that we have an embedding
in : Γ + Qβ1 + · · ·+ Qβn → Γ∗
of ordered vector spaces over Q that is the identity on Γ and satisfies in(βm) = β∗m for m = 1, . . . , n.
Then βn and β∗n realize the same cut in Γ, so β†∗n /∈ Γ and β†∗n realizes the same cut in Γ as β†n, by
Lemma 6.9. Hence β∗(n+1) ∈ Γ∗ \ Γ and βn+1 and β∗(n+1) realize the same cut in Γ. We have
[Γ + Qβ1 + · · ·+ Qβn] = [Γ] ∪ {[β1], . . . , [βn]} and [β1] > · · · > [βn] > [βn+1].
Let D be the cut realized by [βn+1] in [Γ + Qβ1 + · · · + Qβn]. The comments above show that
[β∗(n+1)] realizes the image under in of D in [in(Γ + Qβ1 + · · ·+ Qβn)], so we can extend in to an
embedding
in+1 : Γ + Qβ1 + · · ·+ Qβn + Qβn+1 → Γ∗
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of ordered vector spaces over Q that is the identity on Γ and satisfies in+1(βn+1) = β∗(n+1). By
induction, this yields a map i : Γ〈γ1〉 → Γ∗ extending each in, so i is an embedding of H-asymptotic
couples. 
The case considered in the next lemma is particular to the setting with gap 0.
Lemma 6.15. Suppose that Γ< < γ1 < 0. Then (Γ〈γ1〉, ψ1) can be embedded into (Γ∗, ψ∗) over Γ.












1 , etc. We have
[γ1] > [γ†1] > [γ
††
1 ] > . . .
by [ADH17a, Lemma 9.2.10(iv)], and so
Γ< < γ1 < γ†1 < γ
††
1 < · · · < 0 and [γ
†·n
1 ] /∈ [Γ] for all n.
Hence the family (γ†·n1 )n∈N is Q-linearly independent over Γ and
Γ〈γ1〉 = Γ⊕Qγ1 ⊕Qγ†1 ⊕Qγ
††
1 ⊕ . . . .
By saturation, we may take γ∗ ∈ Γ∗ \ Γ with Γ< < γ∗ < 0. The above holds in Γ∗ with γ∗ replacing
γ1 (and γ†·n∗ defined analogously), so by induction and [ADH17a, Lemma 2.4.16] we construct an
embedding of Γ〈γ1〉 into Γ∗ as ordered vector spaces over Q that sends γ1 to γ∗. This is also an
embedding of H-asymptotic couples. 
We can now complete the proof of the main theorem of this section. Recall from the introduction
the language Lac = {+,−,6, 0,∞, ψ} of asymptotic couples, though we first prove quantifier
elimination in the expanded language Lac,div = Lac ∪ {divn : n > 1}, where each unary function
symbol divn is interpreted as division by n and divn(∞) :=∞.
Theorem 6.7. The theory of gap-closed H-asymptotic couples has quantifier elimination, and it is
the model completion of the theory of H-asymptotic couples with gap 0.
Proof. That the theory gap-closed H-asymptotic couples has quantifier elimination in Lac,div
follows from Lemmas 6.13, 6.14, and 6.15, and Corollary 6.12 by a standard quantifier elimination
test. (See for example [ADH17a, Corollary B.11.11].) To see that it has quantifier elimination in Lac,
recall from the beginning of this section how, for an asymptotic couple (Γ, ψ), ψ extends uniquely
to the divisible hull QΓ of Γ. The desired result then follows from [ADH17a, Corollary B.11.5].
The model completion statement follows from quantifier elimination combined with Corol-
lary 6.12. (See for example [ADH17a, Corollary B.11.6].) 
Corollary 6.16. The theory of gap-closed H-asymptotic couples is complete and has a prime model.
Proof. The H-asymptotic couple ({0}, ψ∅), where ψ∅ : ∅ → {0} is the empty function, embeds
into every gap-closed H-asymptotic couple, yielding completeness. (See for example [ADH17a,
Corollary B.11.7].) It also has gap 0, so its gap-closure is then a prime model of this theory. 
6.4.3. Quantifier elimination with max 0. We derive similar quantifier elimination and model
completion results in the setting allowing max 0. The proofs are as in the previous subsection,
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except where indicated. This material is only used in one later theorem that itself is not used in the
main results, but this subsection is naturally complementary to the previous one.
Suppose that (Γ, ψ) is a divisible H-asymptotic couple with sup Ψ = 0. Let (Γ1, ψ1) and (Γ∗, ψ∗)
be max-closed H-asymptotic couples extending (Γ, ψ) such that (Γ∗, ψ∗) is |Γ|+-saturated. Let
γ1 ∈ Γ1 \ Γ and (Γ〈γ1〉, ψ1) be the divisible H-asymptotic couple generated by Γ ∪ {γ1} in (Γ1, ψ1).
Lemma 6.17. Suppose that max Ψ = 0 and (Γ + Qγ1)† = Γ†. Then (Γ〈γ1〉, ψ1) can be embedded
into (Γ∗, ψ∗) over Γ.
Proof. From (Γ + Qγ1)† = Γ†, we get Γ〈γ1〉 = Γ + Qγ1.
Case 1: [Γ + Qγ1] = [Γ]. As in Case 1 of Lemma 6.13.
Case 2: [Γ + Qγ1] 6= [Γ] but there does not exist β1 ∈ Γ + Qγ1 with 0 < β1 < Γ>. As in Case 2
of Lemma 6.13.
Case 3: there exists β1 ∈ Γ + Qγ1 with 0 < β1 < Γ>. By saturation, take β∗ ∈ Γ∗ with
0 < β∗ < Γ>, so β†∗ = β†1 = 0. The proof continues as in Case 2 of Lemma 6.13 after “β
†
∗ = β†1.” 
Lemma 6.18. Suppose that (Γ, ψ) is max-closed and (Γ + Qγ)† 6= Γ† for all γ ∈ Γ1 \ Γ. Then
(Γ〈γ1〉, ψ1) can be embedded into (Γ∗, ψ∗) over Γ.
Proof. If γ ∈ Γ1 \ Γ with 0 < γ < Γ>, then γ† = 0 and so (Γ + Qγ)† = Γ†, a contradiction. Hence
there is no such γ, and thus Γ< is cofinal in Γ<1 . The rest of the proof is as in Lemma 6.14. 
Recall from the introduction to this section the language Lac of asymptotic couples.
Theorem 6.19. The theory of max-closed H-asymptotic couples has quantifier elimination, and is
the model completion of the theory of H-asymptotic couples (Γ, ψ) with sup Ψ = 0.
Corollary 6.20. The theory of max-closed H-asymptotic couples is complete and has a prime
model.
6.5. Extensions controlled by the asymptotic couple
6.5.1. A maximality theorem. The results and proofs of this section are adapted from [ADH17a,
§16.1]. This next lemma and its consequences are where we use the quantifier elimination for gap-
closed asymptotic couples from §6.4. Note that if K is an H-asymptotic field with exponential
integration and gap 0, then in fact Ψ = Γ<, so if additionally Γ is divisible then (Γ, ψ) is a gap-closed
H-asymptotic couple in the sense of the previous section.
Lemma 6.21. Suppose that K is a d-henselian H-asymptotic field with exponential integration
and gap 0 whose value group is divisible. Let L be an H-asymptotic extension of K with gap 0 and
kL = k, and suppose that there is no y ∈ L \K such that K〈y〉 is an immediate extension of K.
Let f ∈ L \K. Then the vector space QΓK〈f〉/Γ is infinite dimensional.
Proof. First, we argue that there is no divergent pc-sequence in K with a pseudolimit in L.
Towards a contradiction, suppose that (aρ) is a divergent pc-sequence in K with pseudolimit ` ∈ L.
Since K is d-henselian and asymptotic, it is d-algebraically maximal by Theorem 4.19, so (aρ) is not
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of d-algebraic type over K. Hence (aρ) is of d-transcendental type over K, so K〈`〉 is an immediate
extension of K by Lemma 2.12, a contradiction.
Thus for all y ∈ L \K, the set vL(y −K) ⊆ ΓL has a maximum by Lemma 2.6. If vL(y − y0) =
max vL(y−K), then vL(y−y0) /∈ Γ since kL = k. Otherwise, there would be y1 ∈ K with y−y0 ∼ y1,
contradicting the maximality of vL(y − y0). For convenience, assume below that L = K〈f〉. Set
f0 := f , pick b0 ∈ K with vL(f0− b0) = max vL(f0−K), and set f1 := (f0− b0)† ∈ L. We claim that
f1 /∈ K. Otherwise, there would be g ∈ K× with (f0− b0)† = g†, so vL(f0− b0) = v(g), contradicting
that vL(f0 − b0) /∈ Γ. By induction we obtain sequences (fn) in L \K and (bn) in K such that for
all n:
(i) vL(fn − bn) = max vL(fn −K);
(ii) fn+1 = (fn − bn)†.
Hence vL(fn − bn) /∈ Γ for all n. The result follows from the next claim:
vL(f0 − b0), vL(f1 − b1), . . . are Q-linearly independent over Γ.
To see this, let n > 1 and take an ∈ K× with a†n = bn, so






and set αn := v(an) ∈ Γ. Recall the function ψL,α1,...,αn defined before Corollary 6.8, where the
subscript L indicates that it is defined on ΓL, not just Γ. Then we have
vL(fn − bn) = ψL
(
vL(fn−1 − bn−1)− αn
)
,
so by induction we get





Suppose towards a contradiction that vL(f0 − b0), . . . , vL(fn − bn) are Q-linearly dependent over Γ,
so we have m < n and q1, . . . , qn−m ∈ Q such that
vL(fm − bm) + q1vL(fm+1 − bm+1) + · · ·+ qn−mvL(fn − bn) ∈ Γ.
With γ := vL(fm − bm) ∈ ΓL \ Γ, this means
γ + q1ψL,αm+1(γ) + · · ·+ qn−mψL,αm+1,...,αn(γ) ∈ Γ,
so vL(fm − bm) = γ ∈ Γ by Corollary 6.8, a contradiction. 
The previous lemma yields a maximality theorem that is used later to prove the minimality of
differential-Hensel-Liouville closures, but is also of independent interest as a strengthening of the
conclusion of Theorem 4.19 under additional hypotheses.
Theorem 6.22. Suppose that K is a d-henselian H-asymptotic field with exponential integration
and gap 0 whose value group is divisible. Then K has no proper d-algebraic H-asymptotic extension
with gap 0 and the same residue field.
Proof. Let L be a proper d-algebraic H-asymptotic extension of K with gap 0 and kL = k.
By Theorem 4.19, K is d-algebraically maximal, so there is no y ∈ L \K such that K〈y〉 is an
immediate extension of K. But for f ∈ L \K, the transcendence degree of K〈f〉 over K is finite,
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so the vector space QΓK〈f〉/Γ is finite dimensional by the Zariski–Abhyankar Inequality [ADH17a,
Corollary 3.1.11], contradicting Lemma 6.21. 
By quantifier elimination for max-closed H-asymptotic couples and the same arguments, we
also obtain the following, which is not used later. Here we say an asymptotic field K has max 0 if
its asymptotic couple does.
Theorem 6.23. If K is a d-henselian H-asymptotic field with exponential integration and max 0
whose value group is divisible, then K has no proper d-algebraic H-asymptotic extension with max 0
and the same residue field.
We now extract more information from the proof of Lemma 6.21 for use in the next subsection.
Lemma 6.24. Let K, L, and f be as in Lemma 6.21, and let the sequences (fn), (bn), (an)n>1,
and (αn)n>1 be as in the proof of Lemma 6.21. Set βn := vL(fn− bn)−αn+1. The asymptotic couple
(ΓK〈f〉, ψL) of K〈f〉 has the following properties:
(i) ΓK〈f〉 = Γ⊕
⊕
n Zβn (internal direct sum);





= Ψ ∪ {β†n : n ∈ N};
(iv) [βn] /∈ [Γ] for all n, [βm] 6= [βn] for all m 6= n, and [ΓK〈f〉] = [Γ] ∪ {[βn] : n ∈ N};








2 < · · · .


















Hence m′n = an+2mnmn+1. From f = b0 + a1m0 we get f ′ = b′0 + a′1m0 + a1a2m0m1, so induction
yields Fn ∈ K[Y0, . . . , Yn] with degFn 6 n+ 1 and f (n) = Fn(m0, . . . ,mn). Thus for P ∈ K{Y } 6=




0 . . .m
ir
r , where I is a nonempty finite set of indices
i = (i0, . . . , ir) ∈ N1+r. Note that by the proof of Lemma 6.21, the family (βn) is Q-linearly






nNβn, which proves (i).
By the proof of Lemma 6.21, we also have
β†n = ψL
(
vL(fn − bn)− αn+1
)
= vL(fn+1 − bn+1) = βn+1 + αn+2 /∈ Γ.
Thus the family (β†n) is Q-linearly independent over Γ, since the family (βn) is, proving (ii).
Note that (iii) follows from (i) and (ii). From (ii), we get [βn] /∈ [Γ] and [βm] 6= [βn] for all
m 6= n, so (iv) now follows from (i). Finally, (v) follows from (ii) and Lemma 6.10. 
6.5.2. Further consequences in the ordered setting. Now we develop further the results of
the previous subsection in the pre-H-field setting. In this subsection, K and L are pre-H-fields
with small derivation. Suppose that K is d-henselian and has exponential integration, and that Γ is
divisible. Suppose that L is an extension of K with kL = k, and that there is no y ∈ L \K such
that K〈y〉 is an immediate extension of K. Let f ∈ L \K with Γ< cofinal in Γ<K〈f〉, and let the
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sequences (fn), (bn), (an)n>1, and (αn)n>1 be as in the proof of Lemma 6.21. As before, we also set
βn := vL(fn − bn)− αn+1. Note that since K is a pre-H-field with small derivation and nontrivial
induced derivation on k, it has gap 0, and for the same reason so does L.
Lemma 6.25. Suppose M is a pre-H-field extension of K and g ∈M realizes the same cut in K
as f . Then vM (g − b0) = max vM (g −K) /∈ Γ and g1 := (g − b0)† realizes the same cut in K as f1.
Proof. Let α ∈ Γ and b ∈ K. We first claim that
vL(f − b) < α ⇐⇒ vM (g − b) < α and vL(f − b) > α ⇐⇒ vM (g − b) > α.
To see this, take a ∈ K> with va = α. Suppose that vL(f − b) < α, so |f − b| > a. Hence |g− b| > a
and thus vM (g−b) 6 α. By the cofinality assumption, take δ ∈ Γ with vL(f−b) < δ < α, and then the
same argument yields vM (g−b) 6 δ < α. One proves similarly that vL(f−b) > α =⇒ vM (g−b) > α.
Finally, consider the case that vL(f − b) = α. This yields f − b ∼ ua for u ∈ K with u  1, since
k = kL. From the convexity of OK〈f〉 we obtain |u|a/2 < |f − b| < 2|u|a, so |u|a/2 < |g− b| < 2|u|a,
and thus vM (g − b) = α, completing the proof of the claim.
By the claim above and the fact that vL(f − b0) /∈ Γ, we get vM (g − b0) /∈ Γ. This yields
vM (g − b0) = max vM (g −K), as otherwise we would have b ∈ K with vM (g − b) > vM (g − b0), so
vM (g − b0) = v(b− b0) ∈ Γ. It also follows that (g − b0)† /∈ K, as otherwise (g − b0)† = b† for some
b ∈ K×, so vM (g − b0) = vb ∈ Γ.
Finally, we show that (g − b0)† realizes the same cut in K as (f − b0)†. By replacing f , g,
and b0 with −f , −g, and −b0 if necessary, we may assume that f > b0, so g > b0. First, suppose
that we have h ∈ K with (f − b0)† < h and h < (g − b0)†. Take φ ∈ K> with h = φ† and set
s := (f − b0)/φ. Then we have s > 0 and s† = (f − b0)† − h < 0. By Lemma 6.1(i), vL(s) > 0, but
since vL(f − b0) /∈ Γ, we get vL(s) > 0; in particular, 0 < s < 1 (see [ADH17a, Lemma 3.5.11]).
Similarly, h < (g − b0)† gives t := (g − b0)/φ > 0 and t† > 0, so vM (t) < 0; in particular, t > 1.
Putting this together yields
f = b0 + φs < b0 + φ and b0 + φ < b0 + φt = g,
contradicting that f and g realize the same cut in K. The other case, that there is h ∈ K with
(f − b0)† > h and h > (g − b0)†, is handled in the same fashion. 
Proposition 6.26. Suppose that M is a pre-H-field extension of K with gap 0 and g ∈M realizes
the same cut in K as f . Then there exists an embedding K〈f〉 →M over K with f 7→ g.
Proof. Define g0 := g and gn+1 := (gn − bn)† for all n, so by the previous lemma gn ∈ M \ K
realizes the same cut in K as fn, and in particular vM (gn − bn) /∈ Γ for all n. Then using the same
argument as in the proof of Lemma 6.21, we have that vM (g0 − b0), vM (g1 − b1), . . . are Q-linearly
independent over Γ. Set β∗n := vM (gn − bn) − αn+1 and m∗n := (gn − bn)/an+1, so vM (m∗n) = β∗n
and the family (β∗n) is Q-linearly independent over Γ. Note that since fn and gn realize the same
cut in K, so do mn and m∗n, and hence βn and β∗n realize the same cut in Γ. From the proof of
Lemma 6.24 we have Fn(Y0, . . . , Yn) ∈ K[Y0, . . . , Yn] with degFn 6 n+1 and g(n) = Fn(m∗0, . . . ,m∗n).




0 · · ·m∗irr , where I is the same
nonempty finite index set and ai are the same coefficients as in the proof of Lemma 6.24. Since the
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nNβ∗n. The rest of
the proof of Lemma 6.24 now goes through replacing fn with gn and βn with β∗n.
From this we obtain an ordered abelian group isomorphism j : ΓK〈f〉 → ΓK〈g〉 over Γ with




= vM (P (g)) for all
P ∈ K{Y }6=, so we have a valued differential field embedding K〈f〉 →M over K with f 7→ g. By
the above and since mn and m∗n have the same sign, P (f) > 0 ⇐⇒ P (g) > 0 for all P ∈ K{Y }6=,
so this is in fact an ordered valued differential field embedding, as desired. 
6.5.3. The non-cofinal case. In the previous subsection we assumed that Γ< was cofinal in
Γ<K〈f〉, and now we turn to the other case. In this subsection, K and L are pre-H-fields with gap 0
and L is an extension of K.
Lemma 6.27. Let f ∈ L> with Γ< < vL(f) < 0. Suppose that M is a pre-H-field extension of K
with gap 0 and g ∈M> satisfies Γ< < vM (g) < 0. Then there is an embedding K〈f〉 →M over K
with f 7→ g.
Proof. Set f0 := f and fn+1 := f †n, and let βn := vL(fn) ∈ ΓL. By [ADH17a, Lemma 9.2.10(iv)],
[Γ6=] > [β0] > [β1] > [β2] > · · · > [0].
In particular, [βn] /∈ [Γ] for all n and the family (βn) is Q-linearly independent over Γ. Hence
the vector space QΓK〈f〉/Γ is infinite dimensional, so f is d-transcendental over K [ADH17a,
Corollary 3.1.11]. By the same argument as in Lemma 6.24 with fn in place of mn (i.e., with
bn = 0 and an = 1), one shows that for any P ∈ K{Y } 6= of order at most r, we have P (f) =∑
i∈I aif
i0
0 . . . f
ir




Set g0 := g, gn+1 := g†n, and β∗n := vM (gn) ∈ ΓM . The same argument yields that g is d-




0 . . . g
ir
r , where I is the same set of indices as in P (f)
and ai are the same coefficients. Hence ΓK〈g〉 = Γ ⊕
⊕
n Zβ∗n. Thus we have an isomorphism of





= vM (P (g)), which yields a valued differential field embedding from K〈f〉 →M over
K with f 7→ g. To see that this is an ordered valued differential field embedding, note that by
Lemma 6.1(i), fn > 0 and gn > 0 for all n, so P (f) > 0 ⇐⇒ P (g) > 0. 
6.6. Extending the constant field
Assumption. In this section, K is asymptotic with small derivation.
Since C ⊆ O, C maps injectively into k under the residue field map, and hence into Ck. We
say that K is residue constant closed if K is henselian and C maps onto Ck, that is, res(C) = Ck.
We say that L is a residue constant closure of K if it is a residue constant closed H-asymptotic
extension of K with small derivation that embeds into every residue constant closed H-asymptotic
extension M of K with small derivation.
Proposition 6.28. Suppose that K is pre-d-valued of H-type with sup Ψ = 0. Then K has a
residue constant closure that is an immediate extension of K.
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Proof. Recall from §2.4 that sup Ψ = 0 is equivalent to (Γ>)′ = Γ>. Also note that if L is an
immediate asymptotic extension of K, then it is H-asymptotic, satisfies Ψ = ΨL, so sup ΨL = 0,
and is pre-d-valued by [ADH17a, Corollary 10.1.17].
Build a tower of immediate asymptotic extensions of K as follows. Set K0 := K. If Kλ is
not henselian, set Kλ+1 := Khλ , the henselization of Kλ, which as an algebraic extension of Kλ is
asymptotic by Proposition 2.17. If Kλ is residue constant closed, we are done. So suppose that Kλ
is henselian but not residue constant closed and take u ∈ Kλ with u  1, u′ ≺ 1, and u′ /∈ ∂OKλ .
Let y be transcendental over Kλ and equip Kλ+1 := Kλ(y) with the unique derivation extending
that of Kλ such that y′ = u′. Then by [ADH17a, Lemma 10.2.5(iii)] {v(u′ − a′) : a ∈ OKλ} has no
maximum, so by [ADH17a, Lemma 10.2.4] we can equip Kλ+1 with the unique valuation making it
an H-asymptotic extension of Kλ with y 6 1; with this valuation, y ≺ 1 and Kλ+1 is an immediate
extension of Kλ. If λ is a limit ordinal, set Kλ :=
⋃
ρ<λKρ. Since each extension is immediate, by
Zorn’s lemma we may take a maximal such tower (Kλ)λ6µ.
It is clear that Kµ is residue constant closed, and we show that it also has the desired semi-
universal property. Let M be an H-asymptotic extension of K with small derivation that is residue
constant closed, and let λ < µ and i : Kλ →M be an embedding. It suffices by induction to extend
i to an embedding Kλ+1 →M . If Kλ+1 = Khλ , then we use the universal property of henselizations.
Now suppose that Kλ+1 = Kλ(y) with y and u as above. Take c ∈ CM with c ∼ i(u) and set
z := i(u) − c. Then z′ = i(u)′ and z ≺ 1, so by the remarks after [ADH17a, Lemma 10.2.4], z is
transcendental over i(Kλ), and thus mapping y 7→ z yields a differential field embedding Kλ+1 →M
extending i. By the uniqueness of [ADH17a, Lemma 10.2.4], this is a valued differential field
embedding. 
Note that if K is a pre-H-field with sup Ψ = 0, then as an immediate extension of K any residue
constant closure of K embeds (as an ordered valued differential field) into every residue constant
closed pre-H-field extension of K with small derivation by Lemma 6.2.
In fact, residue constant closures are unique. To see this, we say that an asymptotic extension L
of K with small derivation is a residue constant extension (rc-extension for short) if, for every a ∈ L,
there are t1, . . . , tn ∈ L× such that a ∈ K(t1, . . . , tn) and, for i = 1, . . . , n, either ti is algebraic over
K(t1, . . . , ti−1) or t′i = 0 and ti ∼ u for some u ∈ K(t1, . . . , ti−1) with u  1. It is routine to prove
the following.
Lemma 6.29. Let K ⊆ L ⊆M be a chain of asymptotic extensions with small derivation.
(i) If M is an rc-extension of L and L is an rc-extension of K, then M is an rc-extension
of K.
(ii) If M is an rc-extension of K, then M is an rc-extension of L.
Lemma 6.30. If K is pre-d-valued of H-type with sup Ψ = 0, then the residue constant closure
from the proof of Proposition 6.28 is an rc-extension of K.
Lemma 6.31. Suppose that K is residue constant closed. Then K has no proper immediate
rc-extension.
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Proof. Let L be an immediate rc-extension of K and t ∈ L. Since K is henselian, it is algebraically
maximal, and thus if t is algebraic over K, then t ∈ K. Suppose instead that t′ = 0 and t ∼ u with
u ∈ K, u  1. Thus u′ ≺ 1, so we have c ∈ C with c ∼ u. But then t ∼ c, so t = c ∈ K. 
Corollary 6.32. Suppose that K is pre-d-valued of H-type with sup Ψ = 0. Then any two residue
constant closures of K are isomorphic over K.
Proof. Let L0 and L1 be residue constant closures of K and take an embedding i : L0 → L1 over
K. Since L1 is an immediate extension of K, and thus of i(L0), we have L1 = i(L0) and hence
L0 ∼= L1 over K. 
Lemma 6.33. Suppose that K is residue constant closed. Then the algebraic closure Kac of K is
residue constant closed. If K is additionally an ordered field with convex valuation ring, then Krc is
residue constant closed.
Proof. First, note that an algebraic extension of a henselian valued field is henselian [ADH17a,
Corollary 3.3.12]. Let u ∈ Kac with u  1 and u′ ≺ 1; we need to show that there is c ∈ CKac = Cac
with c ∼ u. We have that u ∈ Cres(Kac) is algebraic over res(K), so it is algebraic over Cres(K)
[ADH17a, Lemma 4.1.2]. Take a monic P ∈ C[X], say of degree n, such that P ∈ Cres(K)[X] is
the minimum polynomial of u over Cres(K). Then P =
∏n
i=1(x − ci) with c1, . . . , cn ∈ Cac, hence
P =
∏n
i=1(x− ci), so we have i with 1 6 i 6 n and u = ci, and thus u ∼ ci. The second statement
is proved similarly. 
6.7. Differential-Hensel-Liouville closures
In this section we construct differential-Hensel-Liouville closures (Theorem 6.49) in analogy with
the Newton-Liouville closures of [ADH17a, §14.5] and prove that they are unique (Corollary 6.51).
First we construct extensions that are real closed, have exponential integration, and satisfy an
embedding property (Corollary 6.44), in analogy with the Liouville closures of [ADH17a, §10.6]; some
preliminaries are adapted from [ADH17a, §10.4–10.6]. Combining this with the residue constant
closures from the previous section, we construct extensions that are residue constant closed, are
real closed, have exponential integration, and satisfy an embedding property (Corollary 6.48); such
extensions are unique.
Assumption. In this section, K is a pre-H-field.
6.7.1. Adjoining exponential integrals. Suppose that s ∈ K \ (K×)† and f is transcendental
over K. We give K(f) the unique derivation extending that of K with f † = s. In the first lemma,
K need only be an ordered differential field.
Lemma 6.34. If K is real closed and K(f) can be ordered making it an ordered field extension of
K, then CK(f) = C.
Proof. This follows from [ADH17a, Lemma 4.6.11 and Corollary 4.6.12]. 
In the next two lemmas, K is just a valued differential field, and need not be ordered. The first
is based on [ADH17a, Lemma 10.4.2].
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Lemma 6.35. Suppose that K has small derivation and k = (k×)†. Let K(f) have a valuation
that makes it an extension of K with ΓK(f) = Γ and ∂OK(f) ⊆ OK(f). Then s− a† ≺ 1 for some
a ∈ K×.
Proof. Since vf ∈ Γ, there is b ∈ K× with g := f/b  1. Then s− b† = g†  g′ 4 1. If s− b† ≺ 1,
set a := b. If s− b†  1, since k = (k×)†, we have u ∈ K× with s− b† ∼ u†. Then set a := bu. 
The last part of the argument also yields the following useful fact.
Lemma 6.36. Suppose that K has small derivation and k = (k×)†. If s− a† < 1 for all a ∈ K×,
then s− a†  1 for all a ∈ K×.
Now we return to the situation that K is a pre-H-field.
Lemma 6.37 ([ADH17a, Lemma 10.5.18]). Suppose that K is henselian and vs ∈ (Γ>)′. Then
there is a unique valuation on K(f) making it an H-asymptotic extension of K with f ∼ 1. With
this valuation, K(f) is an immediate extension of K, so there is a unique ordering of K(f) making
it a pre-H-field extension of K by Lemma 6.2.
Here is a pre-H-field version of [ADH17a, Lemma 10.5.20] with the same proof.
Lemma 6.38. Suppose that K is real closed, s < 0, and v(s− a†) ∈ Ψ↓ for all a ∈ K×. Then there
is a unique pair of a field ordering and a valuation on L := K(f) making it a pre-H-field extension
of K with f > 0. Moreover, we have:
(i) vf /∈ Γ, ΓL = Γ⊕ Zvf , f ≺ 1;
(ii) Ψ is cofinal in ΨL := ψL(Γ 6=L );
(iii) a gap in K remains a gap in L;
(iv) if L has a gap not in Γ, then [ΓL] = [Γ];
(v) kL = k.
6.7.2. Exponential integration extensions. Let E be a differential field. We call a differential
field extension F of E an exponential integration extension of E (expint-extension for short) if CF
is algebraic over CE and for every a ∈ F there are t1, . . . , tn ∈ F× with a ∈ E(t1, . . . , tn) such that
for i = 1, . . . , n, either ti is algebraic over E(t1, . . . , ti−1) or t†i ∈ E(t1, . . . , ti−1). In particular, any
expint-extension is d-algebraic. The following is routine.
Lemma 6.39. Let E ⊆ F ⊆M be a chain of differential field extensions.
(i) If M is an expint-extension of E, then M is an expint-extension of F .
(ii) If M is an expint-extension of F and F is an expint-extension of E, then M is an
expint-extension of E.
Minor modifications to the proof of [ADH17a, Lemma 10.6.8] yield the following.
Lemma 6.40. If F is an expint-extension of E, then |F | = |E|.
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6.7.3. Exponential integration closures. We call K exponential integration closed (expint-
closed for short) if it is real closed and it has exponential integration. We say a pre-H-field extension
L of K is an exponential integration closure (expint-closure for short) of K if it is an expint-extension
of K that is expint-closed. In particular, an expint-closure is a d-algebraic extension.
The next observation has the same proof as [ADH17a, Lemma 10.6.9].
Lemma 6.41. If K is expint-closed, then K has no proper expint-extension with the same constants.
Assumption. For the rest of this subsection, suppose that K has gap 0.
From this assumption it follows that (Γ>)′ = Γ> and Ψ↓ = Γ<. Recall how we construe the real
closure of K as a pre-H-field extension of K with gap 0.
Definition. We call a strictly increasing chain (Kλ)λ6µ of pre-H-fields with gap 0 an expint-tower
on K if:
(i) K0 = K;
(ii) if λ is a limit ordinal, then Kλ =
⋃
ρ<λKρ;
(iii) if λ < λ+ 1 6 µ, then either:
(a) Kλ is not real closed and Kλ+1 is the real closure of Kλ; or
(b) Kλ is real closed and Kλ+1 = Kλ(yλ) with yλ /∈ Kλ satisfying either:
(b1) y†λ = sλ ∈ Kλ with yλ ∼ 1, sλ ≺ 1, and sλ 6= a† for all a ∈ K
×
λ ; or
(b2) y†λ = sλ ∈ Kλ with sλ < 0, yλ > 0, and sλ − a†  1 for all a ∈ K
×
λ .
We call Kµ the top of such a tower.
For notational convenience in the next lemma, we set Cλ := CKλ and kλ := kKλ .
Lemma 6.42. Let an expint-tower (Kλ)λ6µ on K be given. Then:
(i) Kµ is an expint-extension of K;
(ii) Cµ is the real closure of C if µ > 0;
(iii) kµ is the real closure of k if µ > 0;
(iv) |Kλ| = |K|, hence µ < |K|+.
Proof. For (i), go by induction on λ 6 µ. The main thing to check is the condition on the constant
fields. If λ = 0 or λ is a limit ordinal, this is clear. If Kλ+1 is the real closure of Kλ, then Cλ+1
is the real closure of Cλ. If Kλ is real closed and Kλ+1 is as in (b) above, then Cλ+1 = Cλ by
Lemma 6.34.
For (ii), C1 is the real closure of C, and then Cλ = C1 for all λ > 1 as in the proof of (i).
For (iii), k1 is the real closure of k, and then kλ = k1 for all λ > 1 by the uniqueness of
Lemma 6.37 and Lemma 6.38.
Finally, (iv) follows from (i) and Lemma 6.40. 
Lemma 6.43. Suppose that k is real closed and has exponential integration. Let L be the top of a
maximal expint-tower on K. Then L is expint-closed, and hence an expint-closure of K.
Proof. Suppose that L is not expint-closed. If L is not real closed, then its real closure is a proper
pre-H-field extension of L with gap 0, so we could extend the expint-tower. We are left with the
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case that L is real closed and we have s ∈ L \ (L×)†. In particular, L is henselian and Γ is divisible.
Take f transcendental over L with f † = s. By replacing f with f−1 if necessary, we may assume
that s < 0.
First suppose that s− a† ≺ 1 for some a ∈ L×. Then taking such an a and replacing f and s by
f/a and s− a†, we arrange that s ≺ 1. Giving L(f) the valuation and ordering from Lemma 6.37
makes it a pre-H-field extension of L with gap 0 of type (b1).
Now suppose that s− a† < 1 for all a ∈ L×. By Lemma 6.36, s− a†  1 for all a ∈ L×. Then
giving L(f) the ordering and valuation from Lemma 6.38 makes it a pre-H-field extension of L with
gap 0 of type (b2).
Thus L is expint-closed, and hence an expint-closure of K by Lemma 6.42(i). 
Corollary 6.44. Suppose that k is real closed and has exponential integration. Then K has an
expint-closure with gap 0. Moreover, if K is residue constant closed, then K has a residue constant
closed expint-closure with gap 0.
Proof. By Lemma 6.42(iv), Zorn gives a maximal expint-tower on K. The first statement follows
from Lemma 6.43, the second from Lemmas 6.33 and 6.42. 
Lemma 6.45. Suppose that k is real closed and has exponential integration, and let M be a residue
constant closed, expint-closed pre-H-field extension of K with gap 0. Suppose that (Kλ)λ6µ is an
expint-tower on K in M (i.e., each Kλ is a pre-H-subfield of M) and maximal in M (i.e., it cannot
be extended to an expint-tower (Kλ)λ6µ+1 on K in M). Then (Kλ)λ6µ is a maximal expint-tower
on K.
Proof. Note that since k is real closed, kµ = k, and hence has exponential integration. Since M
is real closed, Kµ must be real closed by maximality in M . So supposing (Kλ)λ6µ is not a maximal
expint-tower on K, there is sµ ∈ Kµ such that sµ 6= a† for all a ∈ K×µ ; we may assume that sµ < 0.
Since M is expint-closed, there is yµ ∈M with y†µ = sµ; we may assume that yµ > 0.
First suppose that sµ − a† < 1 for all a ∈ K×µ , so actually sµ − a†  1 for all a ∈ K×µ by
Lemma 6.36. Thus setting Kµ+1 := Kµ(yµ) yields an extension of (Kλ)λ6µ in M of type (b2).
Now suppose that sµ − a† ≺ 1 for some a ∈ K×µ . Taking such an a and replacing sµ and yµ
by sµ − a† and yµ/a, we may assume that sµ ≺ 1. Since M has gap 0, we have yµ  1 and so
y′µ  sµ ≺ 1. That is, yµ ∈ Cres(M), so we have c ∈ CM with yµ ∼ c. Replacing yµ by yµ/c, we
obtain the desired extension of (Kλ)λ6µ in M of type (b1). 
This is not used later, but in the above lemma, we can replace the assumption that M is residue
constant closed (so Cres(M) = res(CM )) with Cres(M) = Cres(K). In the final argument, instead of
c ∈ CM we have u ∈ K with u  1 and u′ ≺ 1, so we replace sµ with sµ − u†.
Corollary 6.46. Suppose that L is an expint-closed pre-H-field extension L of K.
(i) If L is an expint-closure of K, then no proper differential subfield of L containing K is
expint-closed.
(ii) Suppose that k is real closed and has exponential integration, and that L has gap 0 and is
residue constant closed. If no proper differential subfield of L containing K is expint-closed,
then L is an expint-closure of K.
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Proof. For (i), if L is an expint-closure of K, then no proper differential subfield of L containing
K is expint-closed by Lemmas 6.39 and 6.41.
For (ii), suppose that no proper differential subfield of L containing K is expint-closed. Take
an expint-tower on K in L that is maximal in L. By Lemma 6.45, it is a maximal expint-tower on
K. By Lemma 6.43, the top of this tower is an expint-closure of K, and hence equal to L. 
Theorem 6.47. Suppose that k is real closed and has exponential integration. Let (Kλ)λ6µ be
an expint-tower on K. Then any embedding of K into a residue constant closed, expint-closed
pre-H-field extension M of K with gap 0 extends to an embedding of Kµ. Moreover, any two residue
constant closed expint-closures of K with gap 0 are isomorphic over K.1
Proof. Note that the second statement follows from the first by Corollary 6.46.
Let M be a residue constant closed, expint-closed pre-H-field with gap 0 and suppose that
we have an embedding K → M . We prove that for λ < µ any embedding Kλ → M extends to
an embedding Kλ+1 → M , which yields the result by induction. Suppose that i : Kλ → M is an
embedding. If Kλ+1 is the real closure of Kλ, then we may extend i to Kλ+1.
So suppose that Kλ is real closed and we have sλ ∈ Kλ and yλ ∈ Kλ+1\Kλ with Kλ+1 = Kλ(yλ),
y†λ = sλ, yλ ∼ 1, sλ ≺ 1, and sλ 6= a† for all a ∈ K
×
λ . Take z ∈M with z† = sλ. Hence z  1 and
z ∈ Cres(M), so we have c ∈ CM with z ∼ c. By the uniqueness of Lemma 6.37, we may extend i to
an embedding of Kλ(yλ) into M sending yλ to z/c.
Now suppose that Kλ is real closed and we have sλ ∈ Kλ and yλ ∈ Kλ+1 \Kλ with Kλ+1 =
Kλ(yλ), y†λ = sλ, sλ < 0, yλ > 0, and sλ − a†  1 for all a ∈ K
×
λ . Take z ∈ M with z† = sλ; we
may assume that z > 0. Then by the uniqueness of Lemma 6.38, we can extend i to an embedding
of Kλ(yλ) into M sending yλ to z. 
Putting these results together yields the following.
Corollary 6.48. Suppose that k is real closed and has exponential integration. Then K has a
pre-H-field extension L with gap 0 such that:
(i) L is a residue constant closed, expint-closed extension of K;
(ii) L embeds over K into any residue constant closed, expint-closed pre-H-field extension of
K with gap 0.
Moreover, any two such extensions of K are isomorphic over K.
Proof. By Proposition 6.28, let K0 be the residue constant closure of K. Taking the top of a
maximal expint-tower on K0 yields an expint-closure L of K0, which is residue constant closed by
Lemma 6.33. Let M be a pre-H-field extension of K with gap 0 that is residue constant closed
and expint-closed. Then K0 embeds into M over K, so by Theorem 6.47 we can extend this to an
embedding of L. The uniqueness of L follows from the embedding property by Corollary 6.46. 
Note that both rc-extensions and expint-extensions are Liouville extensions in the sense of
[ADH17a, §10.6],2 so the L from the result above is a Liouville extension of K.
1We only know that these exist when K is additionally assumed to be residue constant closed.
2The definition is similar to that of expint-extensions in §6.7.2 except that we also allow t′i ∈ E(t1, . . . , ti−1).
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6.7.4. Differential-Hensel-Liouville closures.
Assumption. We continue to assume in this subsection that K has gap 0.
Definition. We call a pre-H-field extension L of K a differential-Hensel-Liouville closure (slightly
shorter: d-Hensel-Liouville closure) of K if it is d-henselian and expint-closed, and embeds over K
into every pre-H-field extension M of K that is d-henselian and expint-closed.
To build them, we use the fact that if F is an asymptotic valued differential field with small
derivation and linearly surjective differential residue field, then it has a (unique) d-henselization
F dh by Theorem 4.20. If F is a pre-H-field, then F dh is too and embeds (as an ordered valued
differential field) into every d-henselian pre-H-field extension of F by Lemma 6.2.
Theorem 6.49. Suppose that k is real closed, linearly surjective, and has exponential integration.
Then K has a d-Hensel-Liouville closure.
Proof. We use below that any d-henselian asymptotic field is residue constant closed by [ADH17a,
Lemma 9.4.10]. Define a sequence of pre-H-field extensions of K with gap 0 as follows. Set K0 := K.
For n > 1, if n is odd, let Kn be the d-henselization of Kn−1, and if n is even, let Kn be the
expint-closure of Kn−1 from Corollary 6.44. Note that kKn = k for all n. We set L :=
⋃
nKn and
show that L is a d-Hensel-Liouville closure of K.
Let M be a pre-H-field extension of K that is d-henselian and expint-closed. We show by
induction on n that we can extend any embedding Kn →M to an embedding Kn+1 →M . Suppose
we have an embedding i : Kn →M . If n is even, then Kn+1 is the d-henselization of Kn, so we may
extend i to Kn+1. If n is odd, then Kn is d-henselian and Kn+1 is the expint-closure of Kn, so we
can extend i to an embedding Kn+1 →M by Theorem 6.47. 
In the next two results, adapted from [ADH17a, §16.2], let Kdhl be the d-Hensel-Liouville
closure of K from the previous theorem. Note that Kdhl is a d-algebraic extension of K with the
same residue field. We show that Kdhl is the unique, up to isomorphism over K, d-Hensel-Liouville
closure of K.
Lemma 6.50. Suppose k is real closed, linearly surjective, and has exponential integration. Let





i(Kdhl) = i(K)dalg := {f ∈ L : f is d-algebraic over i(K)}.
Proof. That i(Kdhl) ⊆ i(K)dalg is clear, since Kdhl is a d-algebraic extension of K. For the
other direction, note that i(Kdhl) is a d-henselian, expint-closed pre-H-subfield of i(K)dalg, so
i(Kdhl) = i(K)dalg by Theorem 6.22. 
Hence for K as in the lemma above, any d-algebraic extension of K that is a d-henselian,
expint-closed pre-H-field with the same residue field is isomorphic to Kdhl over K, and is thus a
d-Hensel-Liouville closure of K.
Corollary 6.51. Suppose that k is real closed, linearly surjective, and has exponential integration.
Then Kdhl does not have any proper differential subfield containing K that is d-henselian and
expint-closed. Thus any d-Hensel-Liouville closure of K is isomorphic to Kdhl over K.
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Proof. If L ⊇ K is a d-henselian, expint-closed differential subfield of Kdhl, then we have an
embedding i : Kdhl → L over K. Viewing this as an embedding into Kdhl, by Lemma 6.50 we have
Kdhl = i(Kdhl), so Kdhl = L.
If instead L is any d-Hensel-Liouville closure of K, then by embedding it into Kdhl and using
the minimality property just proved, we obtain an isomorphism L ∼= Kdhl over K. 
6.8. Main results
6.8.1. Quantifier elimination. We now turn to the proof of quantifier elimination for the theory of
d-henselian, real closed pre-H-fields that have exponential integration and closed ordered differential
residue field. The language for this and the other model-theoretic results of this subsection is the
language {+,−, ·, 0, 1, ∂,4,6} of ordered valued differential fields.
Assumption. In this section, K and L are pre-H-fields with small derivation.
In the next results, for an ordered set S we denote the cofinality of S by cf(S).
Lemma 6.52. Suppose that K is d-henselian, real closed, and has exponential integration, and let
E be a differential subfield of K with kE = k. Suppose that L is d-henselian, real closed, and has
exponential integration. Assume that L is |K|+-saturated as an ordered set and cf(Γ<L ) > |Γ|. Then
any embedding i : E → L can be extended to an embedding K → L.
Proof. Let i : E → L be an embedding. We may assume that E 6= K. It suffices to show that i can
be extended to an embedding F → L for some differential subfield F of K properly containing E.
First, suppose that Γ<E is not cofinal in Γ< and let f ∈ K> with Γ
<
E < vf < 0. By the cofinality
assumption on Γ<L , take g ∈ L> with Γ
<
i(E) < vL(g) < 0. Then we extend i to an embedding
E〈f〉 → L sending f 7→ g by Lemma 6.27.
Now suppose that Γ<E is cofinal in Γ< and consider the following three cases.
Case 1: E is not d-henselian and expint-closed. From the assumptions on K, k is real closed,
linearly surjective, and has exponential integration. Since kE = k, we may extend i to an embedding
of the d-Hensel-Liouville closure of E into L by Theorem 6.49.
Case 2: E is d-henselian and expint-closed, and E〈y〉 is an immediate extension of E for some
y ∈ K \ E. Take such a y and let (aρ) be a divergent pc-sequence in K with aρ  y. Since E
is d-henselian, it is d-algebraically maximal by Theorem 4.19, and so (aρ) is of d-transcendental
type over E. By the saturation assumption on L and [ADH17a, Lemma 2.4.2], we have z ∈ L with
i(aρ) z. Then Lemma 2.12 yields a valued differential field embedding E〈y〉 → L sending y 7→ z;
by Lemma 6.2, this is also an ordered field embedding.
Case 3: E is d-henselian and expint-closed, and there is no y ∈ K\E making E〈y〉 an immediate
extension of E. Take any f ∈ K \ E. By saturation, take g ∈ L such that for all a ∈ E, we have
a < f =⇒ i(a) < g and f < a =⇒ g < i(a).
Then we can extend i to an embedding E〈f〉 → L with f 7→ g by Proposition 6.26. 
Recall from [Sin78] the theory of closed ordered differential fields, which has quantifier elimination
and is the model completion of the theory of ordered differential fields (where no assumption is
made on the interaction between the ordering and the derivation).
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Theorem 6.53. The theory of d-henselian, real closed pre-H-fields with exponential integration
and closed ordered differential residue field has quantifier elimination.
Proof. Suppose that K and L are d-henselian and real closed, have exponential integration, and
have closed ordered differential residue field. Suppose further that L is |K|+-saturated as an ordered
set, cf(Γ<L ) > |Γ|, and kL is |k|+-saturated as an ordered differential field. Let E be a substructure
of K, so E is a differential subring of K with the induced dominance relation and ordering. By
a standard quantifier elimination test (see for example [ADH17a, Corollary B.11.9]), it suffices to
show that any embedding i : E → L can be extended to an embedding K → L, so let i : E → L be
an embedding.
By extending i to the fraction field of E, we may assume that E is a field. The embedding i
induces an embedding ires : kE → kL of ordered differential fields. Since kL is |k|+-saturated, by
the proof of quantifier elimination for closed ordered differential fields [Sin78] and Zorn’s lemma we
may extend ires to an embedding k→ kL. By Corollary 6.6, we can now extend i to an embedding
F → L for a differential subfield F of K with kF = k. It remains to apply Lemma 6.52. 
Lemma 6.54. Any pre-H-field with gap 0 can be extended to a d-henselian, real closed pre-H-field
with exponential integration and closed ordered differential residue field.
Proof. Suppose we have a pre-H-field K0 with gap 0. We first extend its residue field to a closed
ordered differential field, since the theory of closed ordered differential fields is the model completion
of the theory of ordered differential fields, and apply Corollary 6.6 to obtain a pre-H-field extension
K1 of K0 with gap 0 whose residue field is a closed ordered differential field. It follows from
the definition that closed ordered differential fields are real closed, linearly surjective, and have
exponential integration, so we can extend K1 to a pre-H-field K2 with the same residue field that is
d-henselian, real closed, and has exponential integration by Theorem 6.49. 
Corollary 6.55. The theory of d-henselian, real closed pre-H-fields with exponential integration
and closed ordered differential residue field is the model completion of the theory of pre-H-fields with
gap 0.
Proof. This follows from Theorem 6.53 and Lemma 6.54 by standard model-theoretic facts (see
for example [ADH17a, Corollary B.11.6]). 
Corollary 6.56. The theory of d-henselian, real closed pre-H-fields with exponential integration
and closed ordered differential residue field is complete.
Proof. The structure (Z; +,−, ·, 0, 1, ∂0,40,6), where ∂0 is the trivial derivation (∂0(Z) = {0})
and 40 is the trivial dominance relation (k 40 l for all k, l ∈ Z6=), embeds into every model of the
theory in the statement, so the theory is complete (see for example [ADH17a, Corollary B.11.7]). 
We now use quantifier elimination to show that this theory is distal, a notion of model-theoretic
tameness introduced by P. Simon to isolate those NIP theories that are “purely unstable” [Sim13].
The definition used here, one of several equivalent formulations, is in terms of indiscernible sequences;
first, some conventions. We use the term “indiscernible” to mean “indiscernible over ∅,” and if B is
a parameter set, “B-indiscernible” to mean “indiscernible over B.” If I0 and I1 are linearly ordered
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sets, then I0 + I1 denotes the natural concatenation. The singleton {`} viewed as a linearly ordered
set is denoted by (`).
Definition. Let T be a complete theory in a language L. Then T is distal if in every model M of
T , for any B ⊆M and infinite linearly ordered sets I0, I1, whenever
(i) (ai)i∈I0+(`)+I1 is indiscernible, and
(ii) (ai)i∈I0+I1 is B-indiscernible,
(ai)i∈I0+(`)+I1 is also B-indiscernible.
Recall that the theory RCVF of real closed fields with a nontrivial valuation whose valuation
ring is convex, in the language {+,−, ·, 0, 1,4,6}, is distal: It is weakly o-minimal by quantifier
elimination [CD83], hence dp-minimal by [DGL11, Corollary 4.3], and thus distal by [Sim13,
Lemma 2.10]. We reduce Theorem 6.57 to the distality of RCVF by “forgetting” the derivation.
Theorem 6.57. The theory of d-henselian, real closed pre-H-fields with exponential integration
and closed ordered differential residue field is distal, and hence has NIP.
Proof. Let K be a d-henselian, real closed pre-H-field with exponential integration and closed
ordered differential residue field. Let I0 and I1 be infinite linearly ordered sets and B ⊆ K. Suppose
that (ai)i∈I0+(`)+I1 is indiscernible with ai ∈ Kd, d > 1, and (ai)i∈I0+I1 is B-indiscernible. Let
ϕ(x1, . . . , xk, y), k ∈ N, be a formula with |x1| = · · · = |xk| = m and |y| = n. We need to show that
for all b ∈ Bn and i1, . . . , ik, j1, . . . , jk ∈ I0 + (`) + I1 with i1 < · · · < ik and j1 < · · · < jk,
K |= ϕ(ai1 , . . . , aik , b)↔ ϕ(aj1 , . . . , ajk , b).
For simplicity of notation, we assume that d = k = m = n = 1. By quantifier elimination, any
formula in the variable z = (z1, . . . , zt), t ∈ N, is equivalent in K to a boolean combination of
formulas of one of the following forms:
F (z) = 0, F (z) > 0, F (z) 4 G(z) where F,G ∈ Z{Z1, . . . , Zt}.
In particular, there is a formula ψ(x0, . . . , xr, y0, . . . , yr) in the language LOR,4 := {+,−, ·, 0, 1,6,4}
such that, for all a, b ∈ K,
K |= ϕ(a, b)↔ ψ(a, a′, . . . , a(r), b, b′, . . . , b(r)).
Let Br := B ∪ ∂(B) ∪ · · · ∪ ∂r(B). With respect to LOR,4, the sequences (ai, a′i, . . . , a
(r)
i )i∈I0+(`)+I1
and (ai, a′i, . . . , a
(r)
i )i∈I0+I1 are indiscernible and Br-indiscernible, respectively. As a structure in
this language, K |= RCVF, and RCVF is distal. Thus for any b ∈ B and i, j ∈ I0 + (`) + I1,
K |= ψ(ai, a′i, . . . , a
(r)
i , b, b
′, . . . , b(r))↔ ψ(aj , a′j , . . . , a
(r)
j , b, b
′, . . . , b(r)). 
6.8.2. Model completeness with extra structure on the residue field. In this final subsec-
tion, we consider a theory of pre-H-fields with gap 0 where extra structure is allowed on the residue
field and prove model completeness and model companion results similar to those in the previous
subsection. More precisely, consider the two-sorted structure (K,k;π), where the language on the
sort of K is {+,−, ·, 0, 1, ∂,4,6}, the language on the sort of k is Lres ⊇ {+,−, ·, 0, 1, ∂,6}, and π
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is a map π : K → k. We fix an Lres-theory Tres of ordered differential fields and let T be the theory
asserting that:
(i) K is a pre-H-field with gap 0;
(ii) k |= Tres;
(iii) π|O is a surjective ordered differential ring homomorphism with kernel O and π(K\O) = {0}.
Thus π induces an isomorphism of ordered differential fields res(K) ∼= k; conversely, an isomorphism
res(K) ∼= k lifts to a surjective ordered differential ring homomorphism O → k with kernel O.
Suppose that T ∗res is a model complete theory extending the theory of real closed fields and
the theory of linearly surjective differential fields with exponential integration; these conditions are
necessary if T ∗res is to be the theory of a residue field of a d-henselian, real closed pre-H-field with
exponential integration. Consider the two-sorted structure (K∗,k∗;π∗) in the same language and
let T ∗ be the theory asserting that:
(i) K∗ is a pre-H-field that is d-henselian, real closed, and has exponential integration;
(ii) k∗ |= T ∗res;
(iii) π∗ : K∗ → k∗ is as in T .
Theorem 6.58. The theory T ∗ is model complete.
Proof. Let (K,k;π), (L,kL;πL), and (K∗,k∗;π∗) be models of T ∗ such that (K,k;π) ⊆ (L,kL;πL)
and (K∗,k∗;π∗) < (K,k;π) is |L|+-saturated. Let i : (K,k;π) → (K∗,k∗;π∗) be the natural
inclusion map; it suffices to extend i to an embedding i∗ : (L,kL;πL) → (K∗,k∗;π∗) (see for
example [ADH17a, Corollary B.10.4]).
Let ires : k → k∗ be the restriction of i to k. Since T ∗res is model complete and k∗ < k is
|kL|+-saturated, we may extend ires to an embedding i∗res : kL → k∗. By pulling back i∗res via π and
π∗ we obtain an embedding res(L)→ res(K∗), so by Corollary 6.6 with res(L) instead of kL we have
a pre-H-field F ⊆ L with gap 0 extending K with residue field res(F ) = res(L) that embeds into K∗
over K. Now by Lemma 6.52, this embedding extends further to an embedding j : L→ K∗. Then
the map i∗ that is j on L and i∗res on kL is an embedding (L,kL;πL)→ (K∗,k∗;π∗) extending i. 
In the next two results, we suppose that T ∗res is the model companion of Tres, so T ∗ ⊇ T .
Lemma 6.59. Every model of T can be extended to a model of T ∗.
Proof. Let (K,k;π) |= T . Since T ∗res is the model companion of Tres, we can extend k to a
model k∗ |= T ∗res. Let kL be an ordered differential field extension of res(K) such that we have
an isomorphism i : kL → k∗ of ordered differential fields extending the isomorphism res(K) ∼= k
induced by π. Then by applying Corollary 6.6 with res(K) instead of k, we obtain an extension
L of K that is a pre-H-field with gap 0 and has ordered differential residue field isomorphic to
kL over res(K). By composing this isomorphism with i, we may assume that i is an isomorphism
i : res(L)→ k∗. By Theorem 6.49, we extend L to its d-Hensel-Liouville closure Ldhl with residue
field res(Ldhl) = res(L). Defining π∗ : Ldhl → k∗ by π∗(f) := i(res f) for f ∈ OLdhl and π∗(f) = 0
otherwise, we have that (Ldhl,k∗;π∗) |= T ∗. 
Corollary 6.60. The theory T ∗ is the model companion of T .
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CHAPTER 7
Concluding remarks and questions
In the previous chapter, we studied the theory T ∗ of pre-H-fields that are d-henselian, real
closed, have exponential integration, and that have closed ordered differential residue field in parallel
with the way that the theory T nl is studied in [ADH17a]. But the main reason for isolating and
studying that theory is because it has T as a model. We know that models of T ∗ exist, as we can
take any pre-H-field with gap 0 and extend it to an existentially closed pre-H-field with gap 0,
which is a model of T ∗ by Corollary 6.55, but it is desirable to have a natural model of T ∗. Since
there is no known natural model of the theory of closed ordered differential fields, it is impossible to
expect to find a natural model of T ∗, but perhaps, given a closed ordered differential field k, there
is something like a transseries model of T ∗ with k as its ordered differential residue field.
Theorem 6.53 shows that T ∗ has quantifier elimination, but of course this is just a starting point
for studying this theory and its complexity. In particular, natural questions about the theories of
the asymptotic couples and ordered differential residue fields of models of T ∗, and their relationship
to T ∗, remain open. In Theorem 6.57, we showed that T ∗ is combinatorially tame in the sense that
it is distal, and hence has NIP. It follows that since the asymptotic couple of a model K of T ∗ is
interpretable in K, its theory (that is, the theory of gap-closed H-asymptotic couples from §6.4)
has NIP. However, this theory should also be distal, or even weakly o-minimal.
In every model K of T nl, the constant field C is stably embedded in the sense that any subset
of C definable in K is actually definable in C as a real closed field. We believe that similarly
the ordered differential residue fields of models of T ∗ are stably embedded. To prove this, it may
be useful to strengthen the multi-sorted model completeness result Theorem 6.58, such as to a
reduction of quantifiers down to the ordered differential residue field. Moreover, we hope to use
such a theorem, or a similar result in a three-sorted setting including the asymptotic couple, to
deduce an Ax–Kochen/Ershov principle for d-henselian pre-H-fields with exponential integration. It
may also be possible to undertake an analysis of dimension in models of T ∗ similar to that done for
models of T nl in [ADH17b], with the ordered differential residue field likely playing the role of the
constant field.
The only pre-H-fields with small derivation studied in this thesis are those with gap 0. Another
condition that an asymptotic field K with small derivation can satisfy instead is max 0, which means
that max Ψ = 0; equivalently, for all f  1 in K, f ′ < f , and there exists g  1 in K with g′  g.
Does the theory of pre-H-fields with max 0 have a model companion? The derivation induced on
the residue field of a pre-H-field with max 0 is necessarily trivial, so pre-H-fields with max 0 cannot
be d-henselian. But they also cannot be newtonian, and thus if this theory has a model companion,
it would be quite different from both T ∗ and T nl. In this direction, Theorem 6.19 isolates the model
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completion of the theory of H-asymptotic couples (Γ, ψ) satisfying max Ψ = 0 and shows that it
has quantifier elimination. Theorem 6.23 could also be useful.
Outside of the setting of pre-H-fields, another direction of research is to consider the model
theory of unordered asymptotic fields. Do the theories of H-asymptotic fields with either gap 0
or max 0, respectively, have model companions? Theorems 6.7 and 6.19 and their consequences
Theorems 6.22 and 6.23 gave us some hope that model companion results could be obtained. Using
similar arguments to those in §6.7.3 (with [ADH17a, Lemmas 10.4.3, 10.4.5, and 10.4.6] replacing
Lemmas 6.37 and 6.38), one can show an analogue of Corollary 6.44. More precisely, if K is an
H-asymptotic field with gap 0 and k is algebraically closed and has exponential integration, then K
has an H-asymptotic expint-extension with gap 0 that is algebraically closed and has exponential
integration; the same is true with “max 0” replacing “gap 0.” However, the argument used in
Theorem 6.47 to prove an embedding property for such extensions fails here due to the lack of
uniqueness in [ADH17a, Lemma 10.4.6], in contrast to Lemma 6.38. Hence a different approach is
needed to prove model completeness for such unordered H-asymptotic fields, if it is possible.
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